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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICAO

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
!

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDSO
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING ON

5 PALO VERDE NUCLEAR GENERATING JTATION

6
___

Aloha Inn
3901 East Van Buren Street
Phoenix, Arizona

9 Tuesday, November 24, 1981

10 The meeting of the Subcommittee of the Advisory

11 Committee on Reactor Safeguards was convened at 1:30 p.m.

12 PRESENT FOR THE ACRS:

13 M. BENDER, Chairman1

C. SIESS, Member
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|
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MR. BENDER: This meeting will now come to order and

3 we will continue the discussion of the Palo Verde Nuclear

' # Plant. I believe at the end of yesterday's proceeding we were

5 at the point of covering the interface matters. Let me ask

0 the Committee, first, does it have any matters that it wants

7 to add to the agenda today?

8 (No response. )

9 Let me re-check, again, who will be leaving early in

10 the afternoon?

II (Replies are given.)

12 Well, we may continue the meeting past 1 o' clock,

13C) but I would like to ask those that are planning to leave in the
V

I# early afternoon to let me know if there are any matters that

15 they want to get covered before the morning is out. Some of

16 us will be here through tonight. There is no reason for us

I7 just to rush over things. We can take enough time to be sure

18 we understand what is here.

l9 I will cut in about 11 o' clock to be sure that we

20 get suggestions from those, in particular, who might leave, and

21 perhaps even develop a strategy for the meeting.

22 The next item on the agenda was to be a discussion
g,~

{ 23 of emergency procedures. Is that correct?' " ' '

24 MR. VAN BRUNT: That is correct. Mr. Bender, could
,

' '/ 25 I just discuss one administrative matter?

|

|

|
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1
MR. BENDER: All right, fine.

() 2
MR. VAN BRUNT: Put up the agenda on the board. I

,

3
would like to, if I could, just so I don't have people jumping

') 4
up and down all day, consolidate items H and J into one

5
presentation, that is Mr. Barrow's presentation. So, following

6
the fire protection we would present --

7
MR. BENDER: I certainly wouldn't see any problem

8
with that.

9
MR. VAN BRUNT: Then we will follow that with Mr.

10 Rogers' presentationon the ultimate heat sink and then I would
11

like to consolidate Mr. Hartley's presentations, items K and

12
M, on the in-service inspection program.

(]) MR. BENDER: K and M?

14
MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir, K and M.

15
MR. BENDER: All right.*

16
MR. VAN BRUNT: So that he can present those two in

17
series.

I 18
MR. GRIMES: Mr. Chairman?

19
MR. BENDER: Yes, Chris?

; 20
l MR. GRIMES: I would like to clear up one matter
|

21
left over from yesterday.

22'

MR. BENDER: Very good.
i

( , 23
2 MR. GRIMES: When I responded to questions concerning

24'

minimum containment back pressure, in error I said that it
g() 2 25

was of concern for DCCSMPSH. In fact, the minimum containment

-- . , . _ _ . . .. -- . - . _ . .. ,.-,--- - - -- - ..
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I back pressure is related to flood races and the ability to

2 cool the pool and there is a lesser concern for MPSH.

3 MR. BENDER: Thank you. Other matters?

4 If not, I propose we move right into the discussion

5 of emergency procedures.

0 MR. VAN BRUNT: We are going to have a joint presen-

7 tation of Mr. Vince Callahan, who is the Senior Nuclear

8 Consultant in the Plant Engineering Branch of Combustion

9 Engineering, and Mr. Hartley regarding the emergency operating

10 procedures.

I MR. BENDER: Excuse me, Mr. Van Brunt. It does

12 occur to me that I didn't ask you whether your people had any

13 preference for order of presentation. If it turns out that

# we want to carry this meeting over into the afternoon, would

15 you like to change the order in any way?

I0 MR. VAN BRUNT: No, we are perfectly satisfied with

I7 the order that we have, sir, other than the two minor changes

18 I requested.

I9 MR. BENDER: Fine. All right, let's go ahead, Mr.

20 Callahan.

2I MR. CALLAHAN: Good morning. I am Vince Callahan

22 from Combustion Engineering. As a lead-in to the Arizona

23
I Public Service presentation of emergency procedures, I will

24 present a brief description of the combustion engineering

25 activities on developing emergency procedure guidelines.

., . - -- .-- - - . __ . . __ . _ ..
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I The presentation will include a summary of emergency
.

2 . procedures guidelines development activities, a brief descrip-.)

3 tion of our emergency procedures guideline system and-some
,

4 explanation of why we chose the orientation for the presen-
:

| 5 tation of our information with regard to event or function.
4

6 This overhead presents major areas of activity in;

7 the procedure development and the groupings basically
-

<

8 represent an escalation df requirements and also major

I 9 groupings of products that were developed, issued for review,

10 use.
!

II In support of our System 80 plants, we have some
i

I2 pre-TMI activities that were conducted well before the TMI

13 There was an 8-man year product development activityevent.

Id aimed at developing improved test and operating requirements.
!

i

15 documentation systems. This was done for the System 80 planto.

16 In that first period, we not only developed a format;

I7 for documentation, but we proceeded with developing the

( 18 documentation itself. The next two bullets represent a
|

I9 period that began with TMI and there we had some immediate

20 response to the TMI event that we would characterize as

21 limited scope repair, minor adjustments to existing proceduren .

I 22 The major issues that were dealt with ircaediately

{ 23 following TMI were the high pressure safety ejection pumps

|24 t,ymin,e1on criteri,, e3, gecision on ,3,e to a, ,1e3 yo,cto,

O I 25 coe1 ant pumgs fe11 ewing 1ess of coo 1ent eccidemt ene informet. 4.on

:
,

- . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . _ . . _ _ _
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I on how the operators should deal with voids in the reactor
A

2 coolant systems.

3 Also in that period the Combustion Engineering

d Owners Group developed a revised loss of coolant accident

5 guideline which was submitted to the NRC and on which we

6 received a favorable SER.

7 The next major period differed from the immediate

8 TMI response in that the target for improvement became the

9 whole guidelines system. I am showing in this period the

10 requirement for developing improved technical guidance and
,

11 there the emphasis was on using best estimate analysis to

12 support the information in the guidelines as opposed to the

I3 traditional licensing accident analysis that was used to

14 develop the infermation.

15 In this period the Combustion Engineering Owners

16 Group developed a topical report, CEN 128,and issued it in

17 April of '79. Immediately follcwing that, the requirements

18 were escalated once again and we proceeded with a larger

l9 program to improve the guidelines system. The larger program

20 dealt with not only all the things that we had worked on up

21 to date, but dealt with multiple failures and dealt with a

f22 study of the vehicle that we used to carry the operational
O d

23
F information.
:

24 So, there we are talking about further improvements
O !
U 2 25 in format and content. In June of '81 Combustion submitted
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I another topical report on behalf of the Owners Group.

2 Actually, there were two reports, CEN 152 and 156. In there

3 we have improved technical information and some explanation

4 and justification for the format and content that was chosen,

5 along with a fairly extensive description of development

6 activities that went into the improved guidelines.

7 On this submittal we received a letter from the

8 staff of the Nuclear Regulatogy Commission saying that if we

9 would make some minor improvements to those submittals, they

10 would consider those as having adequately met the requirements

II of item 1-C-1 and new reg 0737.

I2 MR. BENDER: Excuse me. For what purpose? For

13 CESSAR or for Pa'.o Verde or for what?

Id MR. CALLAHAN: For the CE Owners Group.

15 MR. BENDER: Thank you. That doesn't mean it is

16 on either of these dockets at the moment, but it is just a

I7 matter of a collective group having gotten information togethe r.

18'

MR. CALLAHAN: This overhead presents a summary

l9 description of the CE Owners Group product and I would like tc
i
'

20 note here that Arizona Public Service Company not only

21 participated in the development of this system, but -- well,

22 they participated in the development of the system and the

23
F thing I wanted to note is that they were fairly active.

f24 The goal of our activities for the owners Group

O I 25 was to develop technical information, operational information

,
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I to be used by the operator and to-document it in a format

2 that could be readily used by the utility in developing its

3 emergency procedures.

4 This slide represents the system that we chose to

5 carry our information. It basically has two parts. On the

6 left side you see the somewhat traditional optimal recovery

7 task guidelines. They are grouped by major categories of

8 critical function, but they are basically an upgraded version

9 of the traditional event-oriented emergency procedures.

10 On the righthand side of the picture you see the

II newer element in the systems, and that is what we call the

12 functional recovery path guidance. In this portion of the

13Q system you see a more functional oriented approach to diagnosing

I# the status and trend of the plant, concluding whether or not

15 the status is acceptable and making decisions on what

16 resources you should use and what corrective actions you

I7 should implement to either keep the plant in an acceptable

O state or move it toward one.

I9 The basic concept here is that if you have an event

20 in the plant that is easily recognized, there is no more

21 efficient way to respond to it than to immediately implement

22 some preprogrammed recipe for recovery, and that information

{ 23 you find on this side of the system.

24 But the situation where it is not clear to you what

O I 25 the plant state is, and it is not possible for you to readily

|

,
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I implement a precanned repair or recovery path, then we provide ,

f',

s 2 on your righthand side, we provide a function recovery path.

3 I would like to say one more thing on this -- about

4 this picture. You will note that the major categories of

5 function, reactivity control, pressure and inventory control

6 and heat removal presented in both sides of the system are

7 parallel. The purpose of that is to allow the user of this

8 information to readily move back and forth between the various

9 sides of the system in the drawing material for use in the

10 development of the detailed emergency procedures and plan.

II This slide supports the explanation of why the

12 Owners Group, the CE Owners Group, concluded that we needed

13 to provide both event and function-oriented information for

14 the emergency procedures. In explaining this graph, I will

15 just briefly mention what we mean by the independence of

16 critical functions.

17 When you look at a machine, or even a human being,

18 and you look at all those things that have to be maintained,

19 that have to do or be to keep the thing in an acceptable state ,

20 you come up with a list of functions. In a simple case it may

21 be bleeding and breathing.

22 If the machine is damaged and all those things that

23
F you do to stop bleeding, for example, don't hinder breathing,

f24 e3,n you noye e 31,3 gegree of inaepenaence 3,eyeen ene

O I 25 functions, and for a machine where you have a high degree of

- --
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: I of. independence, we i. eel that the value of a function-oriented' -

,

2 operation-information format is very.high. If there.are
y
.

3'

situations where things you do for bleeding, say, to the wounri ,

# on the chest, would interfere with breathing, then'we say that-
!

5 the critical, functions are not independent, and for those

; 6 situations the value of event-oriented'information becomes 1
1

7 very high.
f

8 Looking at the nuclear power plant and studying all

9 the critical functions that we can identify,'we have concluded

10 that'the optimum system for information presentation would ,

II include both event information and function information. One
.

j other thing I would like to say on this slide is that we have:12

|

f broken the kinds of. operational information into two categories13
,

event-oriented and function-oriented.

15 '

Sometimes you. hear people talk about symptom-oriented
,

16 operational information. I would like to point out that both
!

|
I7 the event information and the function-oriented information

,,.

18 is activated by symptoms. The common denominator of either of
a >

| these forms is symptons. |
,

i

|
0 Symptoms are used to activate the operator or event-

'

oriented information. In that case, he simply matches symptom

{ sets, preprogrammed symptom sets, with an event and he concludes

23
J he has an event and then he implements the information. In

24 the case of the functional approach, he still uses symptoms,

| O I 25
; only in this case he has a more systematic, methodical process

: ;

|

!
C.,,._._.._.__,_.,_...-_.,,__.._._._____._._,._._.._____._-_.._____________--,_
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I for reviewing the symptoms and assessing.the status of his

O !

k' 2 function.1

3 So, we knew these as the two major categories and I

4 would like to spend one more time by saying the event-oriented

5 information is typically skill level information. It is

6 information associated with manipulating controls in a plant.

7 It is the details of ge.tting things done.

8 The function-oriented information is knowledge level

9 information. It is more closely aligned to managing the

10 process of the accident response.

II MR. BENDER: Mr. Callahan, while you have got the

12 picture up there, it would be useful to understand it a little

I3 better. Let me.use an illustration to see if I can get a

I# better understanding of what you are telling me. In a loss of

15 cooling accident, relatively small, you are likely to get

16 high pressure injection.

I7 The concern that people sometimes raise is the matter

18 of repressurization if the event is prolonged. How would you

I9 characterize the function of that relationship in terms of

20 protecting the temperature -- protecting the vessel against

21 thermal shock?

22 MR. CALLAHAN: In the emergency procedures system

{ 23 that you will see that the utility implements, the information

f24 ,111 3, coyerea in e,c p1,ce, ,1e31n e3, system, you ,111

O I 25 find in the event-oriented information the category -- could

.

. _ . _ . _._ _ . - _ _ _ _. . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . . __. ... _ ,
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I you go back to the previous slide.

O 2 The category that deals with the loss of coolant

3 accident will have specific instructions on operating a high

'4 pressure safety ejection pump and there you will find cautions

5 and requirements regarding not using that pump too strongly.

6 In the presentation of the functionally oriented

7 information, there, again, under the pressure and inventory

8 portion and under heat removal -- you are talking about thermal

9 shock -- you will find information that is associated with the

10 resource of the high pressure safety ejection pump, remembering

II that this is a more management-type presentation. The operator

12 there is presented with his resources and some advice on the

13 dos and don'ts when he uses them.

I4 He doesn't know what the event is, but he knows what

15 the precautions are associated with the various resources he

16 has available to use to regain control or stabilize any of

I7 these critical functions.

18 MR. BENDER: Okay, we will come back to this later.

I9 MR. CALLAHAN: In concluding, I would like to note

20 that the presentation by Mr. Wes Hartley will be immediately

21 following and utilizes -- is a genuine implementation of the

22 new things that we know about the development and presentation

{ 23 of the emergency operating information.

f24 33, 3g33g3, cou13 1 ,,x e3,se,f, , question, no

O I 25l the emergency operating procedures heve to se e game of rhe

|
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I CESSAR 80 or only the Palo Verde docket or neither one?

2 MS. KERRIGAN: The evaluation procedures themselves

3 will be in the Palo Verde docket.

4 MR. GRIMES: With regard to CESSAR, because CE has

5 outlined its guidelines but hasn't submitted them explicitly,

6 we haven't reviewed them as part of System 80. However, as

7 Mr. Callahan was making his presentation, it occurred to me

8 that it would be relatively simple for us to incorporate an

9 evaluation of the topical report, if it is suitable, into the

10 CESSAR SER, and we will have to consider that in the future.

II MR. BENDER: I am really trying to figure out where

12 the scope ought to be and suggest that emergency procedures

13 may or may not belong in the scope of CESSAR 80. Are you

Id _elling us, Chris, that you think they ought to be?

15 MR. GRIMES: I am telling you that I think we will

16 have to make that decision after staff has completed its

17 review of the Owners Group material and whether or not our

18 evaluation would be suitable for CESSAR SER. It may not be.

19 We rv.y have to continue on a plant-specific review basis.;

20 MR. BENDER: But if that were the case, then you

21 would say that CESSAR 80 would be --

22 MR. GRIMES: The only thing that we could incorporate

{ 23 into CESSAR would be our evaluation of the guidelines, not

2# explicit emergency operating procedures.

| O I 25 MR. 8EsDER: We11, we wi11 ehink ebout it eome.
.

I

!

_. _ , , , __ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . . . _ _ . , _ . _ _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ ,_ _ _ _ _
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I MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, Mr. Chairman, Mr.'Hartley now

O 2 will indicate how Arizona Public Service Company plans to

3 utilize the information from Combustion and how we plan to

O a prepare our procedures. Was?

5 MR. HARTLEY: Good morning. I will go over how we

6 intend to prepare our emergency procedures, how we are

7 preparing them, and how we --

0 MR. BENDER: Excuse me. You are participating in

9 the CE Owners Group?

10 MR. HARTLEY: Yes, sir, we sponsor and participate

II in the CE Owners Group. That is correct.

12 These two diagrams, the one on the left, indicate

13 the method that we are employing in the preparation of our

emergency procedures. The chart on the right diagrammatichilyId

15 shows the relationship to this event-function approach that is

16 being used as a result of the developments following TMI.

I7 Basically, if you assume that an operator knows what

18 the problem is, then he goes ahead and follows a straightforward

I9 procedure and recovers the plant to a safe condition. The

20 difficulty arises if he doesn't know what the' specific problem

21 is and that is the thing that came out of TMI where, for some

22 length of time, thel;roblem was not properly diagnosed and the

" 23
J operators were not sure what was happening.

24 That can occur and we recognize that that does

25 occur in some instances. So, what has happened, in my view,
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I since that point, and everybody has worked a great deal on how

(3%> 2 to improve the diagnoses of events and the elimination of

3 making mistakes such as. turning off the safety ejection system

4 once it has actuated and thereby wortening a situation.

5 The chart shows that -- our emergency procedures

6 will be a straightforward set of sequence steps to recover the
4

7 plan from a known problem. However, up to the time that you

8 channel into that recovery procedure, our~ procedures are

9 basically developed around proper diagnosing'of the event.
4

10 In other words, we say here that the diagnostic part

II is made common. Ncw, we take the CE guidelines and the Owners

12 Group input and we utilize that in preparing our emergency

13 procedures. However, I want to point out that the guidelines

I4 are not a plant-specific set of documents. The Owners Group

15 consists of a whole group of people with plants that have been

16 in operation for 10 years or so and new plants that have just

|
17 come on the line and plants that have not yet come on the line .

18 So, we do not literally follow everything in there
i
| 19 that does not apply, nor does it include all of the sophisti-

20 cated cquipment that we have incorporated into a System 80
|

21 plant. So, we take the basic criteria established in that

22 document and incorporate the applicable parts into the Palo

{ 23 Verde emergency procedures.

f24 We have made the diagnostic parts common to all

25'

procedures of an emergency nature. What that really means is

1
t
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I that we want our operator to go through a diagnostic scenario

O 2 before he initiates action. We would like for him to know

3 what the problem is before he initiates action to solve it. .,

4 His immediate actions are to protect the critical functions of

5 the plant. He may not know, for example, what has occurred,

6 but the function which Mr. Callahan was talking about, you

7 have five or six critical functions to maintain the core in

8 safe condition, the heat removal capability, the inventory,

9 pressure control, and containment, so the operator is aware

10
~

of these critical functions.

II So, his immediate action is to protect the critical

12 function and maintain it in a safe parameter. In other words,

13 he knows what the boundaries of each of these are and his

Id immediate actions will be to insure that the plant parameters

15 remain within those boundaries.

16 In the meantime, the diagnostic part is going on to

I7 find out specifically what problem has occurred. After the

18 diagnosis, the appropriate recovery procedure is selected and

I9 followed. The only thing that we do that might be slightly

20 different here, if you recall, yesterday I mentioned that we

21 have an additional member of the operating force in the

22 control room, the assistant shift supervisor, and what we

23
! have tried to do there, whicli I think we have done, is to

2# give us redundant channels of people in the control room to

25 match up with our redundant channels of instrumentation.

. . _
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I In other words, an operator is a single channel

2 similar to a single channel of anything else. He takes a

3 certain set of symptoms, reviews them, decides on a course of

4 action and away he goes, and he is a single channel. By having

5 the assistant shift supervisor directly in charge of the,

6 control room, that single channel must now pass through two

7 minds and so the SRO in the control room is really the person-

8 who will make the ultimate decision on the course of action,

9 based on his view and the reactor operator's view of what the

10 problem is.

II So, we think we have two channels in the control

12 room, instead of one, making decisions. So, the SRO portion

13 is basically diagnostic and the RO portion is basically critical

Id function u.aintenance. So, the control board operator keeps

15 the critical functions within their parameters, while the SRO

16 is diagnosing the event and deternining what the problem is.

I7 Once he determines that, he and the operator decide,

18 then, on the course of action to take.

I9 MR. EBERSOLE: Pardon me. I notice you have left

20 out entirely the STA. Is that deliberate?

2I MR. HARTLEY: No, we do not include it here, because

22 he could conceivably not be in the control room. The people

{ 23 we have here programmed are the people we require to be on

f24 station. If he is there, he would obviously be performing

25 his function and assisting in the diagnostic part of the
,

J

c, - . .-, -. --- - - . , . , n . . --,-.. . - , , , . . , . ,. . , _ , , _ , - . , . . . , - , , - - ,, - .- . , - - , .--
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I problem.

2 The same with the shift supervisor. The shift

3 supervisor backs up these two fellows, also, but may_or may not

(" s be directly in the control room immediately.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: Then this is the front end of'a proces s?

6 MR. HARTLEY: This is the very front end. Obviously,

7 if it was a long-term diagnostic, maybe taking hours, a lot of

8 assistance would be provided, but these two fellows are the

9 two pr ople we have who are licensed in the control room to have

10 responsibility for initiating this action.

II MR. EBERSOLE: What sort of time duration do you

12 think you are dealing with here?

13O MR. HARTLEY: Well, of course, it depends on the'
V

I# problem. If you have a multiple type failure, it could take

15 hours. If you have a fairly simple problem, it could take

16 seconds or minutes. So, we have really designed this for the

I7 immediate reaction to an immediate problem, realizing that

18 if there is enough time to get the STA in the control room,

I9
i the shift supervisor, and maybe other people, then we will take

i
20 it on from there.

2I MR. BINFORD: You have been describing a procedure
- >

f22 that you go through, or a regimen that you follow. You say

23 that the operator and the SRO diagnose the problem and then

24 they decide what to do. Yes, that is what they do, but are

O l 25 there procedures, specific procedures, to tell them what to do'

|
,

I
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[ in specific. instances where various annunciators indicate

2 probleins? Do you try to think ahead as to what all these

3 emergencies should be and lay out procedures for the operators

# and the SRO's to follow, or do they have to more or less

5 ~

innovate? -

0 MR. HARTLEY: Well, we, of course, attempt to do

7 exactly what you suggest. All of the critical functions have

0 emergency procedures associated with them. Additional to that

9 is something on the order of 30 to 40 abnormal operatirg

10 procedures which would be lesser type critical events and then

II beyond thatare the normal operating procedures, which are

II literally in the hundreds, alarm response-procedures, and

13D things of that nature.
G

MR. BINFORD: Are the various alarms and whatnot

15 tied to procedures?

16 MR. HARTLEY: Yes, they are. We have a procedure

I7 for each alarm.

MR. BINFORD: Is there any priority system if there

I9 are several alarms?

20 MR. HARTLEY: The operator is trained on his critica:

21 functions and the supporting functions and so forth. We do

22 not say on a procedure this is a Type A procedure, Type B,

23
| ? Type C, Type D, no. That is done through the training of the

h24 operator. He knows which ones are most critical to maintaining
.

O 25LJ the critical functions of the plant.

|
|

,
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1
, MR. EBERSOLE: I don't hear much flout sequential

,-

\> 2 events recording in the context of diagnosis. You have such

'

3 machines in the plant, don't you?
,-

I )A/ 4 MR. HARTLEY: Yes, we do. I didn't get into that.

5 Actually, the System 80 Palo Verde plants are very well-
i

6 equipped *or diagnostics in some new equipment, the SRO, for

7 exampl'e . We will be using what we call the 3RF DADS as a
,

8 diagnosing tool, which is excellently designed to help him

9 pin down the exact rqrtion of the critical function that has

10 the problem.

II He will be operating that from the console where he

12 is located. He additionally has a backup system to that.,

13 the CLQSPDS system, which also indicates critical function("
. V).

14 status. So, he has -- he is well-equipped with diagnostic

15 tools in the control room in additional to his normal

16 instrumentation and alarm responses.

17 This chart simply lists some of the benefits -- we

- 16 think there is a lot of riefit in what we are doing. We put

19 a lot of time into designing a system that would address the

20 improvements that we feel are needed to operate the plant

21 during these kinds of conditions.

22 MR. BENDER: I wonder if I could interpose a
{c~

- e u
lJ g question here. I know that one of your sponsors was Southern-

23
_

5 [4
California Edison, and they have had an extensive program for.

(~h(j 2 25 develbping emergency operating procedures. To what extent are

~. .
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_

you taking advantage of their effort?

2 MR. HARTLEY: We communicate with Southern Cal Edison

3 fairly frequently. In fact, the Manager of Nuclear Operations

d is part of the Safety Audit Committee here. We make trips

5 over there, we talk to those people. From my point of view,

6 we are parallel to them. I think we do go a little bit

7 further in havincr 'he assistant shift supervisor dedicated in

8 the control room.

9 MR. BENDER: I wasn't thinking so much in terms of

10 the organizational structure, but in the matter of the

1I developing of the emergency procedures.

12 MR. HARTLEY: I expect that you would find our systeln

13 is quite parallel to theirs.

Id MR. BENDER: Have you done it by actual comparison?t

15 MR. HARTLEY: We do not have a copy of their emergen.:y

16 procedures at this time.

17 MR. BENDER: Why don't you?

18 MR. HARTLEY: We have not been able to get them yet.

19 We will get them.
I

20 MR. BENDER: You have asked for them, I take it.
I

2I Are they reluctant to give them to you or they are just not

22 ready yet?

{ 23 MR. HARTLEY: They just haven't had them in the

24 position where they wanted to give them to us yet.

O I 25 MR. BENDER: Thank you. co ahead.,

,

I
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I MR. ARNOLD: I would like to ask a question. During

O 2.

the period when the SRO and the RO are going through these

3 diagnostic procedures and whatnot, and are making decisions

O 4 as to what to do to recover the plant, to what extent could

5 management personnel at a higher level than these individuals

6 participate in that type of effort in the event they are

7 available?

8 Could a manager go in and take over the diagnostic

'
! effort?

10 MR. HARTLEY: I am not going to run in and around

II the plant, that is true, but to answer your question specifi-

12 cally, we addressed that in our administrative control pro-

13 cedures. The way we handle that, if the operations supervisor

I# for that unit or the operating superintendent for the station,

15 for example, were in the control room at the time of this

16 event and had an input, he would make it through the assistant

I7 shift supervisor or the shift supervisor.

18
; If he was completely dissatisfied with what was

I9 happening, he would have to relieve them and take command of

20 the control room. He has that authority.

21 MR. ARNOLD: But would he rep'. ace him or just super-

22 cede him?

23
I DR. HARTLEY: If he was an SRO-licensed perscn, he

24 could then supersede him or he could get a replacement in for.

O 1 25 .

him.
.

- - - - ,y---,. - - - . . . . - - - - - , - - - , .- - - , - - - - - .
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1 MR. ARNOLD: And he has the capability of doing

2 that?

3 i'R. HARTLEY: That is right. Otherwise, he would not.

4 do that, that is right.

5 MR. BENDER: Let's pursue that line of questioning

6 a little bit. You have got some shift technical advisers. If

7 one of these events were to occur in which the operator is

8 trying to make the diagnosis, how do you envision the assistance

9 of the shift technical adviser being brought into the act?

10 MR. HARTLEY: Well, if the shift technical adviser

1I were present, he advises the shift supervisor on what he feels

12 to be the appropriate responses and courses of action and he

13 would be performing that function.

14 MR. BENDER: Of course. I am thinking now about the
i

15 event and the fact that the event is occurring and you are in

16 a position of trying to diagnose the nature of the circumstance ,

17 which of the several procedures applies, whether the procedure

18 will get the desired result, remembering that interesting

19 chart or curve that was shown a little while ago of function

| 20 and event relationships.
|

21 Can the shift technical adviser come into the act

f22 very fast?

O j22 MR. sARrLEY: 1 thinx he can. Nothing prevents him.
-

12. zn fact. t,at 1s . hat h. 1s ass 1enee to eo, 1s to .act to th.

O I 25 g1ent, eessee in the diagnoseice pert of it end meke his input

:
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I
throu7! the appropriate channel.

2
MR. BENDERt Are you trying to develop his relation-

3
sh S the operating staff so not only he can, but the

() 4
opor:*ing staff wants him to?

5
MR. HARTLEY: I think the operating staff appreciate 3

6
the STA position, is very willing to utilize any resource that

'
7

is available that will assist them in-performing the best job

! 8
they can.

9
MR. BENDER: When you do the training on the

10
simulator, how is that arrangement fostered?

11
MR. HARTLEY: At this point in time the STA's are

12
trained on the simulator separately from the operators. They

() are not in the scenario at the moment. Whether or not it
,

14
would be convenient to put them into the scenario we will have

15
to evaluate.

'

16
MR. BENDER: Well, I don't like to leave the matter

17 ..

that way, because I think when the concept was developed, there
! 18

was some thought that that was what was going to happen. I am

19
not convinced in my own mind that it was a very good idea.

20
I think it was a poor idea. But in order to know whether it is

21
or is not a good idea, it would be useful to have it tried out

22
some way.

() 23
I This simulator you have got is one of the nice ways

24
of doing that. The way in which the training is being done

() 25
doesn't suggest that you would, in fact, establish that
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I relationship at all.

1 2 MR. HARTLEY: That is correct. At the moment that

3 would be our intent.

4 MR. BENDER: Let me ask the staff whether they could

5 look into that matter and try to report to us on what they

6 think the relationship of the STA to the operating staff

7 ought to be. It has a lot to do with what the capabilities

8 ought to be.

9 MR. MIRAGLIA: Mr. Chairman, I was out at San Onofre

10 last week -- my name is Frank Miraglia, NRC staff -- and

II during our meeting with San Onofre last week we had the

12 opportunity to meet and talk with the STA's at the San Onofre

13 station.m

Id We asked that question of the STA's as to how were

15 they -- what was their perception of what their working

16 relationship with the shift personnel is. What San Onofre

17 has done is assigned the STA's on shift and they have been
;

18 working as part of the shift during turnover, start-up, pre-

19 operational tests.

20 The perception that we got from the STA's is that

21 they had, in their view, established sort of a rapport and

22 working relationship. I think it was a concern of many that

23
LP it would be this dichotomy of views between shift personnel

f24 and the STA, and it seems that at San Onofre they tried to

O I 25 ,,, ese s,s em ss1,, wies ese ,e,se,,e1 1, ,, 1,,,,,c,1ve me,e .

\
l

I

. _ . . . _ .__ _ ._ - ,
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The view of the personnel there was positive in

( 2
fostering that type of relationship.

3
MR. BENDER: Chet? <

sm
N_) A

MR. SIESS: A question for Mr. Hartley. 'If you were

5
starting from scratch and the STA were not required by the

6
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, would you indeed have an STA

7
in your operating organization?

8
MR. HARTLEY: Probably not.

9
MR. SIESS: Thank you.

10
MR. HARTLEY: We know that the -- from the lessons

11
at TMI that our shift supervisors need to be upgraded to some

12
extent. I would, perhaps, have elected to pursue that path

(]) instead of the redundant STA.

14
MR.EBERSOLE: May I add the question to the staff, to

15 follow Mr. Bender's idea, which I think is excellent, would

16
you investigate the degree of formalization of the relation-

17
ships between the STA and the SRO? Whether it be by written

I

i 18
recommendation, voice recording, whatever. Because I have a

| 19
feeling that off in the distance is going to be an incident

20
where recommendat'.ons and actions are going to be in conflict

21
with each other.

$ 22'

( MR. BENDER: Let me point out that we are not trying'

() " 23
I to set those relationships; we are just trying to establish

24
what you think they are.-

() 25 MR. MIRAGLIA: I understand.
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MR. HARTLEY: Are there any other questions on the

O 2
emergency procedures?

MR. ARNOLD: If there were an emergency over the

O 4
weekend and the SRO and the RO concluded that they needed more

5
help or were required to r; port their problem to someone else,

6
who would that individual be? And what would his capabilities

7 be to aid in the diagnostic process or to make suggestions or

8 whatnot?

' MR, HARTLEY: We have designed the Palo Verde

10 operations to have an on-site duty officer who is in charge of

the site at e.ll times. He is on site, he lives -- his station

12 is on site and he is the person whom they would immediately

13
report their problem to. He is a management person qualified

14
and trained to act in a management capacity and could advise

15 them, perhaps, in certain instances of technical specifications

or policy nature.

' On a technical basis, we also have on-site our

18 maintenance control center, which has complete technical data

19
on plant equipment and systems. As far as a higher order

0 operating technical advice, they would have to go to the

I hierarchy in the operating department and call in someone.

MR. BENDER: Let's try another aspect of the same

I thing. You have arranged, I believe, for support from

24
Combustion and from, possibly, Bechtel, when needed. I don't

O 25
know what that means. In an emergency, do you have some kind

I
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I of arrangements whereby those resources can be drawn upon

O 2 quickly?

3 MR. HARTLEY: Yes, indeed. I don't think there are

i O 4 any restrictions at all if the shift supervisor and the duty'

5 officer felt that they needed to get CE involvement,~or anyone

6
j else's involvement. They would immediately proceed to do so.

7 MR. BENDER: Is there something like a hot line?

8 MR. HARTLEY: No, we do not have that at the moment.

9 We would use simply normal communication channels.
,

10 MR. BENDER: Have you thought about the need for a
,

II hot line?

! 12 MR. HARTLEY: I guess we have thought about it. I

13 think that, generally speaking, the kind of support that we ara t

Id going to, in my view, the kind of support that we would get

15 from the vendor or another consultant outside is not going to ,,

; -

16 be something in the immediate few minutes. It is going to take t

I7 hours, generally hours, to get that kind of support, so we
r

4

18 didn't see the need for establish a desk in Windsor and a desk

I9
| at Palo Verde that would immediately communicate back and forth .

20
; MR. BENDER: You may be right and I am not trying to

|
21 press that. Given that you are not going to have a hot line,

22 do you have some -- you may not have it yet -- are you planning

{ 23 to have some list of names and skills that you can draw on or

f24
'

would you just call a Combustion number and say I need help?

O I 25 MR. s3RTtEY: Me wou1e have a contact in cE that we
1

1

4

.m.---v.,, s,. - ,., . - ~ - , . , - ,w,, ,, .- - . _ , . - - . , . , , , _ . . . , - . . _ , --..----,,.n.,,- - - . . - . , - - , - + . - , - , . - - . _ n . - - ---
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I could call and there might be a variety of names, I am not

2 sure. We have not set that up at this time.

3 MR. BENDER: It seems to me it would be appropriate

# to think about how you would do that and to build.that into tho

5 organizational arrangements if you are planning to rely on it'.

6 If you are going to have your own knowledge, then it is not

7 important.

8 MR. HARTLEY: We do not intend to rely on CE for the

9 operation of Palo Verde. I want to make that clear. 'It-is

10 an APS-operated nuclear station and we will operate it and we'

II will take care of it. We will use whatever resources we feel

12 are in our best interests, whether that-be CE or someone else.

13 MR. SIESS: Will CE have a representative on your.

I# site?

15 MR. HARTLEY: Not normally, no.

I6 MR. SHEWMON: Saying you are going to use normal

I7 communications, after the way the normal communications worked

18 out at TMI-2, is not particularly comforting. It worked, but

I9 three guys trying to get on one line is what I have in mind.

20 MR. HARTLEY: Is that a statement or would you like

2I me to respond to that?

22 MR. SHEWMON: It is a statement.

23
J MR. BENDER: Why don't you react to it?

2# (Laughter.)

O I 25 why is Palo verde so much better than TMI?
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I MR. HARTLEY: You would never catch your plane.

2 (Laughter.)

3 MR. SHEWMON: I suspect I would.
/%

4 (Laughter.)

5 MR. HARTLEY: In the first place, reacting to that

6 statement, we feel that we have built in a very creditable

7 operating organization, plus the fact we have in-company

8 departments to support us. probably before we felt the need

9 to go to CE, we would be going to our own engineering depart-

10 ments and getting more immediately available assistance, which

II would be well-worked out in advance.

12 I don't know of any assistance that CE is going to

13 be able to provide us in the short-term that we do not have

Id the capability to provide for ourselves. We would utilize CE

15 as a resource base of technical and analytical data which

16 might be beyond our own capacity, but it is not going to be

17 something that we need to take and protect the critical

18 functions of the reactor.

19 In the communications business, obviously, if you

20 get into a TMI situation, all communication channels are

2I clogged pretty much. We do have quite a lot of communication

22 channels and redundancy and we have backup, as I said, from

23( F our company departments which are located off-site and which

f24 con m,x, , 1oe of enes, c,11, for us,

O I 25 I don.t ree11y foresee that we wou1d be ever1oaeee

.

;
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I on communication channels in getting any assistance.

2 MR. BENDER: Which of your people now have a thermal'

3 hydraulic skill? The characteristics of a PWR during a loss

4 of coolant accident.

5 MR. HARTLEY: You mean on the operating staff at the

0 plant?
4

7 MR. BENDER: On the Palo Verde staff.
,

8 MR. HARTLEY: We have -- of course, our operators

9
|

are given the lectures from the upgraded lecture series on

10 thermohydraulics and stuff like that. Beyond that we have a

II fairly substantial sized plant engineering department, as I

12 mentioned yesterday, who are qualified in various disciplines.

I3 In addition, we have our system engineers in the

I4 maintenance control center who are experts on the system

15 design and the operating parameters of all'of our systems.

16 Beyond that we have our engineering department in Deer Valley,

I7 who has gone through the entire design of the facility and

18 can assist us with any of the pertinent questions relating

l9 to thermal hydraulics, and beyond that we can get the

20 assistance of Bechtel and CE and whomever we need.

2I MR. BENDER: Other questions?

22 MR. ARNCLD: Yes, I have one. With respect to

23'

F communication, what alternative -- what are the alternative

f24 mee303, of communication e3,e you noye 3,eyeen ene p1,ne ,e

i O I 25 ee1o verde ene Arizeme eower heedgeerters2 tee.s suppeee we

-- . . - . - - - . . - _ - - . --- - _ .-.
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I have a fairly nasty natural disaster. You will no doubt have

O 2 Ma Bell, but what else?

3 MR. HARTLEY: We have Ma Bell, we have microwave

#
and we have radios.~

5 MR. ARNOLD: You have radio?

0 MR. HARTLEY: Yes.

7 MR. ARNOLD: Can you say whether or not you have

8 looked at each of your emergency procedures for recovering the

9 pl' ant after an abnormal event and determined that in every

10 case you have in-house all of the technology required or that

II might be required to recover the plant, so that you know now

12 that there isn't some particular situation where you do not

13
;] need immediate technological assistance?

I# MR. HARTLEY: I believe we have.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: May I ask a question? If I look at

16 the senior personnel in the control room, are there any

I7 inhibits on what action they take in respect to going to higher

18 authority before they take actions? Are they really in command

I9 at that point according to their abilities?

20 MR. HARTLEY: The shift supervisor at Palo Verde is

21 in command of the operation of the plant.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: He can elect, then, to go upstream or

{ not?

24 MR. HARTLEY: He can elect to take any course of

25 action he feels in the best interest of placing the plant in

_ - - _ - - - . - - __-- _
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I a safe condition.

O 2 MR. EBERsOtE: Thank you.

3 MR. BINFORD: I have one more question along the

O 11ne that we suse heard. 'What authorier does the shife'

5 supervisor have to ignore or alter procedures?

0 MR. HARTLEY: The shift supervisor has a set of

7 procedures and amongst them is one which allows him to make

8
: changes in procedures with meeting the technical specificatior

,

9 requirement. He has no authority to go beyond that point.

10 MR. BINFORD: What sorts of caveats are put in this
~

!

II permission to change the procedures?

12; MR. HARTLEY: The only caveat that is in that is

13 that the change cannot substantial.'.y change the function of

O Idj the procedure. In other words, he can't go_out and alter the

i 15 loss of coolant procedure.

i I6 .MR. BENDER: Other questions?

I7 If not, let's go on..

IO MR. HARTLEY: Okay, the next topic is the supplement ary
:

I9 technical information to our operators.

20 Can we go to the next slide.j

; 21 This deals with how we inform our operators and how

22 we communicate with them. The discussion yesterday about
,

O r the sTa Isso grosram dee1e with this tyve or information.2

f24.

,1,c, one e31, 1, sort of ,continu, tion of 33,e 31,cus,1on,

I '5O One of the concerns that -- there are two concerns,

;

. _ _ . ~ _ _ - . _ . - . _ - _ - _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . - _ _ _ . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ . . - - . . _ . _ _ . .
-
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I I suppose, in dealing with the availability of information to

b 2 the operating staff. One is that they have a sufficient amount

3 of information and the second one is that they don't have too

# much information; in other words, they are not overloaded with

5 superfluous and excessive information.

6 Basically, we have at the plant, as I said yesterday,

7 the station information and manageaent system, which is a

8 computer-based data base with all of the plant technical infor-
,

9 mation. It performs numerous functions for us. That is

10 presently being designed and built into the plant. A CRT

II will be located in the control for them, so if they have any

12 question relating to equipment components, systems, et cetera,

13gg at the plant as far as the design of that, they will have that
G

Id readily available.

15 Additionally, they have all of the plant design

16 documents and prints available to them in the control room.
.-

I7 Item B on this chart shows that we have designed the operating

18 experience and evaluation program under the ISEG STA program

I9 and that group provides them with summarizations of industry

20 problems that they have extracted from INPO reports, EPA report s,

I LER reports from the NRC, et cetera.

22 Those will be available to them, also.

? MR. BENDER: Mr. Hartley, before you take that off,

24 computers are very good tools and most of us are amazed at

25 what they can do and you have shown some of their capabilities.

-
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I What kind of operating staff backs that up? I know somebody

O 2 has to eress the button ena esx ene auestion. Waat xina of

3 group is there to exercise the system?

O 4 MR. HARrtEr: 1n the contro1 room we have the shift

5 supervisor, the assistant shift supervisor and two licensed

6 operators. At this point in time we do not have a supplementary

7 clerical position. We have been evaluating having another

8 person in the control room for doing that type of activity.

9 At the moment, that is not the way it is.

10 However, these devices are very readily operable

I1 and simple to operate and it may not be necessary to have

12 someone else doing it for them.

13 MR. BENDER: I am not pressing for a clerical person,

O
14 in fact. Quite the contrary. You would have to have-some

15 experience in $taking inquiries to a system like this to know

16 whether it will do its job. And it takes a lotcof input to

17 the computer in order to make the system function. So, the

18 question really is, do you have somebody that can sort the

19 information in such a way that the operating staff knows how

20 to get to it and how to ask questions of it?

21 MR. HARTLEY: We think we do. We feel that we are

22 designing a system that is easily operable by them to get the

O r 23 vereinent aate. We heve suite e 1ot of geoe1e invo1ved in

24 that, including our computer department in the Company and our

1 25o own engineering department and maintenance depart: cent.

,

.
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I MR. BENDER: When, i the operating plan for traininc

2 personnel, would you plan to have this information system in

3 operation and be tested?

4 MR. HARTLEY: The system is designed to go into

5 operation in the summer of next year and the operators will

6 have a few months of working with it before the plant goes

7 into operation.

8 MR. BENDER: A few months, you say, three or four?

9 MR. HARTLEY: Yes.

10 MR. BENDER: How important is it that it be very

II functional?
,

12 MR. HARTLEYr As the chart shows, this is supplementary

13 technical information. We really don't knew just what extent
,

Id the operator will be in need of supplementary technical

15 information. He is well-trained, he has his procedures by

16 which he operates and he has the control board information,

17 plus the control board computer CRT pri:1 tout, so it is unlikely

18 that he would be rushing to this terminal frequently.

I9' We do not perceive that need. However, there are

20 occasions, for example, if he is going to take the plant into

21 a whole shutdown condition or if he is going to operate systemn

22 with certain other systems out of service that he might wish

{ 23 to evaluate, pieces and components, to get a better feel for
'

f.24 what is happening in the plant --

O i 25I MR. 8 ENDER: We11, there ie eomething up there thet
|

!
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I says maintain status of components. What other way is there

2 to maintain the status of the components, what other tools are

3 available for the operator besides this device? What does it

O 4 mean2

5 MR. HARTLEY: There is a status board in the control

6 room that shows the status of equipment essential to operation ,

7 What this computer-based system is talking about, the status

8 of all the plant equipment will be taken and put into the data

9 base and updated as we go along, so that he can come to this

10 terminal and find out any particular piece.

II In other words, there is a lot of equipment in the

12 plant that will not be on his control room status board,

13 lesser required pieces of equipment, nonsafety equipment, so

O I4 if he wanted to find out what the status of some of those

15 were, he would come to this system.

16 But all of these things are manually backed up.

I7 MR. BENDER: Well, typically, for the HPSI pump,
,

18 for example --

39 MR. HARTLEY: He would have that status on his

20 control board.

2I MR. BENDER: What would the status mean? What would

22 he know about it?

23
? MR. HARTLEY: Well, it would be in service or out

f24 of service or limited service of some type. That would be on

] his own control board status board -- control room status board.25

-- -- . - - - - . - . __ - - . -
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I MR. MATHIS: Well, what is the input to that control

O- 2 : room status board? The system is only as good as its input.

3 MR. HARTLEY: The operating department maintains the.

4 status board in the control room of the equipment essential
3

5; to operating the plant. That is separate and completely [

6 redundant to this system.|

7 MR. MATHIS: Well, if you go back to most of the

8 accidents that have happened and other events in plants, we

9 find that somebody hasn't put in the right valve sequence or

10-

something of that nature. What assurance do you have that

II people are going to do any better even with the system on?

l- I2 MR. HARTLEY: Well, we think that our procedures.

13 are shaken down better by using them on a simulator and

I4
; qualifying them there, and we think that our training program

i 15 is an improved training program. We think that the information

'

16 available to the operator is much improved and that is one
.

17 of the reasons for building this system.
.

'
18 This system is maintained and updated through the

I9 maintenance control center, not the control room. In other

20
|

words, all the work going on in the plant flows through the

j 21 maintenance control center and the status and trending of

22 equipment is done from a redundant department.

23! F So, it is a check and balance on what the operating

; | 24 a,portment 1,aoin,, so y, con cc,por, en, operating a,portmene,,

25j control room status board to the station information management

,

4
4
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I systems status and compare the two. So, we have some

(D
U 2 redundancy in that measure, so the operator can utilize that

3 as a cross check.

# MR. MATHIS: Your maintenance system, then, really

5 gives you assurance as far as plant configuration and equipment

6 status?

7 MR. HARTLEY: As far as equipment status it does,

8 yes.

9 MR. BENDER: You mentioned that you were going to

10 develop this system or the use of the system in the simulator

II training program. Is it built in yet? Have you thought about

12 doing it or is it just in the plan?

13- MR. HARTLEY: This system?

I# MR. BENDER: No, I am not talking about this

15 system, but the system -- the operating plan which you have

16 for assuring that you know the status of components and things

I7 of that sort. Is that built into the training program that

18 is carried out on the simulators?

I9 MR. HARTLEY: I don't know what the simulator would

20 have to do with it. It is really a matter of status and

21 updating of equipment status. The operators are trained on

22 that procedure. There is a procedure for that and the

23
F operators are trained on it, not necessarily on the simulator,

24 but in the classroom.

O I 25 MR. eENDeR: we11, it does eonnd 11xe e good thine

1

!

|
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'

I to use a simulator for. Since you have got it and it is for

2 one plant, you can do a lot of things with it besides just --<

.

3 MR..HARTLEY: Well, I am sure if we can use the

O 4 simulator for it, our training department will find a way.

| 5 MR. BENDER: Fine.

O MR. BINFORD: I am a little bit confused, which is

7 not unusual, but we have been more or less discussing to some i

8 extent the assistance that the operators could obtain in the

9 event of an upset condition or an abnormal condition or what-

10 and we have talked about the shift technical advisers !not,

II and the assistant shift supervisor who'is supposed to have

12 some technical information or knowledge available to him.

13>

Q Now, in looking over the plant organization,.one

Id
|

thing that impressed me is that you people have got, on paper,

15 at least, a substantial number of professional nuclear

i 16 engineering types. In the nuclear power projects you have

I7 two sections there of nuclear engineering. There is a section

'

18 in electric operations, ruclear operations support which I

19 don't recall hearing a description of, how do you use -- do

{
20 you make use of these people for diagnosis and to handle

!
2I problems when there is an upset condition at the reactor?'

22 It seems to me you have got them there.

23
; J MR. HARTLEY: We certainly intend to make use of.

f24 ,11 ,y,11,31, yo,curc,, e3,e y, fe,1 ,,no,3, inc1uging ,11

25 the ones that you mentioned. There are formal lines of

:

|
!

- - - .-.- -. - - _- - - - __--. _ - . - _ _ . _--_ -
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I communication, there are informal lines of communication,

2 there is cooperation amongst the groups. There are shared

3 responsibilities in certain cases for different design change

4 things and changes in things of that nature. I think that

5 it is a totally integrated and involved department in the
.

6 company for running the nuclear plants.

7 MR,--BINFORD: Well, I guess it just hasn't come

8 across to me that these people are utilized to that extent.

9 MR. HARTLEY: Well, if you take Mr. Van Brunt's

10 organization, he pointed out yesterday he has people such as

II a certified health physicist in his organization. Obviously,

12 that person is receiving data from the plant and is evaluating

13 that data.

14 The nuclear operations support organization is doing

15 the same thing. The reason it hasn't come across the way you

16 are looking for it is we are talking about the minute-to-

I 17 minute operation of the plant, which is out at Palo Verde,

18 and we are trying to do that with the resources we have at

19 the station.

20 These other people are there to support us and will

21 be available when we need them.

22 MR. BINFORD: What is the nuclear operation support

23
F group?

f 24 MR. aARTLEY: The nuclear operations support group

O I 25 1e meneged hy achn vorees. Thee wee discussed yesterdey sy

,

h
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I Mr. Antognini and that is a staff group at 411 under Mrg, Antognini

O
V 2 whose responsibility is to support the operation of the plant.

3 MR. BINDFORD: Ara they available, are these people

4 capable of dcing diagnostic-type work and of understanding

5 the system completely, so that if you do have an upset

6 condition, they can look at what is going on and advise the

7 operator? Are they on-site?

8 MR. HARTLEY: No, they are not on-site. They do

9 get the report from the plant of any problem. They do

10 evaluate that problem and if they have any input, they mak

II that known to the plant.

12 MR. BINFORD: How fast can they get out there if

13 they are needed?,

I4 MR. HARTLEY: Well, it is about an hour's drive.

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairman, if I could, Mr.

16 Hartley mentioned 411 in his statement. You should recognize

I7 that that is our nomenclature for the main corporate offices

18 which are located in downtown Phoenix, as it relates, and he

19 also mentioned Deer Valley. That is where the Nuclear Project.s

20
; Management Engineering Offices are located.

2I We have a little vernacular of our own that we use.

22 We just want you to understand where those facilities are.

{ 23 MR. BENDER: That is very helpful. The question

f24 that has been raised here having to do with the relationship

O I 25 of the technical support to the operating staff is not an
,

|
:
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I unimportant one. Given that there is that physical distance

2 that separates them, how good is the communications link?

3 MR. HARTLEY: I perceive in your question there is

4 ,more meaning than just Ma Bell.

5 MR. BENDER: There is more than Ma Bell, yes. I

6 know you have got the telephone. But it is awfully easy, as I

7 recall from a well-known accident that you seem to know so

8 much about, since you are so certain you can do it better, if

9 I can use that term, it was a problem there and it is a problem

10 here.

II The technical staff is a long way from the operating

12 staff and if you want to ask them questions describing the

13 event, it might be a problem. How do you plan to deal with

14 that?

15 MR. HARTLEY: I guess I don't perceive it as a

16 problem. We work closely with those fellows every day. If

17 we have a question, we simply call them up and ask them the

18 question and if they need to come to the plant, they get in

19 their car and drive to the plant. I guess that I am really

20 not perceiving that as a problem.-

21 MR. BENDER: Well, how fast do you need to have

22 their help? Is it always hours?

23
_LP MR. HARTLEY: Is it always -- ?

. .

O I 25 to he1p you with ycur thinxing grocese2

l
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1
MR. HARTLEY: I don't know that I would say it is

2
always anything. 've don't perceive of them being necessary to,

3
help us shut the plant down or to start it up, for that matter,

( 4
but if we had a nead, which is not necessarily perceived at

5 this point in time, they are there and they are availAble and
6

are willing to support us 100 percent.

7
MR. BENDER: Well, let me ask it the other way. Is

8
it ever minutes or seconds?

9
MR. HARTLEY: We don't perceive it as being such.

10
That is true.

11
MR. ANTOGNINI: May I say something, Mr. Chairman?

12
MR. BENDER: Surely.

() MR. ANTOGNINI: I think there is something differeni.

14
between Palo Verde and the rest of the plants. At least my

15
experience tells me that. We are staffing Palo Verde with

16
the resources necessary to conduct the day-to-day operations

17
at that plant.

18
The support staffa that we are talking about are

19
ancillary support, licensing, the people that are in those

20
organizations have a great deal of nuclear experience and are

21
participating in the lectures, will participate in simulator

22
training and are available to support Mr. Hartley and his

( 23
I troops, should the need arise.

24
But the basic difference between what my experience-

( 25
tells me and Palo Verde is that we are staffing it to support
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1 day-to-day operations and we have the engineering talent on-

O,- 2 site that will be necessary.

3 MR. BENDER: Well, that is a good statement to make

g)
U 4 and I certainly expect it to be so. I am just looking at the

5 -- really, the kinds of skills that can be in the Palo Verde

6 organization and how effective you can be in using those skills

7 from the standpoint of systems understanding, when it is

8 primarily people that are running the plant that are in one

9 place and people that are analyzing the plant are somewhere

10 else.

I I. I find that distance factor to be an important one,

12 just from experience with other installations. That is why I

13 am talking so persistently about it. I am not sure that the(S
G

14 communications problem is fully understood. I think you under-

15 stand the principle that leads me to press the point and I am

16 not sure that I see that your perception of what the analytical

17 problems might be to an operator under unforeseen circumstances,

18 not unlike TMI, that would call for the help of technical

19 support which is an hour-and-a-half away.

20 I think you need to think about it some.

21 MR. BINFORD: I think my feeling about communication,

22 the communication currently at the time when they areyes,

fo
V y needed is one thing but, really, what I am more concerned about23

24 is a continuing discourse between the technical people, whether

|,,

(j 2 25 they be located at headquarters or whether they are located out
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I' at Palo Verde, so that your technical people, and you do have
. j'

2 good technical strength, I think, your technical people are kep"

3 constantly aware of potential problems and are on top of these

O ,
so that they are ready to give the answers, if it is necessary

5 ~

that they do so.
'i

6 I don't know whether you propose to use your

'

7 technical staff in that' fashion, but I hope you do. This is

8 the thing that -- I feel you have a potential here for really

9 having a very strong technical organization and I think you
,

i 10 should take advantage of it.

II MR. HARTLEY: I think we plan to do exactly that.

I2 I am sure that we are not making our point that strong, but I

13 think that is really because we are so close to the subject

l#
| that we perceive that it already exists and it is not coming -

15 across that way.

16 MR. BENDER: Go ahead.

I7 MR. HARTLEY: That concluded the section on the

18 supplementary information. I have another topic on the ' * N
:

^

19 communications among operating, maintenance and servide

20 personnel. This chart shows the different mechanisms that are -

21 formalized for that purpose.

22 We have procedures that cover all of these topics

L, 23 and formalize these different communication channels that

2d insure that information relevant to the ' site operations is
.

25 known by all sf +he personnel there, starting with shift3
. .

,

> %

*
s e

_#_ f

/ f -.

~
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I turnover, staff meetings, supervisory meetings, safety meetings.

e t;
2 and then the work request process, which is generated from the

3 maintenance control center,which is reviewed and authorized by

,i the control room.'
,

5
, . So, there is a very definite tie between the
; , ,

,6 inaintenance control center and the control room and both have

7 to be in agreement before work can proceed. We have the same
,

8 mechanism for the work within the radioactive control areas.'
,

9 there-is definite ties between the different groups'at theSo,

/ 10, site and what they all are doing.

'' ~' lI The shift supervisor, as indicated before, has the >

( I2 ultimate authority on whether or not to initiate work or not.

13 MR. EBERSOLE: Could you comment briefly on the

- . /Id emergency short-term communication systems you have to connect-'. e , . .

_ 15 the operators to places in the plant where work has to be done?

|
16 Do you have voice-actuated systems or what do you have?r

I7 MR. HARTLEY: We have paging systems throughout the

II station.

I9 MR. EBERSOLE: For instance, are they seismicallyj -

I
2'O

i competent? Are they subject to accident damage? What are they?
f

2$ MR. HARTLEY: I don't believe that they are/

. /.

22 scismfc' -
'

" ,- /*

O% { 23 ,
i

-

MR. EBERSOLE: They are really instrumentation ,

24 caliber? .

'2 MR. HARTLEY: Right,

m

,^ ..
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s

I MR. EBERSOLE: So, one would argue that they might
-

V 2 break down.
-

3 MR. BENDER: If an operator is doing something out

1
" 4 in the plant, does he'have a telephone on which he can maintain

,

' 5' contiruous contact with the operator in the control room during

0 that time? -

.. s -
.

7 ' k HARTLEY: There are telephones located through-%

s,

8
.

out the station. Whether or not he would have one right at

9 ~ hand is academic. We do have radios and beeper systems that
'

I the operators will be utilizing, so that the control room can

II contact the person at any time.
-

s . .

I2 ~.'ER. BENDER: There have been a few cases in the.
~

~ ~
-

.

m
_

~operationobtheplantswhereoperatorshavedonethingsand13

Id something has happened, and the operator found it appropriate*

15 to r e efore he has had a chance to tell the operating staff

x16
_

what happened. Later on things didn't work out as badly as

I7 they might Iave, but it does lead you to think, well, how

^

18 close should that communication be.
I9 When you say you have radios and beepers, if I have

20 got an operator turning..a valve, is it just luck that there is
,

2I a telephone there or does he have a telephone that is sound-
,

22 powered or some such thing as that or --

~ l'I3 MR. HARTLEY: Well, there are sound-powered phones

; f24 in e3,pione, ,, ,11 ,, payer e,1,p3cne,, 3ue to gu,y,nte,y

~

25 that a telephone is. rig: t next to the valve that he is

.

_;
,

*(.

. . - . . . . . . . . . _ - . _ _ . . .-- _,.c , - . , . . , _ . , , _ . _ _ . . _ , . . . - - . . _ , - , . , _ . . . _ . .
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I operating, I don't think I could do that. We do have backing

n
U 2 him up, as I said, radios and the beepers. The control room

|
3 will be able to page a person over the public address system;

O 4 they wi11 e1so be ea1e to sound his seeper. If they fee 1 the

5 need for a portable radio around his presence at the job, they

6 will give him one. They will have them in the control room and

7 will assign him one for the shift and he can take it with him.

8 MR. BENDER: What do you have inside the contain-

9 ment system?

10 MR. HARTLEY: The same thing.

II MR. BENDER: Go ahead.

12 MR. HARTLEY: Well, this is a chart on the

13 communications among the plant staff. If there are any

O
Id questions, I will be happy to answer them.

15 We think we have good communications among --

16 laterally amongst the groups as well as vertically within the

17 department. These are the formalized systems; obviously, there

18 are numerous other informal channels.

19 MR. BENDER: If there were a planned maintenance

|
20 operation, what part of that list of things would be involved

2I in it?

22 MR. HARTLEY: The planned maintenance would.-- if'

o i23 we were coming down, for example, for an outage, the planning

!2. .earts .1th the B1 ann 1ne a.e Bch.eu11ng sect 1on, .h1ch .ou1e

Q 25 prepare the plans and schedules for that and status them
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I throughout the plant. All of the work items would flow through

O 2 the work request system and the radiation exposure authoriza-

3 tion system, which would involve all of the operating people

O ,
in the control room and the health physics people, and might

5 involve the modification system.

0 MR. BENDER: Would the craft people ever talk to the

7 operating people?

O MR. HAPTLEY: Maintenance craft-type personnel?

9 MR. BENDER: Yes.

10 MR, HARTLEY: It is likely that they would. In

II fact, I do.'t see how they can avoid it, particularly the

12 auxiliary operators throughout the plant, and we have area

13 maintenance responsibilities in the sense that maintenance

I# personnel are assigned areas of the power block for which they

15 are responsible for maintenance.

16 So, there would be a direct crossing of the

I7 operators in making their walks around the plant and reviewing

18 the status of equipment and the maintenance personnel assigned

the area responsibility and a cross check exists there. If!

20 one of them is finding problems and the other is not, we would|

21 have to look into why they are not.

MR. BENDER: Well, I may be misinterpreting what you

23 are saying, but I could envision that as being more a normal,

h 24 day-to-day contact kind of thing and not too explicit to the.

25 particular event that is going on.
.

'

I

b
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I MR. HARTLEY: Well, for example, in our tagging

2 procedure the operators will do the tagging for the mechanic

3 who is going ,to do the work, so they will obviously be inter-

O 4 fecine in haneine taes and dreinine systems and f1ushine system.

5 and things of that nature. That is a direct involvement of the

6 operator with the mechanic.

7 MR. BENDER: Is most of what the maintenance man

8 knows derived from seeing the tag? Or does the operator tell

9 him, "You are going to work on this system which has some

10 problems."

II MR. HARTLEY: No, it doesn't really work that way.

12 The maintenance personnel are given a work package and that

13 would involve tagging, exposure authorization, et cetera. They
O<

I# would then, when they got ready to do the work, the operating

15 department would assign an operator to go with them to insure

16 that the isolation is complete, tags are hung, the system is

I7 draine'd and the power is turned off, et cetera.
,

18 Co, they do not depend on the operator for their

I9 knowledge of what they are expected to do.

20 MR. BENDER: Thank you.

2I MR. EBERSOLE: Mr. Chairman, on the particular topic

22 of communication within the plant, I suppose you know if it

{ 23 wasn't for TMI-2 we wouldn't be really talking about operator
,

f24 participation, because prior to that, for some is years, it

Q was thought automated equipment would take the plant home, but I25;

,

i
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I now we know better.

(sD 2'

So, we are in a state of change now of upgrading

3 operator input in a variety of ways. This is upgrading

O a annunciatorinformation, indicating and recording and now we

5 are talking about communication. There are various levels of

6 quality improvement of these operator inputs. I don't think

7 they have all obtained, by any means, a lE status in respect

8 to separative and independent supplier supplies and chat

9 applies to communication.

10 For instance, you have gone to some sort of trouble,
,

II I guess, to have the upper and lower control room. That is

12 sort of a tribute to the concept of a fire at that precise

13Q point. There may be fires at a far more localized place with

I# Reg Guide 1.75 separation in the control room, which would be

15 much easier to handle.

16 So, really, the control room design is a token

I7 effort at that precise point in the design. If I were to

18 postulate a fire in either the lower or upper control room,

I9 could by any chance I destroy indicating and recording instru-

20 mentation sad perhaps all of the communications circuitry?

I MR. HARTLEY: No, I don't believe so.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Has there been a precise effort to

23
I separate these and upgrade them to separative standards

h24 according to lE levels?.

25 MR. HARTLEY: Yes, there has. I think, though, I

. _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ ._. . . . . . . . - ,
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I would get Mr. Van Brunt to tsik about the design.
m ,

U 2 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Ebersole, if you would like us

3 to, I would be glad to put Mr. Allen up to indicate to you --

# MR. EBERSOLE: We don't have time now. Would you

5 kind of put it on a shortened version of our discussion to

6 come?

7 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir, we will include it.

O MR. EBERSOLE: Thank you.

9 MR. VAN BRUNT: We will include it in the fire

10 protection portion that Mr. Allen is going to present a little

II later on.

I2 MR. HARTLEY: That concludes my topics at this time,

13 Mr. Van Brunt.

Id MR. BENDER: Thank you.

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, Mr. Hartley actually covered

16 items E2 and E3 as a part of his presentation. I would now

17 like to introduce Mr. Ed Sterling, who is the supervising I&C

18 engineer in Mr. Allen's department, who will talk to you about

19 the human factors as it relates to control and design.

20 MR. STERLING: My name is Ed Sterling. I am

21 supervising instruments and control engineer. I'will talk on

22 the human factors in the control room, the design and con-

{ 23 figuration of the control room, as we saw it on the walk-throuc h

24 yesterday, based on a control room study we did for the project

O I 25 from aune, 1923 to Merch, 1924.
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I Its purpose was to define the criteria for the

. ( 2 project in the listed areas on Figure I, the most notable of

3 which are the computer applications, annunciator philosophy

(3s/ 4
and layout of the room and the boards with respect to

5 functionality.

6 The study resulted in the defining of the criteria

7 as listed on Figure II. The general philosophy of the equipment

8 control and indication was carried out throughout the project

9 in other areas besides the control room.

10 On Figure III you see the resulting configuration

11
of the room and the boards. As you saw yest'erday, it is a

12 horseshoe arrangement, with the operations console at the top

13

(]) center, communications console behind it. At the tail end of'

14 the room is the shift supervisor's office and the conference

15 room which is both the STA's office and the mini-tsc.

16 APS undertook to do a human factors control room

17 study in August of 1980, in response to the regulations listed

18
on Figure IV. The effort was headed by myself and it was

19 composed of the parties listed in Figure V. The team included

20 our human factors consultant, Torrey Pines Technology, which

21 is a division of General Atomics.

They hired as human factors experts the McDonnell

( "
23

? Douglas Corporation, which had extensive experience in aero-'

h24 space and raissile technology as far as human factors and task.

( '' 25
analysis. The study was undertaken on the plant training

!

I
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I
simulator. This was an active device and allowed us to do a lot.

O 2 of things that you cannot do in an operating control room. The

3 simulator, as well as being an invaluable training tool,-has

O 2 turned out to be a very valuable design tool as well.

5 We have been able to use it in factoring elements

0 into the design prior to actually constructing.into the unit.

7 One of the prime examples of that would be the demarcation

8 changes that were on the steam generator-turbine generator board

I we saw yesterday. It consisted of the functional rearrangement

10 of instrumentation, the color patchwork backgrounds behind the

I instruments and, also, some hierarchical labeling which is not

12 currently on those boards.

13

Q The major human factors strengths of the boards are

I# shown on Figure VI. They were shown by this study and, also,

15 by the NRC walk-through and audit which was done on the

16.

simulator.

I7 The human factors study really confirmed our previous

18 design work done by the earlier study. Examples would be in the .

|
area of the safety equipment status system and the post-accident

|

0 monitoring instruments on the engineer safety features panel,

the use of mimics on the electrical mimic board and the CBCS

22
and our method of annunciation.

I The human factors study, really, in essence, fine-

24
I tuned our control boards. The major discrepancies found by

| O 1 25
L the study are listed on Figure VII. The top three items on

I
i

!

i
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I that list resulted in two additional studies being done, a

\- 2 demarcation study and the annunciator prioritization study.

3 The results of the first you saw on the steam generator-turbine
t'

4 generator board, which was the rearrangment of instrumentation,

5 background and so forth.

6 The results of the second study are still being

7 finalized and are not implemented on the simulator. The

8 additional instrumentation required by TMI was also factored in

9 to the study as far as where we are going to place them on the

10 board to integrate them into the systems as they currently

II existed.

12 Additional work that needs to be done is the environ--

13 mental studies, which we need an operating control room to do

I4 and, also, the walk-through of the procedures against control

15 to make sure that the board, human factors-wise, supports the

16 procedures.

I7 Any questions?

IO MR. CATTON: When was this study done?

I9 MR. STERLING: It was undertaken in August of 1980

20 and it was completed just this summer.;

21 MR. CATTON: And how long have you had an operating

22 simulator?

23
f MR. STERLING: The simulator was delivered in Februa::yi

2d of 1980.

o i
V 2 25 MR. CATTON: Part of the human factors review was to

-. ._. . , . - , - . _. - . .
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'l
cover operator preparedness. In that you are running operators

f) 2
through there already, you must have some procedures. Were anys-

3
of these looked at by this team that came through?

(~') 4
(/ MR. STERLING: The procedures that were used -- in

5
the design simulator, is that what you are asking about?

'

6 '

MR. CATTON: Yes. We watched one of them yesterday.

7
MR. STERLING:. Yes, the procedures we used were

8
developed for the simulator project from all available infor-

9
mation. We received procedures from other operating CE plants

10
in Arkansas and so forth.

11
MR. CATTON: So, the reason you didn't check the

12
procedures is that they are going to change?

13
MR. STERLING: No, the concept of the 4tudy was to

-- it was a parallel effort. The procedures are being developei

15
and the simulator is being human factorly checked. The way

16
the study works is that after these tva independent efforts are

17
done, they are brought together and checked, one against the

18
other.

19
MR. CATTON: So, that means that if you discover, ,

20
when you walk through these procedures that something is wrong,

21
you would be willing to undertake a change in the control room?

22
MR. STERLING: That is the concept of the study, yes .

N 23
MR. BENDER: Other questions?

24
(No response.)

(~T 25
x_) Go ahead.

__ ._. . _ . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .- _
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I MR. VAN BRUNT: I think he is finished.

O 2 MR. BENDER: Can we move to the next. subject?

3 MR. VAN BRUNT: Would you like to move to the next

O 4 subject or would you like to take a break,. sir?

5 MR. BENDER: Well, that is a good idea. Ten minutes.

6 (Brief recess.)

7 MR. BENDER: We will now reconvene.

~8 We had not planned at this meeting to have any-

9 public statements, but we have since-had a request from Ms.

10 Sharon Harrington to make a statement and I think this is as

II convenient a time as any to have such a statement made, so

I2 I will invite Ms. Harrington to come to the podium and make

13 her statement.Q
Id She' indicated it will only be a few minutes and I

15 think we can afford that.

I6 MS. HARRINGTON: It is a pretty brief statement that

I7 I have to make here and it is more from --

18 MR. BENDER: Could you step a little closer to the

19 mike, Ms. Harrington.

20 MS. HARRINGTON: Well, I thought maybe it would be

21 valid for me to make comments to all you men from my perspective,

22 from a housewife, and from what I have heard and read and been

{ '3 concerned about with Palo Verde and its operation. I have
^

2d heard an awful lot of " ifs" and "maybes" and assumptions here

25 that things are going to go according to schedule.
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I Three Mile Island didn't do that and a lot of other

2 power plants haven't. You know, the idea that Bechtel is a

3 comforting factor to you is not a comforting factor to me in

(3 sv light of Diablo Canyon and everything that has been done wrong

5 there. Palo Verde, one of the main concerns I have is water,

6 the water here. We have enough problems with water here withot.t

7 Palo Verde and I am real concerned about our future water

8 consumption due to the amount of water Palo Verde is going to

9 use when it goes on line.

10 These things, I think, need to be addressed by more

II public comment, because it doesn't seem like that gets

12 accomplished at these meetings -- not very often. There meetings,

13 I think, don't get enough public comment, because the public3
!

Id can't be a part of this. It is a very long, boring procedure,

| 15 I have to say.

16 (Laughter.)

I7 It is not easy for members of the common, you know,

18 community to get up and speak at things like this. But it

I9 isn't that we don't have those thoughts. It is very pressing

20'

on a lot of mothers' minds, questions to do with nuclear

21 power and especially Palo Verde,with water being one of the

22 main concerns.

|O i23 1 very rere1y heer thet end it doesn't seem eewer

h24 effluent is going to make it. I mean, that just really worries,,

,O I 25 me end heve e fee 11ne that it must tie into the centre 1
,

1
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I Arizona Project down the line, but I have never heard that

O 2 addressed. There are plenty of things that should be addressect

3 here in the oncoming encounters with Palo Verde that we just

O-

,
don't get to.

5 So, I just thought maybe I would comment on that

6 and maybe put that in people's minds so we can, you know, the

7 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, especially, being more

8 knowledgeable of other power plants and problems,to ask ques-

' tions appropriately to Arizona Public Service to do with

0 water and other, you know, construction. Construction worries

11 me.

12 Bechtel wcrries me. You know, those questions have

''O soe e de e xea- t 1 * ra for hou e tve to e x 2"e eioa=
I#

like that. That is basically what I wanted to say.

1
'

MR. BENDER: Thank you, Ms. Harrington. Let me

16 assure you that we are conscious of the kinds of questions you

I7 are raising and one of the reasons for this meeting is to find

18 out how effective the construction and operational planning for

1,
this plant is.

0 We are not here to deal with the availability of
J

21 water; that is a matter which certainly is important to

22 Arizona, but not necessarily within the purview of this

23
? Committee, which is primarily concerned with safety. But to

h24 the extent that safe operation of the plan jeopardizes the'

.

25 water system, we will be reviewing it for that purpose.

-. , ..-
_ _ . - -
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I MS. HARRINGTON: Yes, and it also jeopardizes our

2 water bills in the future and our safety in having water

3 available to people and not just industry. You know, that is

O < an example of what I am trying to say. Safety, not just among

5 your circles, but how it applies to public and people all the

6 way around, you know.

7 I mean, I am sure that these points that I am making

8 might sound emotional to a lot of -- all jacketed and tied,

9 you know. What I am trying to express here is that sometimes

10 these questions aren't seemingly relatec,, but I know that they
II are and it is kind of our duty to relate them to the future

12 and to what is going to be -- especially in Arizona, Palo Verde,

13 what it completely entails for native American rights to

I# people rights.

15 It can get very complicated and I don't want to do

16 that. I just would like to see more direction of things that

I7 truly are important and when you talk about public safety, it

18 has to be just not only from a meltdown, but from droughts,
i

'

from other things that are really truly related to Palo Verde,

20 but not ever spoken about.

MR. BENDER: Well, let me emphasize that there is

| an interest in this. The National Environmental Policy Act

? has a requirement to evaluate it and the Regulatory Commission

h24 does deal with those matters. This Committee addresses

! O l 23
|

public safety, but not in the context of preserving resources,
I

'

t
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I and if that is the emphasis which you are placing now, you

2 ought to be more conscious of the hearings that might be held

3 in connection with this plant where such matters are addressed ,

f)d 4 I know that matter was covered when the construction

5 license was granted and so I am sure it has been dealt with

6 by the Regulatory staff in its review. Now, whether you agree

7 with the answer or not, I will leave to your judgment. This

8 is a big country and there is room for a lot of differences of

9 opinion.

10 Are there any other matters you would like to cover?

II MS. KERRINGTON: I think the staff would like to

12 make one comment, that the --

13 MR. BENDER: Well, let me wait and be sure Ms.

14 Harrington has said all she wants tc say.

15 MS. HARRINGTON: Well, I would like to hear the

16 comment.

17 MR. BENDER: Thank you. Go ahead.

18 MS. KERRINGTON: Yes, the staff has recently issued,

19 an environmental impact statement. We would be happy to make

20 that available to you. The purpose of that statement is to
,

21 solicit public comment and we would be happy to make that

f22 available to you, and the source of cooling water supply is

. O' 3

{ 23 dealt with in that document.'

24 MS. HARRINGTON: Thank you.

25 MR. BENDER: Janice, can you tell her how she can

-. -- . _. __ ..
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I get a copy of it?

() 2 MS. KERRINGTON: If she will leave me her name and

3 address, I will mail it out when I get back to'the office.

() '# MS. HARRINGTON: All right. ,

.MR. BENDER: Thank you very much.

6 Can we proceed, now, with the remainder of the

7 agenda.

8 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Next up to' bat

9
is Mr. John Allen. He is going to talk about the shutdown

10 from outside the control room and the independence between

11
the two shutdown locations.

MR. ALLEN: Good morning. My name is John Allen,

13 Nuclear Engineering Manager. The subject I will be talking

14 about this morning was covered-in some detail yesterday during

15 the tour when we were in the auxiliary building and control

16 building as we stopped at the remote shutdown panel.

17 The discussion I will be giving is going to cover

18 two different subjects, the #irst subject being remote

'9'

shutdown criteria required by General Design Criteria 19,

20 and then I will expand the discussion into the remote shutdown

21
capability we have in order to meet 10 CFR 50, Appendix R.

22
Figure 1 displays some of the major criteria that

() I we have used in the development of a remote shutdown panel

24
as it relates to General Design Criteria No. 19. We have all.

() the hot shutdown controls mounted on the remote shutdown
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1 panel. Our cold shutdown is achieved using local controls.

2 We have two trains of remote shutdown controls, as

3 we showed you yesterday, independent instrumentation, indepen-

4 dent electrical system, totally independent. The only time

5 we lose redundancy is if we assume a control room fire, md

6 I will get into that subject a little later on.

7 I would just like to refresh your memory from

8 yesterday. Yesterday we were in the area -- remote shutdown

9 area and we pointed out Panel A and Panel B. You might recall

10 this firewall is not in at the present time, but is to be a

11 3-hour fire wall at that time.

12 The controls for hot shutdown are both Channel A

13 and Channel B with instrumentation and many of the large

14 component motors are controlled in the ESF switch here in
4

15 Train A and Train B.

16 MR. BINFORD: Is that the reason why you selected

17 that location for the panels, because it is close to the switc2

18 gear?

18.' MR. ALLEN: It is close to the switch gear, yes,

20 sir.

21 The controls required for cold shutdown now, you

22 toured that area yesterday, there are some local motor

.p controls in the penetration rooms at level 100 and at level23

24 120. Channel B would be at 120-foot level, Channel A at 100-

25 foot level.
,

!

|

i
L
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I Now, that presentation was to General Design

(vD 2 Criteria 19. With the onset of Appendix R of 10 CFR 50, we

3 committed to the Nuclear Regulatory staff to add transfer

(m 4L switches to insure that a control room fire would not in-

5 capacitate our remote shutdown capability.

6 In order to accomplish that, we decided to transfer

7 Train B and we will be installing transfer switches in this

8 area to be able to allow disconnect from the control room.

9 We will also be switching in redundant analog loops. As I

10 indicated, some of the large horsepower motors are in the

II ESF switch gear room. They will have their associated

I2 transfer switches at that location.

13 Now, we go to cold shutdown. We are also going to

Id install transfer switches to the electric penetration room

i5 and that, again, is at level 120 feet. We are looking at

16 the possibility or feasibility of moving the cold shutdown

l
I7 equipment down into the location closer in to the remote

18 shutdown panel. However, that study is not complete.
l
' I9 Regarding communications between the remote shut-

20 down panel in the control room and the cold shutdown instru-

21 mentation, we have both telephone communications and sound-

22 powered communications. As Mr. Hartley indicated earlier,

{ 23 che operators also have radio communication available.

24 That is the end of my presentation. Are there any

-Q 20 questions?

|
n__ - , - - - - - ..~
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I MR. EBERSOLE: Yes. Could you clarify what you mean

2 by analog loops? Are you going -- as I see it now, you have

3 upgraded from your original design, GDC 19 interpretation,
A>(" # which was the low end of the interpretation, that there is no

5 event at all happening in there of a damaging character.

0 MR. ALLEN: That is correct.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: And I regard that as kind of signifi-

8
cant. You have now been required to upgrade that and you have

' done it in single channel configuration for one of the two

10 --

shutdown systems. Correct? _ _ --
--

,

11 MR. ALLEN: Correct.

I MR. EBERSOLE: But I see you have only done it by

'
Cs putting in transfer switches which disconnect the effects of

I# the main control room for the local. Did you disconnect events

15 out of the main control room which would be of spurious

16 activation character or did you just do those which were

I7 recovery or fail functions?

18 MR. ALLEN: Let me take just one example. Let's

19 take one loop of analog control, pressure, for example. We

20 transferred to have the capability of having a redundant loop

21 control here; in other words, your transmitter signal would

22
come to this location. It would be discoupled from the control

23
I room.

24 MR. EBERSOLE: It would come from what source?.

25
MR. ALLEN: Probably the pressure transmitter itself

_- - - _ . - _ - - - . _ . _ _ --- - - . _ - -
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1 or --

O 2 MR. EBERSOtE: And that is et e distrihuted go1ne,

3 then?-

O 4 MR. AttEN: Yes, it comes to there.

S' MR. EBERSOLE: So, those are individually sacrifi-

6 cial?

7 MR. ALLEN: Yes.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: So, you have come in from multiple

9 points to this control room for that purpose.

10 MR. ALLEN: And transfer here with the use of the

II transfer switch.

I2 MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, you transfer the indication

13 functions as well as the power systems?

O
Id MR. ALLEN: Yes, sir. You disconnect from the

15 control room, so that gives you the indication, it gives you

I 16 the power and it gives'you the loop.

I7 MR. EBERSOLE: I see. But you then go, I presume,

18 to the 460 boards and 480's to do certain functions there?

19 MR. ALLEN: Yes, sir, your large motors, the

20 auxiliary --

2I MR. EBERSOLE: Then is it fair to say that in

22 respect to the control room you have effected essentially a

23
F capability to panel a terminal condition into the control

24 room?

25 MR. ALLEN: That is correct.

.- - -.-_- - - ----- - -. - -
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I MR. EBERSOLE: Okay, now, using the control room as

2 a model, but recognizing that Reg Guide'l.75 allows convergence

3 of circuitry to the same small distances elsewhere in the

O 4
design, could I transport the control room problem to other

places in your plant that I would call soft spots and say that

6 you are competent to deal with those with this, shutdown system?
7 MR. ALLEN: I was going to cover that in my next

8 presentation.

9 MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, great. Thank you. I will be

10 delighted to hear that.

MR. ALLEN: The next subject I will cover is

12 Appendix R in general. The Palo Verde fire protection system

I3Q was presented in an independent design review in February of

I# 1981, where at that time we made a detailed presentation of

15 the Palo Verde design versus the requirements of Appendix R.

16 Out of that IDR and associated staff review there
I7 were three items identified where it was felt that we needed
18 additional work. These three items are identified on this

19 slide, the first one being fire protection of safe shutdown

0 capability, the second one being alternate and dedicated
2I shutdown capability and then, the third one, an oil collection

2 system for reactor coolant pump.
'

23
I I would like to take them one at a time, if I may.

h24I

The first item, Mr. Ebersole, I believe is directed toward.

25
your concern. Let me briefly go over how we went about that.

!
<
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I We took a list of all the equipment that was felt necessary to

2 go to a safe shutdown in the plant. We placed that equipment

3 on drawings, we took the criteria from Appendix R now, not

# Reg Guide 1.75, located our 20-foot exposure fires throughouri

5 the plant.

6 Wherever we found a location that that 20-foot

7 exposure fire could cause possible damage to both Train A or

8 Train B, then we decided that it was necessary to do additional

9 protection. If you look at the analysis that we have done so

10 far, about 3000 feet of cable falls into that category where

II we believe we are going to have to add additional wrap

12 and additional suppression systems.

13 Now, as we refine that more, we find, maybe, that

I# we will be able to eliminate it, because maybe Train A Was for

15 HPSI pump and Train B was for, let's say, radiation protection

16 or something like that. It is not associated that safedown(?)

I7 function, so we are really not locked in to the actual number

18 of feet that we are going to protect yet.

Item No. 2, which I covered, at the time that this

20 item was raised we had not committed to use transfer switches
21 to go to cold shutdown, so by resolution of that item by the

22 use of transfer switches, we feel we meet that.

O 23
I The third item,at that time we had not committed' w/

k 24 to use an oil collection system to collect the oil from a

possible break in line or spill in the reactor coolant pump.
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1 Since that time we have committed to install a seismic Category

pd 2 I collection system.

3 Now, with the resolution of these three items, and

4 the review that we have done previously and the staff has

5 reviewed, once these are completed and put into the design for

6 the NRC staff can review them, we feel we meet Appendix R.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: In connection with Item G, in the

8 course of adding any piece of safety to the plant you pay some

9 kind of a price. Are you capable of taking destruction of

10 one or the other of the shutdown panels?

I1 MR. ALLEN: Yes, sir.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: And you have a barrier wall you are

13 going to put up?

14 MR. ALLEN: A 3-hour wall.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: Right. I noted in the plant it is

16 going to be a tricky business to get a ceiling closure on

17 that. It goes up in outer space, almost. Are you going to box

18 it in?

19 MR. ALLEN: Yes, sir. It will meet the 3-hour

20 barrier requirements.

21 MR. EBERSOLE: Including the ceiling coverage and

22 the crossover influences while the 3 hours materializer.

23 MR. ALLEN: That is my understanding, yes.g

24 MR. EBERSOLE: Thank you very much.

25 MR. SHENMON: Mr. Chairman? Could you tell'me what
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I a Category lE oil collection system for a reactor coolant

2 pump looks like?

3 (Laughter.)

4 I mean, if it is drilling (?) one down, we have got

5 a seismically qualified pan, but I can't quite imagine the

6 staff settling for that. Do you have a great catcher that

7 catches it no matter what pressure it comes out at?

8 MR. ALLEN: Let me just touch on that briefly. We

9 do not have the system designed yet. We asked Combustion

10 Engineering to do a seismic analysis on the lube oil system

II on the reactor coolant pumps and to identify those places

12 that they felt could get a leak in a seismic event, such as

13 flanged fittings, threaded fitting.

I# What our design is going to do, according to my

15 understanding, is to put a guard pipe or some collection

16 system around those points to insure that in case a seismic

I7 event happens and you bust the flange or the flange starts

18 leaking, that will collect that oil.

I9 I can't tell you exactly right now what the design

20 is going to look like.

2I MR. SHEWMON: And then it will route it down to

"2^ some place --

23
F MR. ALLEN: A collection point.

.

' MR. SHEWMON: -- out of harm's way.
,.

MR. ALLEN: That is right.

.-. ._ _ . -. - .. . _ . . - -
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'

I MR. BENDER: Most of these systems that have been

2 designed up to now have had deflectors that caught, if there

3 were a pressurized leak of some sort and stuff spewed out,

4 they would fit some kind of pan and then just drain. I presume

5 that is the concept that people are thinking about here.

6 MR. ALLEN: I don't think the staff accepts

7 deflection systems.

8 MR. BENDER: What is the staff looking for?

9 MS. KERRINGTON: I don't know the details of what

10 the staff is looking for, but I believe that we are waiting

Il for the applicant to provide us with his design. I don't

12 believe we are prescriptive at all; we will look at what they

13 offer and --

I4 MR. BENDER: But there are some systems that have

15 been made acceptable already, I presume. There is nothing

16 unique about this.

17 MS. KERRINGTON: Yes, and I am sure that APS has

I8 access to other utilities.

I9 MR. BENDER: I would suggest you look at what is

20 at San Onofre and see what they have got. I believe that

21 has been examined pretty carefully and certainly ought to

22 fit the regulatory requirements.

{ 23
I MR. ALLEN: We are checking with San Onofre.

2# MR. BENDER: Go ahead. Other things?

O l 25 MR. ALLEN, That is a11. rhank you.
:
i

- . .. _ - . _ _ _ _ - - - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - -
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I MR. BENDER: Let's move on.

O)D 2 MR. VAN BRUNT: Any other questions, sir?

3 -Okay, now I would like to move to Item H and, as I1

# indicated at the beginning of the proceedings today, I would

5 like to' combine Item H and Item J. Item H is environmental

6 qualifications of equipment, which Mr. Barrow will deal with

7 and he will also deal with AC and DC power reliability,

8 including sta. tion blackout.

9 Mr. Barrow is a supervising electrica.1 engineer

10 and also reports to Mr. Allen.

II MR. BARROW: I am John Barrow. I am a supervising

I2 electrical engineer. These are the two governing standards

13 shown up above, 323 and 344 on equipment qualification. As

I# a result of our review of these standardis in 1974 and '75 and
15 of subsequent discussions, meetings and seminars we had with

16 industry groups, one of which was the EPRI Workshop on Aging

I7 in 1975, we recognized early on the potential significance of

18 equipment qualification.

19 Therefore, we prepared 8 specification appendices,

20 2 for environmental qualification, 6 for seismic qualification,

21 These appendices were based upon differing requirements for

22
.

different classes of equipment; for instance, active seismic

h>
"

23 . .

I equipment versus nonactive.

24 These were included as a part of our rechnical.

O- 25 specifications of every purchase order issued for Class I
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I equipment or equipment that required / seismic qualification that.

O - - '

2 wasn't Class 1E. These specification' appendices provided

3 guidance to each vendor in the performance to the IEEE. standarc

O 4 shown, specifically for our conservative' position on those
f .

5 standards.

6 The daughter docume'nts I indicate up there, some of
; -,

7 which are IEEE 383 on cable, 334 on motors', et cetera. We
-

# ''

8 have also accepted qublification ~on 'those -individual items _
__

basedonthosedaughter'documentd,providedthatsuchqualifi-9

m .

.,

10 cation met the requirements of 323.and 344. ,
/ ,t

11 Under the methods, thosearet$1e3methodswh,ichwe
'N

'

12 have used in our program. Under analysis, we only allow

N13 analysis if it is' based on partia type'ts3ts'andcontains-

properjustificationfortheanalysisandforalb. assumptions34

15 used.
*'

,

*
-_

-
s

16 The most important product of qualifii.:ation is to

17 establish a qualified ife, shown right here. That is what
~

18 we are aiming for in the qiialification of all equipment:. 7
19 Now, discussing a little bit about NUF'aG-05888, our

. ,4

A20 conservative approach has resulted in -- we ha% had a

21 minimized impact on 0588 on our equipment qualification progran .

22 There has been some impact and we' are working to resolve the

O 23g differences between what we have been doing up to NUREG--0588
~

24 and the additional requirements.

25 In fact, we had a third party review done to
.

+

g.

4.og.

*
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I examine our reports versus NUREG-05fs8 and propose action to

2 resolve any differences.

3 MR. BENDER: Did you say who the third party was
m

b 4 that did that work?

5 MR. BARROW: The third party was Torrey Pines

6
.

Technology, General Atomics.

7 MR. BENDER: All right. Thank you.j
8' MR.' BARROW: Under mechanical equipment, recently

.

E/ you may be aware that IEEE-627 has come out, which basically

gi)esthesamepositionasIEEE-323onqualificationof10
,

II - -mechanical equipment. We are now requesting all safety-related
, t

, 12 mcchanical equipment vendors for proposals in this effort and

'we currently have 3 proposed plans in-house for our review on13

I# mechanical equipment.

15 Under documentation we are fully committed to revieu
.

16 in detail in-house all documents and plans, plans and reports,

I7 and all documents will be reviewed with their supporting

18 data. We will keep all documents and supporting data filed
,

( here, except for supporting data that is not submitted by"
i
i ' 20

/ vendors due to its proprietary nature.

21
I In those cases, we have contacted the ver. dors and

I> 22 requested and gotten commitments from them to keep the

1 23
| ? proprietary supporting data on file for the life of the plant

f24^

and have it available for audit, our audit, whatever other

o 1 25
parties, perhaps NRC audit.

-

s.
,
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How many pieces of hardware would youMR. BENDER:

2 '

say are involved in this effort?

3 -

'MR. BARROW: In this effort? I haven't even guessecl
s

- 4 s

on hardware. Purchase orders alone, we have around 32 balance

5
of plant purchase orders involved. There are some 30 Com-

6 bustion Engineering and SSS purchase orders involved. All of-'

n
7 the Class 20 switch' gears that John Allen spoke about when he
8 '

'

was showing you that room, all the batteries,. thousands of
9'

pieces of equipment.
'

.10
MR. BENDER: I am just trying to get educated, so

.11 ..

don't misinterpret what I am asking. When you are trying to

12 get this information together, what do you do? Do you get a

13h,)
.

s-

- statement from each of the suppliers that says we have

14 Aubjected this equipment to a particular test?
15

MR. BARROW: No. What we get is, we first have

16 gotten the qualification plans which tell us the tests they
17 propose to subject the equipment to, covering all the items of

. 18- -

the calibration of the test equip-the tect, test equipment,i ,

19 ment, the actual way the test is going to be performed, who is
20 going to be doing it, what the assumptions are.

~ 21 Then, when we have reviewed and approved that plan,

. {22
g then they do the tests. They submit to us the tests with

( "
23

k supporting data. . It is an overall test report; it is not just

h24 -

()
- a certificate of performance. We actually review the report

25 with the assumptions, with the curves, the analysis is based on.

,
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I MR. BENDER: One of the points that has been made
.

2 in these things is the importance of some kind of sequential

3 relationship between when the test is made and what the age of

' d the equipment is. How is that dealt with?

5 MR. BARROW: Well, what we do is an aging analysis,

6 first off, to determine age-related failure mechanisms. Then

7 for items that do have age-related failure mechanisms, we

8 determine how they can be successfully aged or at least age-

9 approximated.

10 Once they have been aged or approximately aged,

II they are placed in the equipment and the tests that the

12 equipment has to have run are done. In some cases this is a

13 LOCA test or a main steam line break test. In the case ofpd
Id seismic equipment, it is seismic qualification tests where

15 the equipment is shaken with the aged components in it, for

16 the most part.
4

I7 MR. BENDER: You mentioned 32 purchase orders that

18 were related to combustion equipment. There must be a lot

I9 more related to the balance of plant. Is that true?

20 MR. BARROW: I don't recall the actual number, but

21 I think it is somewhere in the mid-thirties. Qaite a few of

22 our purchase orders are multiple equipment purchase orders.

{ 23 MR. BENDER: I see. One last point, when you

2# have performed these tests, whatever they are, and you are

O l 23 ,,y1m, ,, ,,,,,m1,, he,he,the ,est sh,s ,ccept,h111ey ,,'

.

, , _ ,, , , - . . . - . . , . - , - - - .
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I
,_

not, how is that done? Is there some team that systematically

~ goes down through the items and says yes, this conforms, and,
3 no, that doesn't conform? Who does it and how is it done?

,

('") 4
MR. BARROW: Okay, we have a qualification review

5 team composed of members of Bechtel, Arizona Public Service
6 and Combustion Engineering. We review the reports, based on |

1

7 agreed-upon criteria. Bechtel has a set of check sheets which
8 they use and which Torrey Pines Technology used to ascertain
9 whether the tests were appropriate and the results were proper

10 and justified or not.

11 We also have a form that we use in-house which is
12 a different form, developed specifically for our purposes, by

13

(-) which we check it. It is checked against -- the equipment is

14 checked by the team members on those forms individually. In

15 the balance of plant, for the initial submittal of the reports,

16 there were 3 separate reviews done.

17 MR. EBERSOLE: In establishing the qualified life

18 business, I presume that includes cabling, which is subject to
19 future hostile environments, having been hot and dry for 25

20
years or co?

21 MR. DARROW: I couldn't hear that very well.

22 MR. EBERSOLE: I say, I presume that includes testing
,

i^
! 23

I cabling which is aged in a hot and dry environment and is now''

h24 subject to innudation or spray or whatever at the end of 25.

,m
(") 25 years, such as you have in a LOCA?
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4

1 MR. BARROW: All right, the criteria'we are using

() 2
is 40 years -- '

3
; MR. EBERSOLE: Well, I just picked somewhere in

() 4
there.

I 5
' MR. BARROW: The cable is aged in chambers and it

6 is aged in a hot and dry environment.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: We just got word out of, of all

8 places, Diablo Canyon, that the battery cases are cracking.
! 9 They appear to be cracking just spontaneously from loads imposed

10
by the bus bars on top of the plastic cases. This suggests

11 that there is a seismic weakness which may be of more generic

i 12
character than just applies to the batteries.

'
{{} Certainly it applies to investigation of all the

! 14 batteries for this kind of load under seismic circumstances.
.

I don't believe that seismic analysis goes this far in detail.
;
,

16 I noticed yesterday that you had these enormous diesels there,

17 they were no longer railroad-type diesels like they used-to

4 18' use, and they used to be defended as being seismically
.

19 competent because they bump themselves all the time on the
i

20.

railroads.'

|

| 21
But we got into these big station-type diesels.

22
i Are the details of electrical apparatus and the mechanical

() 23
I apparatus that work these diesels -- they can't be proven by

h24
test any more, they are too large -- are the details worked

out to show that these are seismically competent in respect to'

,

!

i _ - , _ . _ , . _ , . _ . - . _ , , . _ - - . . _ _ _ _ . - -- _._.-.___ _. . _ - _ . . . - _ - - - - _
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1 all the mechanical bric-a-brac that makes them work?

O 2 MR. BARROW: In answer to your question, let me tako

3 the first one. For instance, the battery one is a good

example. When we were having the qualification tests done on-

4

5 the battery, the aging mechanisms that they discovered applied

6 to the battery plates, electrolyte cells, when the battery

7 manufacturer started applying them, he found out that it vasti: r

8 exceeded the actinc requirements for the casings and, in fact,

9 the cases were cracking during the aging.

10 They went back and, using the activation energy,

II determined the way the cases had to be aged. So, what we have

12 got now is batteries that the internals are fully aged, then

those internals are placed in the cases which are aged to the'13

Id same end of life conditions but, of course, not in the same

15 aging mechanism, and then they were seismically tested and,

16 as a matter of fact, passed the saismic cualification tests.

I7 MR. EBERSOLE: Did they have rigid copper bars?

!
! 18 MR. BARROW: No, they didn't.

l9 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, see, the loads were transferre'i

20 to crack the cases from the bus bars. Sc, it is the integral,

|
not the complement, test that either tells you do or do not21

i22
work.

. O
F MR. BARROW: Our battery tests were done as a unit.23

24 It was not the whole fully sized battery, but it was a battery

O l 25 recx with batteries in it connected up --

|
t
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I MR. EBERSOLE: Is that representative?

2 MR. BARROW: Representative?'

3 MR. EBERSOLE: A segment of it.

4 MR. BARROW: Yes.,

5 MR. EBERSOLE: Were they actually shaken?

O MR. BARROW: Yes.

MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, very good. One e er little

8 thing which gets into the logic of environmental protection,

9 environmental qualifications. As you know, the containment

10 penetrations have to be environmentally qualified. If I take

II the biggest one of all, it would be the main coolant pump
12 penetrations,which are enormous. Presumably, if you have an

13(] accident inside the containment, all of the nonsafety grade

I# equipment will go to fault modes -- at least you have to

15 consider that the main coolant pumps will enter a fault mode

] 16 of operation. They must clear, therefore, from the breakers.
]

I7 In doing this, they have to protect not the motors,

i 18 but the penetrations, and do it at some sort of level of

19 reliability, like redundancy, to guarantee not protection to
20 the motor, but to the penetration. How do you do that?

,

2I MR. BARROW: We have coordinated the breakers that
J

22 feed those penetrations and their backup breakers in their
23

I gear to be sure that if the initial breaker, the breaker that
,

h24 feeds the penetrati n, fails, that the backup breaker will

O I 25
,

'

pick up that fault current.

i

|

!

,

:
_.. . - _ . . . _ . . . _ _ , _ . , , _. . , . - _ - . - . _ . . . -. ._ - , - _ . _ ~ , . , , , ~ - , ., .- -.- . ---
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I MR. EBERSOLE: Right, but those breakers are trippect

(' \ 2 by nonseismic batteries, aren't they?

3 MR. BARROW: I can't say for sure.
(3

4 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, they are the station batteries,

5 MR. BARROW: I don't recall. They may be.

6 MR. EBERSOLE: So, apart from the seismic implica-

7 tion, you have got redundancy?

8 MR. BAR20W: We have --

9 MR. EBERSCLE: I an. just going to leave it at that

10 point as an illustration of how messy these things get.

II MR. BARROW: We do have redundancy.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes, but you have nonseismic

13 competence for tripping.

I# MR. BARROW: I can't say for sure.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: Right. Thank you.

16 MR. BENDER: Mr. Barrow, can I explore one point

I7 that Mr. Ebersole brought up for just a moment. The diesel

18 generators, I guess, are subject to some kind of seismic load,

U and they impose their own load because these things generate

20 a lot of internal energy. How would you compare the loadings

2l that might be imposed by the diesel's own internal forces

22 acting on the bolting and the like to that of the holddown

O " 23
I bolts that are the transmission medium for carrying seismic

2# forces into and away from them?

O 1 25 MR. BARROW: Okay, first off, talking about Mr.

*
- - _ _ _ _ - -
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I Ebersole's question about the diesels, I would love to see a

( shake table big enough to shake one of those things. The

3 diesels are qualified by analysis and in the analysis they

() #
have used sufficient conservatiam in not only the weight, but

5
in the application of the seismic horizontal and vertical

6 forces to be sure that they haven't exceeded the strength of

7
the bolts used to mount them.

8
In fact, one of the things we are very sure to do

9
in this qualification program is verify that the seismic

10 mounting assumed in the qualification plans and reports or

11 tests, in the case of tests, actually duplicates the mounting

12 requirements done in the field and, in addition, we are doing

13 an independent review -- the qualification team is doing an

14
independent review to verify that all equipment is mounted as

15 it was shown to be mounted in the design and in the qualifi-
,

16
cation report.

17 MR. BENDER: I don't think you quite answered my

18
question, but what you said was reassuring. But do you have ---

19
(Laughter.)

20
Reassuring, I said. But do you know anything about

21 the relative forces, the ones that are posed by the seismic

22
event, as compared to those that are imposed by the machine

itself?

h24 MR. BARROW: I personally at this moment don't..

() MR. BENDER: I think it is an interesting piece of

1

r

, - . , -, , - - , - - - -. - .,-- - -
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1
information, if we could get it from Bechtel at some time.

,_

( 2
It would be nice to have.

3
MR. EBERSOLE: Yes, I have a little bit different

l'\(_/ 4
viewpoint of that. We always seem to look for the lions to

5
shoot at, but we don't look at the snakes. How about the

6
bric-a-brac that is on that diesel, which is now, you tell me,

7
not subject to vibrational tests, but merely to analysis,

8
like the fuel racks and the subpanels, et cetera?

9
MR. BARROW: I believe that some of the bric-a-brac

10
is subject to tests. I believe it is only the diesel that is

11
not subject to the seismic tests. I can't be sure of that.

12
We have an enormous qualification plan and report package on

() this, because of all the equipment that is associated with it.

14
But it is all being seismically qualified.

15
MR. EBERSOLE: I see. So, it may be that you take

16
units and subject them to shake tests that are then put on the

17
diesel. Well, thanks very much.

18
MR. BENDER: Other questions for Mr. Barrow on this

19
point? Could I interject a metter here, Mr. Van Brunt?

20
MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

21
MR. BENDER: There are a couple of questions that

f22 were not on the agenda that you might want to think about and,

() 23
| I we may pick them up after lunch. One is, we wanted to hear a

h 24
little bit about the security arrangement for this plant and-

() 25,

I suggest that you plan on having somebody to talk about that.

I
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I MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Hartley is prepared to discuss

O 2 that at some point.

3 MR. BENDER: All right. The other thing is, it has

O d been. suggested it would be useful to know something about the

5 ultimate capability of the containment and I suspect you might

6 want to consult with your Bechtel people and see if they can

7 help develop that story, if they don't have it.

8 Rather than shoot it at you instantaneously, I

9 wondered if you wanted to think about it. Go ahead, Mr.

10 Barrow.

II MR. BARROW: Thank you. As I am sure you know, the

12 NRC will be auditing us before our fuel load permit on equipment

13 qualification and environmental and seismic qualification.

Id These requirements on slide H3 were recieved from the NRC

15 approximately September, 1981.

16 Up to this time we hadn't been aware of exactly the

17 documentation and insulation requirements required to support

18 audits.. We have a draft environmental qualification summary
|

I9 report completed right now, it is in draft form only. We are.

20 compiling the data required for both the environmental and
,

21 the seismic tables and are preparing to submit those to the

22 schedules shown on this slide.

23
J We are actively pursuing these dates and they are

24 our goals. Reg Guide 1.89 addresses the NRC's position on the. .

'
- 25 use of IEEE-323 and this Reg Guide came out in 1974. We have

1

;

r
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I been following it since its issue and have addressed it both

!O 2 in the SAR and in the a,p11 cation of our sua11fication reports.

3 That is the extent of my presentation.

d MR. BENDER: Thank you.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: One little final thing, Mr. Barrow.

6 Would you consider, maybe, that the conductors that go to the

7 main coolant pumps should be so sized that the penetration

8 portion of that conductor segment should be grossly larger thari

9 those conductors, so the conductor would carry away first?

10 MR. BARROW: That would be nice.' The problem with

Il that is we don't believe they make penetrations that large.

I2 MR. EBERSOLE: Or conductors that small?

13 MR. BARROW: That is one thing. John Allen just

O
Id mentioned something that is interesting in that regard. If you

15 recall, I believe it was Reg Guide 1.75, at one time proposed

16 self-fusing penetrations and then it was withdrawn later when

17 industry experience showed that it is not really possible to

18 do that.

l9 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes, I remember that. Thank you.

20 MR. BARROW: I would like to start on reliability

21 and station blackout discussion. I will be addressing AC/DC

22 reliability first. Then when I get into station blackout, I

O "r2 w111 be soine decx to ene re11asi11tv discussions, recher then

|24 go oyer it, ay,1n, in ene 31,oxout ,yeneo,

25 These two slides show the major part of the EHV
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I grid to which we are connected. There is also a part in New

O 2 Mexico, but it is really not considered part of the major EHV

3 grid as far as stability is concerned.. California you see on-

4 the slide to your right -- this is the Arizona grid.,

5 Historically this grid has been very reliable,
,

6 especially compared to past history in the United States.in

7 comparison. We have 4 lines dedicated to the Palo Verde plant,

'
8 shown on that slide over there. That is the Arizona grid,

9 that is the Devers line, the Westwing line, the Kyrene line
..

10 and the Saguaro line.

II Each one of th:3m terminates to a separate termination-

12 point along the EHV grid and none of the lines shares any powerr
i

13 in common. I will walk over the point the lines out. Please

Id bear with me if I accidentally call the Kyrene line Liberty,

15 but I found that with that slide like that, I.look at Liberty

16 every time I look at the slide, for some reason.

I7 The second aspect is, none of those lines crosres

18 each other and we will get back to that when I get to slida 6,

I9 showing them coming out of the plant. Not only don't they
!

20 cross each other, but none of those lines is crossed by any

2I other line and that is a critericn that we intend to maintain
22

|
in further development of the grid.

23
- J Also, we have designed the lines and the right of

f24 y,y, to ,11 min,te c10,, proximitie,y31c3 couta cou,,

O 1 25 simm1taneo s fa11mre of more than ooe circ.1,__ I w111 show
;

i

i
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I you that, too, when we get to slide 6.

O 2 zn designing this grid and in ana1rzing it to se

3 sure that we have the required stability, we have analyzed the

O 4 3 evenes which we consider worse case with resgect to ra1o

5
'

Verde. This first case, a 3-phase fault on the switchyard

6 that was considered to be a' permanent fault, that is to say,

7 it was not able to be re-closed. It tripped off and

8 permanently lost. The critical 525 kv line is the Westwina

' line in this case.

10 The second case, the sudden loss of one of the

II 3 units, the work was done with no underfrequency load-

12 shedding assumed to operate on the grid for conservatism.

I
13 The third case, the sudden loss of the largest

Os
I# single load, that is,approximately 600 megawatts of pumping

15
i power on the California portion of the grid. No serious

16 capacitor flushing or line switching was assumed to operate

I7 under that case for conservatism.

18 In those cases there was 10 percent additional

generation margin also included, and these 3 cases showed

20 positive damping on the system, the system went to stability

21 in just a few seconds. The frequency deviation was held to

22
acceptable limits. The worst frequency deviation seen was on

O r this cese end thet wee e devietion of 3/10 of e hertz.
23

24
MR. BENDER: How much load is on that line?.

MR. BARROW: The Westwing line, I can't be sure, it

.. . . -
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I it is somewhere around probably 1000 megawatrs. i

O' 2 MR. BENDER: Thank you.

MR. BARROWS: Okay, now we get into the switchyard

O 4
where the lines come in. The 4 lines enter the switchyard

from top to bottom, Westwing, Kyrene, Saguaro and Devers. Let

6 me give you some idea of the distances involved.

7 Between the Westwing and the Kyrene line, at the

first tower outside the suitchyard, is 240 feet.

'
MR. VAN BRUNT: John, would you point out those

10 dimensions, point to them on the slide?

MR. BARROWS: From center 1,ine to center line,

12 between those two lines is 240 feet.

13 At the second tower off the switchyard that

#
dimension goes to 290 feet and after that the two lines tota 11:7

15 diverge, ns you can see in that diagram. One goes South, one

6 goes to the Northeast.

I7 On the Kyrene to Saguaro line the separation is

18 130 feet center to center, and on the Saguaro to Devers line

- 19
|

the separation is 285 feet and they totally diverge. As you

( 20
can see, Devers actually turns and goes to the Southwest,

21
completely crossing our site.

The other lines run off-site rather quickly after

O " 23
I leaving the switchyard.

h24 The switchyard is arranged for breaker-and-a-half (? |.

O I 25 scheme. There were 2 buses. Between the 2 buses there are 3
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I breakers and there are 2 connections to that system, which !

2 means there is a breaker internally between these connections

3 and there is a breaker between each connection and the bus,

O 4 meaning that between the start-ug trensformers, which supg1r

5 start-up and safe shutdown power to the plant, there are 2

6 breakers between each start-up transformer, which means that

7 we can take a single breaker failure and still act lose more

8 than one start-up transformer out of 3.

9 Let me point out the 3 start-up transformers and

10 their connection. The 3 start-up transformers, in turn, feed

Il 13.8 kv switch gear. You can see the top center line, up on

12 the right, shows the 13.2 kv switch gear center line. That

13 switch gear is in cubicles and connected by underground duct

Id that runs in front of the start-up transformers. Those

15 cubicles and ducts are so connected that each 3-winding'

16 start-up transformer supplies power, safe start-up, safe

17 shutdown and start-up power, to 2 units.

18 So, we don't have a situation where we have 1 start -

19 up transformer connected totally to one unit. The power from

20 the 13.8 kv switch cear is supplied in overhead 13.8 kv

21 lines which run on either side of the 500 kv line and terminat a

22 at 13.8 kv switch gear at the unit near the turbine building,
5

23
F which then goes to the ESF Class I supplies.

24 Now, talking a little bit about the on-site system ,

O 25 the on-site system actually picks up --tj

_. _ _ -~ , .- . - , , .- - -- -. -_ _ .-. -- _- _ -.- -..
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I MR. BENDER: Excuse me, Mr. Barrow, I think I want

2 to ask this question before you go into this separate subject.

3 In the stability analysis that you did, I was struck by the

# fact that the load that was looked at seemed to be less than

5 the Palo Verde units themselves are, when you looked at the

6 stability of the system when one line was dropped off.

7 What is the logic of the stability analysis when-

8 you are looking at the loss of load on one line? What are

9 you dealing with, the external load as opposed to the loss

10 of one of the units, or some combination of them, or what?

II MR. BARROW: I am not sure I understand your

I2 question.

13 MR. BENDER: Well, I am presuming that when you did

Id the stability analysis, what you did was say, well, what

15 happens if I drop some large load on the system, and that

I16 could be demand, or it could be supply.

I7 MR. BARROW: Oh, I see.

! MR. BENDER: So, I am trying to figure out just

,

what it is that you were dealing with.
r

20 MR. BARROW: Okay, what you saw in the loss of

21 the largest single load was the unit was assumed to be running
22 at 3 units at nominal power with 3600 megawatts and the loss

{ of that load was a 630 megawatt load over in Eastern

24 California.

MR. BENDER: How do you decide what that load has

. .. - _.
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I to be?

2 MR. BARROW: That was asked -- the reason we did

3 that study was, we were asked by the NRC back in our PSAR

G
V 4 days, our initial licensing, to address, to determine what the

5 largest load on the system was and to address the loss of that

6 load.

7 MR. BENDER: That is historical. What -- are

8 you speculating on how large it might be in the future when

9 you do that, or is that the current --

10 MR. BARROW: '1 hat is the 1986 current -- up to

11 1986 current largest single load and, as far as I know, that

12 is projected to be the. largest load. It is quite extreme.,

13 What we mean by largest single load, it is the largest load

I4 component at a termination point, at a single power delivery

15 point.

16 MR. BENDER: And you don't anticipate that after

17 25 years it might be a lot bigger than that?
|
|

! 18 MR. BARROW: I don't know.

19 MR. BENDER: It is a serious question and I am just

20 trying to be sure that we are thinking far enough down the

21 road. I don't know that it would create any more problems --

22 MR. BARROW: If we did have major growth on the

et u
23V y system which would show larger loads or, in fact, for any

24 grid changes, we would re-do stability analyses to determine
,

O I 25 whether our criterie wou1d heve to chenge, whether we wou1d

;

-_

. - .
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I have to make changes in our system, grid system, or whatever.

2 MR. BENDER: Does the staff consider that a good way

3 to deal with the problem?

4 MS. KERRINGTON: I am a little bit confused, because

5 in the safety evaluation report, not only the largest single

6 load, but you also assume loss of one of the units, too, on --

7 MR. BARROW: That was one of the 3 items.

O MS. KERRINGTON: Well, we will address it more

9 fully in --

10 MR. BENDER: All I am saying is that there are two

II separate problems. One is the loss of the supply side, that

12 is the turbine.

13 MS. KERRINGTON: Oh, I see what you are saying.

Id MR. BENDER: Then there is the loss of the demand,

15 which is on the other side.

I6 MS. KERRINGTON: Yes.

37 MR. BENDER: And I don't know whether they give you

18 the same answer. They might.

I9 MR. BARROW: Well, I can give you the three -- the

20 figures were for the loss of fault on the switchyard bus with
21 loss of the critical line. The frequency was degraded by .3

22 hertz. For the sudden loss of one Palo Verde unit, the

23
f frequency on the system was degraded by a tenth of a hertz and

f24 for the loss of the largest single load, the frequency was

5 degraded by 5/100 of a hertz.

.
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1 MR. BENDER: Well, none of those numbers is alarming .

2 That is clearly the case --

3 MS. KERRINGTON: And what was the question to the

4 staff?

5 MR. BENDER: My only question is, if I wanted to --

6 should we be addressing laraer external loads than the ones

7 that have presently been looked at, because you might not have

8 been extrapolating out into the future long enough --

9 SPEAKER: (Inaudible.)

10 MR. BENDER: Wel, that is true, that is true, and

11 I wouldn't quarrel with that. I am not trying to say that what

12 was done was wrong. All I am trying to do is say what is the

13 staff philosophy?

14 MS. KERRINGTON: We will get back to you on that.

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairman, if I could, I think

16 Mr. Ar.tognini, who has under him the operations of the overall

17 system, Jould like to make a comment relative to this area

18 that may alleviate some of your concern.

19 MR. BENDER: I am not worried about it, I am just

20 trying to clarify it.

2I MR. ANTOGNINI: In some cases, the loss of load and

22 the loss of supply do not give you the same answer. Those

23g load stabi.ity studies are conducted on an annual basis for

f24 systems stability reasons and we do a fault analysis on the

O I 25 line. We do it for the worst case and we do it for cases that
I
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I are not perceived to be the worst case, but when you have a

O 2 loss of flow and a loss of supply, those compounded together

3 could be the worst case, and we do that analysis on an annual

4 .

basis.;

5 MR. BENDER: Well, let me emphasize I am doing this

6 for -- partially for my own education, to understand what the

7 staff's approach is, and I don't have any quarrel with what.has

8
~

been done. It seems to me it has been a very good analysis, as

9 a matter of fact.

10 Go ahead.

II MR. BARROW: Okay, can I proceed on the on-site --

I2 MR. EBERSOLE: If you would wait iust a'second.

I3Q I am impressed by the reliability of the off-site power system.

" Now, we trill get into the subject of too much of same. These

15 lines reach way out into the desert and I hear you have

16 tremendous thunder storms and storms in general.

If I were to postulate that a storm runs past the

18 plant and blows"down one or more lightning arrestors, and then

you get a strike, are you going to tell me that that will not

20 penetrate into your system far enouch to hurt the 4160

21 auxiliaries?

MR. BARROW: All the EHV system on the plant, the

O 3
23

I lines coming in, the lines going through the units, are

24 protected by an extensive array of static wires on the towers

O l 2s and the -- like you said, there are lightning arrestors on all
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i 1

! the major EHV components -- I can tell you frankly that we ;

( 2

|
haven't postulated the storm blowing down lightning arrestors

'

3
prior to a lightning strike.

1 () 4
MR. EBERSOLE: Wouldn't you be doing that in the i'

5
interest of the turbine generator protection? I mean, it is a

6.

1 plausible sequence.

7 MR. BARROW: I think I will have to check with APS
i 8

on the relative occurrences, you know, whether we would be3

i 9 -

; doing it.

. 10

] MR. EBERSOLE: I am just interested in the 4160

11
systems, as to whether the strike could get into those.-

. 12
MR. BENDER: Go ahead, Mr. Barrow, we will pick up'

"
.O the aexe 1e e==-

4 14
MR. BARROW: Okay, the independent load groups

,

15
shown in Item 1 at 3160 volts, like Mr. Ebersole said, 40 volts

' ~ '

16
and 120 volts, these are the~ characteristics of the way the

17
power system is set up. On the AC power system the Item 1B,

18
the separate power control supplies, are 125 volt DC from

19
4 125 volt DC ungrounded trains

20
The diesel generators, Item 1D, we just discussed a

21
little bit about their qualifications. In addition to the

22
qualifications as we discussed, they have also had reliability

() 23
I demonstration tests done -- that is the 300 start load tests

24
that you may be familiar with -- and in the completion of that

() 25
300 start load test they did achieve a certified reliability
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I of .99, which meets the criteria established for the reliabilit y

/_ i
5

Lr 2 of those units.

3 The 4 ungrounded vital instrument power supplies,
, - .

' # Item 2 on the slide, are 120 volt AC. However, rather than

5 being supplied directly from the 40 volt system, they are

6 supplied through inverters from the battery system, from the

7 120 volt DC battery system. They do have backup supplies from

0 the 40 volt Class lE MCC's power.

9 On the ungrounded DC subsystems, like I said, there

10 are --

I MR. SHEWMON: Sir, before you go on to that, could

12 you tell me what a vital instrument is ?

13[]; MR. BARROW: The vital instruments are instruments

I4 required for safe shutdown of the units.

15 MR. SHEWMON: Safe shutdown of the reactor.or

16 maintenance after it has been scrammed?
I7 MR. BARROW: Vital instruments means the Class lE

18 instruments as opposed to the non-Class lE process instruments.

MR. SHEWMON: Well, maybe you can help me, then,

O because unless the definition of lE has been changed, in

I Rancho Seco they dropped a light bulb and shorted out the

22 instrumentation power. It wasn't lE, because the lE was

3'

? safety, just getting the rods in. What happened after that'

24 they didn't care about as much. Then the operators didn't.

g
3 25\ '

quite know what the meters meant, because apparently some''
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1
failed on one end and some failed high and some failed in the

middle.

3
So, your answer that it is all 1E doesn't comfort-

() 4
mc an awful lot, but maybe vou can tell me just whether I

5
should be comforted.

6
MR. BARROW: Okay, I am only talking a bout the Class

7
lE AC power system. They are all lE, but we have the non-Clasa

8
lE AC power system and DC power system, which --

9
MR. SHEWMON: Will you get to that later?

10
MR. BARROW: Well, I didn't prepare to discuss it.

IT
I was prepared to discuss just the lE as it relates to nuclear

12
safety.

() MR. SHEWMON: Well, somehow Rancho Seco had to

14
do with nuclear safety, too, and it wasn't lE, and that is why

,

15
I am bringing it up.

16
MR. BARROW: I can tell you we have -- there is

17
absolutely no connection between the lE and the non-lE.instru-

18
ment systems. The non-lE instrument systems are powered from

19
through the auxiliary transformers right from the generator

20
! back through the non .'E distribution system, which are in

21
2 13.8 kv buses.

22
MR. BENDER: Mr. Barrow, I think maybe we are missing

() 23
I the thrust of the question a little bit. I think it just

24
boils down to this. Is your definition, using the lE concept-

() 25
that you are using, too narrow? Should it have been broader

|

I
-. . - . _ - _ _ .
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I than what you are presenting here?

. 2 MR. BARROW: You are saying should we have used

3 the concept of lE'for non-safety-related --

4 MR. BENDER: For things that have been previously

5 non-safety-related, but now are appearing to be. Is that

6 what you are driving at, Paul?

7 MR. SHEWMCN: Yes. He doesn't sound like he has

8 ever heard of the Rancho Seco incident --

9 MR. BARROW: Oh, yes, I have.

10 MR. SHEWMON: I suggest you read about it.

II MR. BARROW: I have. It is my understanding that

12 that incident occurred because they had some lE instruments

13 connected, and non-lE instruments connected to the same

Id buses. Is that right?

15 MR. SHEWMON: My impression is that they kept their

16 1E instruments and lost the others and they still couldn't

17 tell what was happening to the plant.

.

18 MR. EBERSOLE: They had too much instrumentation

l9 on a non-lE channel and they lost it and they went blind.

20 That gets back to the question I introduced earlier, what is

21 the quality level of operator input? Is it being upgraded

22 the Rancho Seco problem and the Crystal Riverto overcom.

{ 23 problem, et cetera?

2# MR. BARROW: Well, let me address the first part

O I 25 of 1he cuestion, ane that is that our non_1E instrument muses,

_
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I there are 2 of them, and they contain redundant instruments
,

2 that are felt to be required to indicate the process that4

3 needs to be followed by the -- they are not totally redundant,

4 but they do have redundancy.

5 MR.EBERSOLE: But they are non-lE?

6 MR. BARROW: They are non-lE, but there are 2 of

7 them.

8
| MR. EBERSOLE: There has been a partial upgrading

9 of this input to the operator, but not a full upgrading to

10 lE level, right? A partial upgrading in the fact it is

II redundant.-

MR. bah 0W: I would agree to that, yes.I2

13 MR. EBERSOLE: But other than that, there is nothirg

Id else done like qualification of source reliability or

15 separation or whatever? '

16 MR. BARROW: On the non-lE buses we are not,

I7 separating per se the reg guides or --

18 MR. EBERSOLE: How do you come off the same power

I9 supply?

20 MR. BARROW: Well, the non-lE buses do not come

21 off the same power supply. The come off of separate power

22 supplies.

J MR. EBERSOLE: Well, as I hear it, there is a

f24 degree of upgrading on operator input, but not much.
25 MR. SHEWMON: Let me get back to a simpler questior ,

i
i

- _ . - - . . . , . . . - - . _ . - - . . . . _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . - _ . . . , _ _ . . . . , _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ , ~ . - - - _ . . . , _ _. _.,_-_ . -
- _
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I I think. The particular parameters of interest to me were

2 what was the temperature of the coolant water, let's say, in

3 the hot leg or cold leg, or wherever, and wnat was the pressure

0 -
inside the primary pressure vessel?

5 I don't know whether those are considered vital

6 instruments by your definition or not. Do you know?

MR. BARROW: Yes, they are. Let me say that we can

8 go to shutdown using only lE instruments. In other words, we

' can use non-lE instruments and have enough instrumentation to

10 go to shutdown.

MR. EBERSOLE: Is the operator's control panel the

I2 place you do that?

'
CJ'

""- "^^^ "= '*"- '"** i"- c * """** ""-'

I# MR. SHEWMON: But Rancho Seco was shut down all

15 the time the pressure and temperature were wandering around.

16 Shutdown means cold shutdown, is that right?

MR. BARROW: Cold shutdown.
,

|

MR. EBERSOLE: Paul, as I understand it, he says

he can go to his shutdown control panel and with lE equipment
0 keep the plant shut down if it is already shut down, or shut

I it down if it isn't.

MR. BARROW: That is right.

O u
3V

I MR. BENDER: I think there is still the question

24 of whether there is any critical information that the operator

O 1 25 needs for monitoring the safety of the plant that is not

.
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1
'

classified as lE.

() 2
MR. BARROW: It is my understanding that there is

3
none. That is why we have the 4 vital instrument power ,

() 4
Supplies.

5
MR. BENDER: Now, could we ask the staff to look

6 at the Rancho Seco event and tell us whether the instrumentation
7

that is described here is covered by that event and has it been

8
classified lE?

9
MS. KERRINGTON: That is an open item in the staff

10
review. It is identified as an open item. We are still

11
looking at that on this plant.

12
MR. BENDER: So, we will know it when it becomes

() a confirmatory item?

14
MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairman, without getting into

15
a lot of detail on this subject, I am advised that we have, in

16 fact, looked at the Rancho Seco occurrence that Dr. Shewmon
17 was speaking of in the context of our plan and believe that
18

that is not a concern here.

19 We are not prepared today to deal with the specific a

20
of that situation. We just didn't prepare for it, but if you

21
would like, we can.

22
MR. BENDER: I am not sure that we want to do it

() {23
- at the moment, either. The point really is to just be sure

h 24 that something that has happened won't happen again. There-

() 25 may be others comparable to it that ought to be examined and,
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I hopefully, we will look at those, too.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Is it fair to say, Mike, that if Rancho,

3 Seco and Crystal River had had the kind of auxiliary shutdown

i
V # capacity they have here, they would never have been in trouble '

5 MR. BENDER: Well, it is less likely, probably. I

6 never want to deal'in absolutes in this business.
7 (Laughter.)

O MR. BINFORD: It is my understanding that the term

9 " vital components," which I presume would include instruments,

10 is explicitly defined in the Code of Federal Regulations,

II Chapter 10. When you use vital here, are you using it in that

12 specific context, or are you using it more broadly or less

13 broadly?

I# MR. BARROW: I believe the context of vital is the

15 same as the IEEE's context of lE. That is the context in which

16 we are using this.

I7 MR. BINFORD: I wonder if perhaps the staff could

18 look at that and see whether or not there is any conflict

I9 between the lE and the 10CFR definitions of vital.
20 MS. KERRINGTON: Yes, sir, we will look at that.

21 In addition, in our safety evaluation we are requiring a test

22 -- safe shutdown test -- from the remote shutdown panel to

{P assure that they have on that panel everything they need to

24 go e, ,3,egoyn ,n3 yo,,1n in 33,egoyn,

25
. But, yes, we will report on that.

. P
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I MR. EBERSOLE: If tha* is the interpretation,,then'

'q ,

2- the vital buses have parasitic loads on them, because they are

3 c'onnected to all sorts of things that are not lE. I think the

4 identification of vital, at least originally, was it was a fail -

- 5 free 60-cycle wave of comparatively unspecified reliability.-

0 You wanted to get a real continuous wave that

7 wouldn't upset your control functions. So, vital was

8 originally in that context. If it is vital in the context of

9- lE now, I don't really know that.
,

10 MR. BARROW: It is my understanding that vital has

II been expanded by recent regulation and recent interpretation

12 to mean cold shutdown, not only the Class lE, but the cold

13 shutdown capability as well.

Id MR. BENDER: Well, we may have expanded it even

15 further here today --

16 (Laughter.)
,

' I7 -- by saying you can get the cold shutdown but
s

18 what other pervasive effects might be hanging around that you

I9 need to monitor. I don't know that we deliberately expanded'

,

20 it, but you can go on and on, and we are trying to be sure thau

21 we understand where we are going.

22 MR k GUOW: If I can remember where I was --r

{ 23 , , , , ater.)

f24 MR. strsS: Wait a minute, before you leave the AC

O 1 25 ,ystem, m,y I ,,x , guest 1,m, xou me,tioned .,, me11,,111,y

\, '.

l
,

y w.. - - - - - - -
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I for the diesels. Is that correct?

O 2 MR.-BARROW: Yes, sir.

MR. SIESS: As I understand it, to demonstrate .99

'

' reliability you have to have 298' starts without a failure. Is
. ,

that the test you made?

0 MR. BARROW: That is one way of stating it. You

7j actually have to have, I believe it is 300, the requirement

8 was 3s' starts with 3 failures.

' MR. SIESS: It is not .99 reliability, then. The ,

10 staff changed their definition to permit you to do 300 starts

II with a failure rate of not more than 1 per 100. That is not

12 .99 reliability.

13Q MR. BARROW: It is my understanding that --

" MR. SIESS: You would have to do a lot more than'

15 3 cycles of 99 out of 100 to demonstrate. 99 reliability at

16 any confidence level.

I7 MR. BARROW: All right.
:

MR. SIESS: But you met the staff's criteria?
,

MR. BARROW: We have, we have exceeded it.

MR. SIESS: I just think it is wrong to call it

I
; .99 reliability.
!
i 22 MR. BENDER: It is a matter of how you deal with

O 23
I probability distributions.

,

24 MR. SIESS: No, it is just a matter of how you deal i.

25 with probabilities. ,

. . - , .. - . , . - - . - . . , - - . . _ . - - - .. _- - . . _ . . .., - , - . .
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I MR. BEND?.R: Well, okay.

2 (Laughter.)

3 MR. SIESS: It is a confidence level question.

4 MR. BARROW: I would like to address blackout now.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: Were you done with the DC system?

6 MR. BARRON: Yes, I was.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: I missed something, then. You have

8 got to levelize the batteries every so often. Do you do those
r

9 with the system full connected?

10 MR. BARROW: I can't speak with that kind of detaile i

II knowledge.

I2 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, you know, you have got to over-

13 charge the whole system to get each battery up to terminal

I4 voltage.

15 MR. BARROW: We maintain the batterier on float

16 voltage and then periodically we go to a levelizing --

I7 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, do you leave all your equipment
,

18 connected when you do that?

I9 MR. BARROW: I can't say. That is up to the

20 operating people.

2I MR. EBERSOLE: Well, it is up to the designer as to

22 whether you can or not.

23
F MR. BARROW: I can't speak to that right now.

|24 sR. sssRSOLE, me11, it is eithe, des 1,ned or mot

i 25 designed to take high voltages on the equipment.

. - -- - . . . -. .
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MR. BARROW: Oh, oh, I see what'you mean. Oh, I
fs
NE 2

thought you meant whether we planned to do it or not.
3

MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, no, no, is it designed --

MR. BARROW: The equipment is designed to be able to

5
be done that way.

6
MR. EBERSOLE: To meet the levelizing voltage?

7
MR. BARROW: Yes.

,

8
MR. EBERSOLE: Okay. Is the -- when the battery is

9
disconnected, your chargers are stable even with minimum loads?

10
MR. BARROW: Yes.

11
MR. EBERSOLE: Thank you.

12
MR. BARROW: The Task Action Plan, A-44, NRC Task

() Action Plan, identifies 3 safety design categories for

14
considering station blackout. We have discussed, basically, the

15
first 2, reliability of off-site and on-site power supplies.

16
That leaves the catagory of removal of reactor

17 -

coolant system decay heat with no AC power and then the. item

18
of AC power supply recovery.

19
It is my understanding and, unfortunately, I wasn't

20 ,

at the site tour, but it is my understanding that they did

21
simulate on the simulator a blackout which would demonstrato

i22 the plant parameters during such an event, at which time we

(- 23-g have at least 2-hour duration of subcooled, instrumented

h24
natural circulation.*

() 25
This can be increased to at least between 2 to 4
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1 hours by operator action to shed unnecessary DC loads and to j

2 take other selective manual actions in the plant system to

3 facilitate removal of reactor coolant system decay heat.

O 4 MR. EBERSOLE: Is the point of termination of this

5 time period due to battery rundown?

6 MR. BARROW: That is the termination point on the

7 2-hour duration, yes.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: Are there areas in the plant which

9 may be rather distant from vision which are getting too hot,

10 in which there is permanent damage occurring to equipment?

II MR. BARROW: I doubt that there would be damage

12 occurring to equipment in that time frame,

13 MR. EBERSOLE: Remember, you have got solid state
p%)

14 equipment all over the place and although there is no AC input

15 to heat it up, I don't know what is happening.

16 MR. BARROW: Over the 2-hour time frame I don't

17 think that we would be seeing damage to equipment.

18 MR. EBERSOLE: Is there a ventilation problem of any

'l 9 kind associated with AC with respect to the turbine-driven

20 feed pumps? There have been cases in the past where the

2I incoming steam pump was run through tissues. Those tissues

22 were monitored by pressure, by temperature devices to detect

f%.
' o

| %) { 23 a blind break.

24 When this condition arose, the temperature devices

o) I 25( misinterpreted an AC power outage as a high temperature, because

. . - .. - - . - - - . - - - - - . -_ . --
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I there was no longer chase ventilation and then they told the

O 2 turbine-drive pump to shut down because it had a broken pipe.

3 MR. BARROW: It is my understanding that the

O 4 turbine-drive pump is not impacted by that, that once it is

5j started, the control system-doesn't monitor the --

0 MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, you bypass it once you crank it
,

4

7 up?

8 MR. BARROW: I don't believe it is bypassed. What

9 I am saying is that all we have is DC control of the valves

10 and the rest of it is governor-controlled.

II MR. EBERSOLE: Okay, you don't trip the isolation

12 valves on the main steam supply line after you start it?

13 Is that right?

I4 MR. BARROW: That is correct.
..

15 Now, on recovery of the diesel generators, we have

16 a multiplicity of alarms. There are 2 alarms on the safety

I7 equipment status system and in the control room annunciator

18 and I might add that these kinds of alarms are duplicated on

I the plant computer.

20 In addition, there are 38 diagnostic alarms on the

21 local annunciator and these alarms annunciate everything on

>
22 tne'discal gana gtor that has a parameter to be monitored,

~ ~ ~ . - - . , , , _

23
J that has a sender or monitor on these 38'diagucatic alarms.

2d The operator, with his transient, the operator can

25 go to his control room to see if it was a major alarm which
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1
caused the problem and most likely.it will be, since the minor

(f 2
alarms are bypassed on SIAS or LOCA acuation.- However, he can

3
also go the local panel and determir.e from these alarms exactly

() 4
what has occurred on the diesel generator.

-

5
MR. EBERSOLE: As a case in point, are these items

6
lE-qualified?

7
MR. BARROW: The local annunciator is seismically

8
qualified. The alarms in the control room and on the SESS are

9
qualified as a result of the control room seismic qualification

; and the SESS seismic qualification.
't

11
Now, to talk about recovery of the on-site power

12
system. I will walk over and point out the -- did I say on-

(]) site? Sorry. Off-site. I want to point out the Glen Canyon4

14
Dam. There are 3 other dams in the area on the Colorado River.

15<

The Glen Canyon Dam is part of the Colorado River storage

16
project. The 3 other dams are part of the Parker-Davis system,

17
that is, the Parker Dam, Davis Dam and Hoover Dam, and they are

18
located on the River in those areas.

19
The Glen Canyon Dam, as you can see, feeds power

20 down to the Pinnacle Peak substation and the Parker-Davis
21 system feeds power to the Liberty substation, which I talked
22

about a little earlier.

() 23
I Both of those power supplies are assured in the

24 case of a grid blackout, because the dams, the Department of-

() 25
Energy's dams don't trip on underfrequency. They have no

. _ _ . . _ . . _ _ - _ _ _ - , _ -- .,. __ - -
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I underfrequency problems. They will go to whatever they go to

2 as soon as the rest of the grid, assuming the grid would trip

3 off, those dams and their termination points would automatically
,

'v - 4 go back up to 60 hertz and be a realiable source of power.

5 As you can see, those termination points are quite

6 close to Palo Verde. Both Pinncale Peak and Liberty have

7 connections to the Westwing substation, which in turn connects

8 to Palo Verde. The time available, looking over at the other

9 slide, the time available is approximately 30 minutes to

10 restore power to Palo Verde frcm those sources.

I1 As you can see, the power requirements -- these are

12 the approximate power requirements. One set of ESF loads would

13 be 5 megawatts per unit. If you wanted to restore both ESF,

14 loads to u.1 3 units, you would require 30 megawatts. The

15 capacity available to Arizona Public Service from those

16 units is much greater than that.

17 In the case that we lost the Westwing line in this

18 grid outage, we have the Kyrene lir a available, which connects

19 on the righthand corner of Phoenix and that is very closely

20 coupled to the Salt River Project's river system on the

21 Salt River, which is a series of dams used to provide power to

f22 Salt River Projects grid.

O 8
23g That would be available as backup to re-establish,

!2. th. 1o.es. en you hav. r.-estah11sh.e th. gr1e. th.. a11

25 that is left to do is to re establish the AC and DC loads at
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I the unit. That concludes my presentation.

2 MR. BENDER: Are.there questions?

3 That looks like one of the more solid systems I have

4 seen around.

5 MR. BARROW: Thank you.

6 MR. BENDER: I suspect that the recovery capability

7 is very good. I wanted to do a little planning here, if I

8 could. Some of our consultants will be leaving at noon and

9 I want to take a few minutes before they leave to solicit their

10 opinions and comments for the record and to have a chance for

11 the subcommittee to exchange a few thoughts at this point.-

12 My plan is to try'to get through M before we break

13 for lunch, and then to come back after lunch and pick up what

14 is left, plus this containment pressure, containment load

15 capability and shortage discussion.

16 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

17 MR. BENDER: There is a pretty good chance we will

18 get done before 3 o' clock today. That is what I had in mind.

19 But let me ask, first, Mr. Arnold, I think you are going to

20 leave first, and I would like to ask you, if you would, just

21 to make any comments you might be able to offer us at this time.

22 MR. ARNOLD: I have two comments to make and I am

23y obviously going to make them out of context, so don't take

24 what I say to be a condemnation that is not really intended.

O I 25 The epg1icene hee mede no eecree of the fect ehee he does noe

i

_ - - -_ - .- .- .
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I
i have in-house all the technological and other support that he

bd 2 may need to operate the Palo Verde station safely, and that he

3 will depend on outside sources to satisfy these needs.

O 4 This is a usual situation and I see no problem in

5 implementing it, provided appropriate perceptions of the needs

6 and perceptions of the needs to be satisfied and the proceduret

7 for managing such a program are developed timely. I would
i

8 hope that the applicant will continue to evaluate his programs,

9 including going beyond his own present perceptions of what

10 will be required.

II Based on what I have read and heard at this meeting,

12 I would include as one probable area of continued evaluation

13 systems interaction. Another, planning for managing the

Id station resources for the recovery of an operating plant from

15 a substantial operating tangent (?). That is my first comment.

16 My second comment is, the question has been raised

17 whether the fact that the support group under the plant manager

18 and the support groups under the Vice President of Nuclear

I Projects report along different lines of management. The

20 assurance has been made that through both the plant manager

|
21 and the Vice President that, indeed, there will be no trouble

22 having these two groups operate as a single group, in effect.

{ 23 I thought it might be helpful to the Committee if

f24 the applicant would take the responsibilities and activities:

25 of the audit commission under the Vice President and the

.

!
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I review committees and the collection of information from

O 2 outside sources to be fed back to the operators and maybe in

3 a simple chart show how each of these groups, what each of

d # these groups does and how they do cooperate where cooperation

5 is necessary and where -- and indicate where cooperation is

6 not required.

7 I think those are the only comments I have.

8 MR. BENDER: Thank you, John. Are there any

9 questions for Mr. Arnold?

10 Are there any observations the consultants want to

II make concerning Mr. Arnold's poir.ts?

12 Paul, is this a good time to ask you whether there

13 are any things you want to put into the hopper right now, just

Id to be sure we don't catch you at the bitter end?

15 MR. SHEWMON: No.

I6 MR. BENDER: Okay. One other matter, Mr. Van Brunt,

I7 that for some reason or other we haven't touched on much here, ,

I 18 but Mr. Arnold reminded me of it, is the business of probalilistic

I9'
risk assessment.

20 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

2I MR. BENDER: Do you have anybody here that could

22 talk about that subject, if we wanted to talk about it?

{ 23 MR. VAN BRUNT: To some depth, not too deeply. We

f24 are in the process of developing some capability in-house toi

O I 23 d, oh,,x1,d ,, thin,.

.-_ _ . - . - . _ ._ - - .. _-. .. . -
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I MR. BENDER: Maybe later this afternoon we could

O
'

2 talk about it. You might want to have somebody think about
,

3 what kind of story you might want to tell us and we will come
;

() 4 back to it.
4

; 5 (Laughter.)

6 I don't mean by that you have to invent a story.
>

7 MR. VAN BRUNT: We will tell you exactly where we'

8 stand.i

9 MR. BENDER: Okay, fine.

10 We are going to continue through Item M and then;

a

! II break for lunch and then come back after lunch and. cover the

I2 rest of the subject matter.!
!

13 MR. VAN BRUNT: Could I request, sir, that we cover(}!

Id
; M -- is that what you said, M for Mary?

15 MR. BENDER: Yes.

IO MR. VAN BRUNT: Oh, through M. I am sorry.

I7 MR. BENDER: I think we can do that and still not

i 18 press too hard.
i

! I9 MR. VAN BRUNT: Fine.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: I have a 1:45 plane. I won't make

21 it through lunch and --

22 MR. BENDER: Well, maybe I ought to ask you now, do
| 8

23
F you want to make comments at this stage, also?'

24 MR. EBERSOLE: Just a few. Like all other plants,

() 25 this plant is a composite of design and construction and
,

!

!
!

- _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . ..-___ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . . - - - _ .
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' I operation. I would like to get some reassurance as to whom do

OV 2 I go, as the focal point of nuclear safety, considering all

3 three aspects of this plant like that. I don't want to, you

4 know, see jurisdictional arguments about safety issues in the

5 final analysis. Where are these all poured into a funnel

6 or where, as Harry Truman said, where does the isuck stop?

7 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, do you want me to answer that

8 now?

9 MR. EBERSOLE: Fine.

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: As far as when the plant goes into

II operation, Mr. Antognini is the man that you would go to. He

12 is the man that is in charge of chose plants once they go into

13 operation.

Id MR. EBERSOLE: In all aspects?

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

16 PR. EBERSOLE: Thank you.,

I7 liR . VAN BRUNT: I am a supportive activity to him.

18 That is why Mr. Antognini's presentation -- he very clearly

19 indicated that the licensing function was a safety function,

20| if you wish. It switches from my responsibility at the point

21 in time when we receive an operating license and you no longer

22 will communicate with me as the single input place. You will

{ 23 switch over to him.

f24 MR. EEERSOLE: I don't know that we want to leave it

O 1 25 comp 1ete1y there. Mr. Antognini h,s , 11mitee res,ons1h111ty

.

_v-ywm, - - , ----- -, ,- , ., _.,
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I and he reports in to an executive vice president who, in turn,i

O 2 reports to an executive officer and a board of directors.

3 Could you comment right now on how that whole relationship is

4 dealt with where safety matters are concernd?'

5 MR. VAN BRUNT: Either one of us could deal with

6 it, but I will let Mr. Antognini.

7 MR. ANTOGNINI: I have been charged with the

8 responsibility to insure safe operation of Palo Verde and

9 that singly is my responsibility. Relative to safety matters,

10 as you saw on the diagrams that I outlined yesterday, Mr.

II Woods, who is the Executive Vice President, has a dotted line

12 from the Safety Audi: .ommittee to insure that all safety

13 matters in the Audit Committee are adequately addressed,

Id that Mr. Allen has that option of going directly to that man.

15 There are weekly officers' meetings in which the

16 status of the operating plants are reported at and there are

17 also bi-monthly meetings with Mr. Woods who is an Executive

18 Vice President for his organization. Matters of safety, we

19 have already been charged by Mr. Curley (?) , who is Chairman

j 20 of the Board, through company policy to provide whatever
1

21 resources are necessary to insure safe operation.

22 In addition to that, the policy clearly outlines

23l ? that anyone connected with the Palo Verde operacion is
t

-

| 24 charged with the responsibility to go to any officer of the

25 Company to insure that all safety matters are adequately

|
|

--- . - _ - - -. ._ . - _- .- -._
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I resolved.

f3L/ 2 MR. BENDER: Again, just because we are on the

3 subject now, I know Mr. Woods couldn't be here for the rest

4 of this meeting and we certainly didn't expect him to be

5 here for the whole affair. He had indicated he would probably

6 come to the full Committee meeting.

7 MR. VAN BRUNT: That is correct.

8 MR. BENDER: It would be valuable if he wou.1.1

9 provide that statement that you have just made in a preamble

10 to your presentation and the Committee, I think, would feel

II more comfortable in hearing it.

I2 MR. VAN BRUNT: I discussed it with him before he

13 le t yesterday. He plans to be at the full Committee meeting
v

I4 and we will certainly communicate to him that he should make

15 that kind of a preamble statement.

16 MR. BENDER: Jess, do you have other things?

I7 MR. EBERSOLE: Just a little. shot out of my notes

18 here. The condensate storage tank is the primary cource of

I9 water for the of f-feed (?) water system when you are in

20 trouble of some kind. It has got so much water in it, how

21 many hours? Eight hours? Usually it is 8 hours.

22 MR. VAN BRUNT: Eight.

23
.F MR. EBERSOLE: It sits out in the yard and it

.

O I 23 ,,t of ,ttention to impacts ,ne the re,ctor cont,1nmene,

.
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I et cetera. If I puncture this tank at a comparatively low

2 level, what does it do to my supply?

3 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Ebersole, I guess I didn't point

A
'N/ 4 it out to you on tou';lesterday. The condensate storage tank

5 is located on the West sida of the units. It is a concrete,

6 steel-lined tank designed to be protected against missiles and

7 those kinds of things --

8 MR. EBERSOLE: Has it got the typical tornadic

9 protection of a diesel building?

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

II MR. EBERSOLE: I didn't know that. Thank you.

I2 MR. BENDER: Anything else, Jess?

13 MR. EBERSOLE: No.

I4 MR. BENDER: All right, if you want to interject

15 other things, in order to be sure they get covered in the

16 schedule, please feel free to do so. I think we will just

17 proceed with the presentation along the lines that I suggested

18 earlier.

I9 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay. At this time I would like to

20 ask Mr. Rogers to make his presentation on the reliability of

21 cooling water and the ultimate heat' sink and also to deal with

22 the question that I believe Mr. Binford asked yesterday while

23 we were at the site.

;2. .. _ .he _ 11ng wat.r . .t _ on Ba1o . d.

O I 25 for a norma 1 operetion ere very sim11ar to meny other g1 anes.
.

-- . _. . _ . . _ .. . .
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I We take a side stream from our cooling towers. We call that

2 the plant cooling water system. On the left side of the diagran

3 you will see PCWS, that is, plant cooling water system. The

4 plant cooling water system is used to cool the turbine cooling

5 water system and the nuclear cooling water system.

6 Those systems do not pool safety-related loads.

7 The turbine cooling water system and the nuclear cooling water

8 system have fully redundant heat exchangers and fully redundant

9 pumps.

10 We have an intermediate cooling water system on this

II plant on the nuclear side. The nuclear cooling water system

12 is an intermediate system that operates at a lower pressure

13 than the reactor side or-the side that has the plant cooling

Id ' water system, so all leakage goes icto that cystem. It is

15 a chromated-type system..

16 During normal operation, normal loads, the cooling

17 water system cools various reactor coolant auxiliaries, cools

18 the fuel pool cooling heat exchangers. So, the spent fuel pool

19 is cooled by them.

20 During reactor shutdown or during an emergency,

21 we have an essential cooling water system which is our nuclear

22 grade system for safety loads, and we use our essential spray

23
F pond system. As I was speaking to some of the group yesterday

|24 up on top of e3e , pray ponas,1 meae , ,11gne mis,tatement, 1

O I 25 said that we have a fully redundant spray pond system.

- - - - . --- . - - _ _ - _-
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1
In actuality, the spray pond system physically is

fully redundant. There is piping.that is duplicated each side,

3
there are separated, safety-separated essential cooling water-1

heat exchangers. There are separate safety and fully redundant

5
shutdown cooling water heat exchangers. There is no cross

; connection except at the reactor.itself and at the spray pond

7
itself, for the source of water.

8,

; The spray pond is divided in two. There are two

9
6 million gallon spray ponds. They are interconnected by

10
normally open valves to interconnections that are located in

11
the intermediate wall, so that the total of 12 million gallons

12
of water is shared between the two systems.

() The spray ponds themselves are seismic Category I

14
spray ponds. We meet all the licensing criteria with regard-

15
to those ponds. The spray pond system cools the essential

16
cooling water systems, as I mentioned before. Those are

17
interconnected with the shutdown cooling heat exchangers and

18
thence to cool the reacter following either a loss of coolant

19
I accident, blackout condition or during normal shutdown the
1

20
spray pond system can be used.

21
Are there questions at this point?

22
MR. EBERSOLE: I noticed when I looked at those

( 23
I yesterday that there was a common manifold feeding all spray

h24
heads without any sectionalizing valves anywhere in the system.

() 25
What I could envision was a tornadic wind come by and knock off

,

- - . _ _ .-
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I half-a-dozen spray heads and you would cuite spraying in that

O 2 system, but you would start probably just a deluge in which a

3 lot of the water might even be carried out. How do you cope

4 with that?

5 MR. ROGERS: Those headers are redundant from pond

6 to pond. All the mechanical piping is redundant, Mr. Ebersole.

7 The other question that you are talking about, the tornadic

8 effect on the spray headers, is an open item --

9 MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, is it?
;

| 10 MR. ROGERS: -- with regard to the NRC and we are

II reviewing that at the present time.

I2 MR. EBERSOLE: That is all I need to know.

13 MR. ROGERS: We actually have 2 open items on the

Id sp ay pond system. I neglected to comment on those. One is

15 the tornadic impact on the spray headers. The other one is

16 whether we have actually a 30-day supply of water shared between-

I7 the ponds.

IO MR. EBERSOLE: Let tre clarify. My worry is not the

l9 headers, but the spray heads themselves. You knock off a few

20 of those, you can't spray any more, because you are going to
i

21 get a DP and not only that, you will start spewing water up in

22 the air and it will be carried away.

{ 23 MR. ROGERS: Yes, sir, that is what is under review,

f24 MR. EBERSOLE: Okay, thank you.

O I 25 MR. B1sEORO, 1f 1 understane this system correce1y,

___ _ _ _ _ - - . - - ._ _ .-. - --.
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7

I heat removal system, which is completely separate from your

; ~ 2 steam generators, for use in emergencies. Is that correct?

3 MR. ROGERS: It is for low temperatures, yes, sir.

4 MR. BINFORD: What do you mean by that?
,

5 MR. ROGERS: All right, when we witnessed'the

6 blackout condition at the plant, the spray pond will start

'7 automatically on a loss of power. However, the reactor system

8 is at high temperature and high pressure. The way that we

9 saw that heat was removed from the reactor when it is at a hot

10 condition is that the auxiliary feed water system is started.
i

II The auxiliary feed water system brings water into
!

12 the stean generator and the steam generator then removes the

13 heat. That system is used until the reactor system is cooled'

14 down to about 350 degrees Fahrenheit and lower pressure.

15 MR. BINFORD: I see. Then it does not really

16 protect you against a complete loss of feed water. Suppose you

17 had a complete loss of feed water, how much good would you get,

i

18 out of this system?

19 MR. ROGERS: You are talking about emergency feed

20 water, sir?

! 2i MR. BINFORD: Yes, the whole business.

22 MR. ROGERS: We have done a PRA-type analysis on

23
J our auxiliary feed water system. That PRA analysis was reviewed

|24 in_aepe3 w1en ene aac auring an inaepengene ae,1gn rey 1ey, roa .

O 1 25 presentation. we believe we have a very reliable auxiliary

,

I

|
. - - _ - , . . . . . - . - . . - - - - - - . - . . - - . .- - - - -..
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I feed water system that meets the criteria of the NRC.

2 MR. BINFORD: Well, you are not answering my question.

3 I am making the assumption -- I am not doubting that your feed

# water system is satisfactory. What I am trying to find out is,

5 is this system, this essential cooling water system and the

6 spray ponds, of sufficient _ capacity -- I guess sufficient is

7 the wrong word.-- but has it, will it help you out if you get

8 into that situation, in addition to what it was really designed

9 to do, and I understand what it was designed to do, will it

10 do you some good in a much worse condition, a much worse

II situation? Have you looked at that?

12 MR. ROGERS: Yes, sir. The system is designed for

13
pJ the loss of cooling condition, a loss of coolant accident, all

Id of the heat is removed through the spray pond system. The

15 steam generators are not used in that particular condition.
2

16 The sizing of the essential cooling water heat exchangers take:s

I7 into account that heat load.

O MR. EBERSOLE: Pardon me, Frank, I think you mean

I9 not with a loss of coolant accident, but without a loss of

20
|

. coolant accident. I think the answer to his question is you

21 are not prepared to accept a loss of auxiliary feed water,

22 period, are you?
,

? MR. ROGERS: Not for something other than a loss --

24 MR. EBERSOLE: If you have a LOCA, yes, you are.

b 25d prepared then.

:
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I MR. ROGERS: Certainly.

O 2 MR. ESERSOLE: But you have to have a LOCA to make

3 it work.

O , .

MR. ROGERS: That .ts correct.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: So, if you don't have a LOCA, and

6 you lose aux feed water, that is the end of the road.

7 MR. ROGERS: That is correct.

8 MR. BINFORD: Not quite. I am still asking, will

9 the spray pont system help in that case? And you are telling

10 me it won't.

II MR. ROGERS: I can, with a period of time, go to

12 a shutdown mode and do that in the control room or remotely

13 and get to that system.

Id MR. EBERSOLE: But you have no way to depressurize

15 the primary loop, so you depend on the secondary system to

16 get depressurization, to get shutdown cooling.

I7 MR. ROGERS: Yes, sir. I can depressure over a

18 period of time the secondary site.

I9 MR. BENDER: This is an old standing argument and

20 I just wanted to help zero in on it more than anything else.

21 Given that we are interested in the matter of how easy it is

22 to depressurize this system, what are the constraints on de-

{ 23 -pressurization? How fast can you do it and what is the avenue

24 for depressurization and how low does the heat generation rate

od I
A 25 have to be before you can depressurize in some reasonable time?s
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1
MR. ROGERS: It is my~ recollection that we can de-

2
pressurize over a period of.8 hours.

3
MR. BENDER: At what power level?

4
MR. ROGERS: The -reactor. is shut down.

5
MR. BENDER: Okay, and in'8 hours you get down to a

6 . <

point where -- what do you call that system here?

7
MR. ROGERS: The essential cooling water system.

8
MR. BENDER: No, it is the shutdown cooling water

9
system I am trying to ask about, where that shutdown cooling

10
water system can be functional.

11
MR. ROGERS: Yes, we call it a shutdown cooling

12
system.

() MR. BENDER: What pressure is that?

14
MR. ROGERS: That comes in at about 350 pounds, 350

,

15
degrees, 350 pounds. I may be off by --

16
MR. BENDER: Some plants, notably St. Lucie recently ,

17
decided to put in some kind of PORV system because they wanted

18
to be able to do depressurization more easily. I think i

19
Combustion has recommended against this as inviting opportunities

20
for depressurization when you didn't want it.

21
But if my incentive were to get depressurized in a

22
reasonably short time and that se med to be useful at the TMI

.( " 23
I accident, what could you do? H

24
MR. ROGERS: Well, we have a vent system that we are

() 25
installing. We are also looking at upgrading that vent system
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I some with the pressurizer, and that work is in process at the

O 2 present time.

3 MR. SHEWMON: This is a vent in what system?

O 4 MR. ROGERS: Pressurizer vent.
,

5 MR. EBERSOLE: You are thinking about relieving

6 water through it and steam?

7 MR. ROGERS: Steam.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: And making it kind of a lefthanded

9 PORV?

10 (Laughter.)

II MR. ROGERS: It wouldn't be a PORV as such, Mr.

12 Ebersole. It would be a system that would be a little better-

13 than the current vent system that is on the pressurizer.

Id MR. EBERSOLE: Well, actually, if it were somewhat

15 larger and had 2 independent MOV's instead of the funny

16 business at the PORV, you would have an answer to the question ,

17 wouldn't you?

| 18 MR. ROGERS: That is exactly what we are looking at,

19 yes, sir.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: Oh, okay, so you are looking at that.

21 I think the full Committee would like to hear this.

| 22 MR. BEJDER: Indeed. This is a subject we have heard

] 0
\

{ 23 a lot about and we are pleased to hear that you are thinking

2d about it in a practical way. It isn't necessary to have a

25 PORV do it. It is a matter of how fast you want to depressuri ze.
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I and what the incentives are to depressurize.

2 MR. E9ERSOLE:- I would like to hear the input of the'

3 operator and AE in this matter. Do they enthusiastically

4 support no PORV's or would they like to have them, or do they

5 just don't care, or what?

6 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Ebersole, let me be perfectly

7 honest about the discussions that we have had in-house on this

8 matter. All of us recognize the position that CE has taken
,

9 and I think we recognize that there are some advantages to tha t

10 position.

II I think, also, from the operator's perspective, from

12 Mr. Hartley's perspective, he has a desire to have some

13 capability to have a function similar to a PORV. I think we

I4 all have a concern about the reliability of PORV's. We have

15 had some ongoing internal discussion now for probably better

16 than a year as to how we would accomplish that and try and

17 balance all of the plusses and minuses.

18 What Mr. Rogers has alluded to is where we are at

19 right now, which is kind of in-between the two, where we are

20 trying to take advantage of a place where there is a valve or

21 a hole in the system, if you like,and to utilize that and not

22 have to put another hole in the system.

A o
V { 23 MR. EBERSOLE: If you go to a full valve matrix, I

2# would just offer the opinion you are on the right course.

O I 25 MR. VAN eRour: We11, we are 1ooximg at this who1e

.

--.--.-n---, ,- -- , , , , - _ . . - - - _ _ . . - .- , - .
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I situation and we have committed that we are going to do some-

J 2- thing like this. I think it is our joint feeling at this point

3 in time that we really don't want to add a PORV, but we want

O 4 to somehow get that capability into the system if we possibly

5 can in some limited form.

0 MR. BENDER: There are various viewpoints on this

7 subject. I am particularly interested in the rationale behind

8 the time that.ought to be considered in the depressuriretion

9 requirement, how fast you want to do it. I am sure we are

10 going to ask for a little presentation --

II MR. VAN BRUNT: We will be prepared, sir.

MR. BENDER: If you could develop some of'thatI2
:

logic for us, I think it would help educate all of us.

I# MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

15 MR. BENDER: Go ahead.

I0 MR. ROGERS: I have no further presentation. Are

I7 there other questions?

18 MR. BENDER: Frank, did you satisfy your --

t MR. BINFORD: Not completely.

MR. BENDER: Do you want to try some more?
|

MR. BINFORD: Let me try it one more time to see

if I can get the answer I am looking for. What you have up

{ 23 there is a heat exchanger which is presumably connected to

24 the reactor primary system that you call a shutdown cooling.

25 water heat exchanger.<

|
|

|

,
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1 That, in essence,-bears the same relationship to the

p%)
,

2 system that the steam generator does on the other side; it is

3 a heat exchanger, too -- a little' bit different capacity;,but

-

4 it is a heat exchanger. Now,.that o s into the essential

5 cooling water heat exchanger which bears the same relationship

6 on that side as the'condensor does on the other. Again, the
_

7 sizing is different. ,

..w
8 Now, my real question is, and I think I know the'

9 answer, I think the answer is no, my real question is, with the

10 reactor shut down, can you remove heat using the essential

11 cooling water system rather than the steam generator faster

12 than it is being generated with the reactor shut down?

13 And at what point in time can you do that? When you
,

14 say when you get down to'350 degrees, I just wonder if it is
.i,

15 possible to do it before that. If, when you shut down, what

16 is it?, a 3800 megawatt reactor, and so you are operating at

17 maybe 300 megawatts as soon as you are shut down, now if you
,

18 can remove more than 300 itegawatts with that system, you can,

19 by God, depressurize wi$h iE.

20 This is the question I was asking.

21 MR. ROGsRS: The answer is that the shutdown cooling

22 system heat exchanger, shutdown cool'ing heat exchangers them-

g selves are designed to hand.e the decay heat load.3-1/2 hours23

'

24 after shutdown. ^

O .i xrethereother|uestions25 MR. e s s o s a ,. Thanx you.

. -

/

-r +
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~ l on this subject?
A
V 2 (No response.)

'

/ 3 ,' Very good. Let's move on to the next matter, then.'

,

4 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, at this time I would like to

5 ask Mr. Hartley to return to the podium and deal with the

6 'in-service inspection plans, chemistry program, and he is also

7 going to deal with your question on security.

8 MR. HARTLEY: The in-service inspection plan for

9 Palo Verde is basically a Section XI plan. There is nothing

10 that is new, we have not reinvented the wheel on service

inspectiobs,an all I will do is point out the main topics; II

12 that I think you might be interested in seeing on that.

~
13 It does include the Class 1, 2 and 3 components,

^
14 it does meet the ASME Section XI requirements, they do update

15 to the new code requirements. The components are specified

16 in the technical specifications and the method,' extent and.

- ,?
~

17 frequency are provided on schedule consistent with the develop-
'

,

,!8 ment of,the ISI program and the NRC review program.
-

19 We do address accessibility. We use the model. We

20 have removable insulation and that sort of thing. Our

21 examination techniques meet the Section XI requirements.
,

22 Now, there, starting at the top, we do evaluate the

23g examination results in accordance with the different sections

24 of Section XI as indicated there.

O I 25 System pressure tests meet the epgropriete sections

,

-- ,.- - - , , ., - , -__ - ,____,____,.__.m__.,,.__--,.-.-m, _. ,- .- _ . , _ . . . - . . _ . . . . . _ . . - - _ - _ . _ , - . - _ _ _ - , ~ _ . . , _ _ - , - _ . ._ _ _
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We have an augmented inspection plan includedI
I of the code.
: O We do have the pump and valve section as part of the

,

2'

in it.;

So, I will a'nswer any questions ,

in-service' inspection program.

but it is just a straightforward Section XI.
|

MR. BENDER: As I understand it, you plan to use

6 some outside organization to do that?
! Combustion Engineering is developinc aMR. HARTLEY:.m.

! 10-year program for us and then we will hire an outside81

4

;
consultant to do the actual in-service inspection testing,9i

, ,

'0 with us overseeing that...

Are there built-in provisions in the11 MR. BENDER:

plant to deal with the vessel inspection?12 j

O ' ' . MR. HARTEEx: ves, there is. In face, the pre-

service vessel inspection has just been completed.I#

I am not thinking chout the pre-service' MR. BENDER:

I am talking about the tools that have to be used16 inspection;

in connection with the in-service inspection after theI7

~ equipment becomes radioactive.

We think we have addrr.rsed all ofMR. HARTLEY:
'

that isthose issues and have a plan that will accomplish it,20

21'
Correct.

.

22 MR. BENDER: When you say "we think," you have?

O I think Mr. Hartley, sir, wants to23
I MR. VAN BRUNT:

Hebe in the same position you were in a little while ago.24
-

O 12,
doesn't want to lock himself in. I
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1 (Laughter.)

o
(-) 2 MR. HARTLEY: Well, I don't even guarantee the sun

3 will come up in Arizona.

b, 4 (Laughter.)

5 It usually does, however.

6 MR. BENDER: As far as you know, you have got one

7 that works?

8 MR. HARTLEY: That is right. In other words, we

9 believe that we have completely addressed t' tat issue and

10 have solved all of the problems in it.

11 MR. BENDER: In connection with the vessel sur-

12 veillance part of the inspection business, there are specimens

13 in this plant for determining the rate at which the vessel is
k'J
e )

14 developing its life history --

15 MR. HARTLEY: That is correct and our NDT curves'

16 will be adjusted in accordance with that test program.

17 MR. BENDER: Who will be evaluating that? Is that

18 a function which is handled by the Juclear Projects Support

19 Group or is that part of the operations staff?

20 MR. HARTLEY: Coerations and Nuclear Support together

21 will do that.

k 22 MR. BENDER: Other questions on this subject?

h(~\
(/ 23 MR. SHEWMON: Yes, let me ask a question of thep

a

24 staff. Could you -- on this access provided for ISI by

p/ g

(_ 2 25 Standard Review Plan 6.6, Acceptance Criteria 2.8, could you
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I you tell me roughly what the age of that document is?
,

O 2 MS. KERRINGTON: We will get back to you on that.

i

; 3 MR. SHEWMON: One of the questions that comes in

: O 4 with regard to, I guess, your comments on accessibility, coulda

5 you tell me what was done to either design the welds or prepare

! 6 them afterwards to aid the ultrasonic inspection of them?

7
i
i 8

| 9

i 10
;

11

12

\O '

14

15.

16

1 17

| 18

19'

,

20

21s

!
i

! 22

23g

I24i

. _

|O 1 25
,

,

|

|
|

|
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MR. HARTLEY: I think that I will probably deferGREENWOOD

that to Mr. Van Brunt, but let me say this. The model was

3 .used extensively on.where.to locate welds and how.to

#
situate the equipment such that accessibility could -- we

5 had a maintainability study using the model, and beyond that

6 the weld preparations were made such that ISI could be

7 acomplished with the equipment that we had available.

8 MR. SHEWMON: People have been giving that answer

'
for decades, and some people do it an awful lot better than

10
others. The Japanese have had established rules on these,

'' and what I am trying to see is whether any of that sort have

crept into the US yet.

'
MR. VAN BRUNT: Dr. Shewmon, to deal specifically

"
with four question, let me ask -- I could deal with it myself,

but just so there is no misstatement, let me ask

16 Mr. Ferguson who is the project manager for combustion

I7 engineering to tell you specifically what we have done about

18 the external weld preparation to assure that that is not a

I'
problem, and then as Mr. Hartley has indicated, we have

20 spent a great deal of time in the Bechtel organization,

21 our organization, looking at the accessibility to these

$ 22 we1~ s and that kind of thing primarily through the nodel todj
3

? ensure that we have access and that there is equipment

O I'' eve 11ab1e such thet we cou1d see to those se1ds end those
25

areas and provide an adequate program, and I think your

O

.
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O question is primarily directed, if I understood you correctly1

2 at the weld preparation and that kind of thing.

3 MR. SHEWMON: Yes, is there a shoulder where you

4 are going to be looking for a crack?

5 MR. VAN BRUNT: Let me ask Mr. Ferguson to tell

6 you specifically what was done.

7 MR. FERGUSON: The basic areas where we looked at

8 the reactor vessel and the class 1 components to facilitate

the ISI inspections were the areas of weld alignment and9

10 the different and the different shoulder courses in the
11 reactor vessel. The welds have been aligned in a single

12 line so that when you do the inspection you can reduce the

13 amount of time necessary.

14 MR. SHEWMON: Are you responsible for the welds

in the primary pressure boundary out in the piping?15

16 MR. FERGUSON: Yes, we are, the welds in the

piping itself with the exception of the weld between the17

18 vessel and the pipe itself that is made by construction

19 in the field, but there are specifications as to the weld

20 finish on those, so they can be inspected properly.

21 Another aspect of the --

22 MR. SHEWMON: Do you know whether combustion has

j23 changed their specifications with regard to where shoulders

O !24 ce= occur aeer these we1a= ia ene 1e e rive veer or to2

25 MR. FERGUSON: Shoulders you may be referrinc

O
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1 to interferences in the inspection that may exist. There is

2 information provided so that the shoulders, if I got the

U 3 i nterpretation of your shoulders correct, will not preclude

4 the inspection of the vessel.

5 MR. SHEWMON: Changes in cross section and the

6 diameter.

7 MR. FERGUSON: Cross section and certain taper

8 relationships. I cannot give you the exact numbers one in

9 four, one in five. We have recently in Palo Verde completed

10 the inspection of the vesse.'. welds themselves, in addition

11 to that the weld between the piping and the vessel. That

12 was completed in the last few weeks without any interferences

13 of shoulders as you call them.

14 MR. SHEWMON: Thank you.

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: Thanks, Chuck.

16 MR. SHEWMON: Just a minute. I have an answer

17 from the staff yet. You were going to tell me how old that

i 18 plan was or was that at the fbil meeting? < :s E '

19 MS. KERRIGAN: No, that is for the meeting

20 because you referred to a particular position that although
21 we just recently reissued the standard review plan and most
22 of our reviewers are using that new issue, I would prefer

o
y to get back to the reviewer.23

i

24 MR. SHEWMON: You are telling me that that

25 standard review is relatively new or you are' telling me

O
!
!
,

- - _ - . .
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1 you will tell ne next week?

2 MS. KERRIGAN: We will tell you next week. I don't

3 know if that portion was changed or not. .

4 MR. SHEWMON: Okay, thank you.

5 MR. BENDER: Mr. Hartley, do you have Itore on this

6 particular subjeJt?

7 MR. HARTLEY: No , I do no t.

8 MR. BENDER: Let me ask a couple of other questions

9 then. If I wanted to expand the in-service inspection

10 subject to cover staam generator tube degradation what could

11 you tell us about your plants?

12 MR. HARTLEY: You are talking about the eddy

13 current inspection of steam generator tubes or some other --

14 MR. BENDER: I know we will come back to the matter

15 of water chemistry control again, but it just seems timely

16 to ask what are your thoughts about looking at the tubes

17 early, for example, so that if there were any leaks into

18 thensystem, you would out about it before we got surprises.

19 MR. HARTLEY: We have a program presently in effect

20 where we are doing a 100 percent eddy current inspection of

21 all the steam generator tubes presently. That has been

22 completed 9n unit one recently. We are, also, carrying that

23g into the major heat exchangers at the present time.

24 MR. BENDER: And that gives you an initial

| 25 baseline?

0:

<

.. . . -- - -_.
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Q j MR. HARTLEY: That is correct.
,

,

2 MR. BENDER: How soon af ter the initial operation,

3 would you take another look?

4 MR. HARTLEY: Ne have a plan that meets the Reg

5 Guide, and I have forgotten the number, but it brings us

6 back into that.
.

7 MR. BENDER: Everything meets the Reg Guide and

8 if the Reg Guide were the Bible, I am sure we could all

9 interpret it 100 different ways. Has any thought been given

10 to the fact that you are working with a water chemistry

ii here on the secondary side that may be vulnerable to leaks

12 in the condenser and consequently finding out early is

13 anything is happening may be pretty important if for no other

O
14 reason than just to reduce the likelihood that you will get

i3 caught in a box. It is surely only an insurance policy, but

16 one that isn't to be ignored.

17 MR. HARTLEY: I was not trying to beg the question.

18 I believe that the plan requires that at the first outtage

19 we do a sample inspection of the operating steam generator
1

20 tubes, and we do not plan any earlier shutdown for that

21 purpose at the present time.

22 MR. BENDER: Let me offer another way of thinking

j 23 about it. If the condenser is not leaking, the probability
,

[} f24 is it will be a perfunctory examination. If the condenser

25 is leaking, then you 'ught to think some about what you need'

1

f

O

|

l
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I
to know.

- MR. HARTLEY: I think that is true.

3
MR. BENDER: And that is the thrust of my question.

#'
MR. HARTLEY: I agree with that. I don't have

3 any problem with that. I think we incorporate that into

6 our normal management planning.

7 MR. BENDER: Let us go on.

MR. HARTLEY: The other section that I am talking

'
about presently is the chemistry program. It is -- these

IO
slides are primarily oriented to the chemistry during the

''
start-up testing program which we, as the operating depart-

12
ment of APS for nuclear have undertaken the responsibility

I3
Q f or ensuring exists and is carried out. Starting out with

2 I#
the initial flushins of systems, the wetting of the systems,

15 Bechtel Power Corporation developed a flushing procedure

16
manual which met the requirements of N4521 and from that

'
manual then APS operations undertakes to ensure that the

18
provisions of the manual are met and that the water quality

I'
is carried out,and this chart simply discusses that.

Perhaps I might point out that we try to ensure

21
proper layup of the systems when they are not wet and that

22
the flush waters meet the chemistry requirements before they

23
i are wet.

'
Go to the next slide.

25
MR. SHEWMON: Sir, could you tell me how many of

O

._
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your chemists or say something about the staff of chemists1

2 that you have on board now?

3 MR. HARTLEY: Our chemistry section has around

10 personnel presently on board, and consists of a supervisor,4

5 some supervising chemists and e staff of technicians. That

6 will grow up to a substantial number with three units. Right

7 now, we are staffing for unit one, and they are well

8 qualified chemistry personnel and have been involved in this
9 since the very beginning.

10 MR. SHEWMON: Okay, you have got them on board.

11 That was my main point. A different question of I guess

12 when you get down here someplace, I would be interested in

13 your commenting on whether or not you have an operating

14 procedure or how you would get resin out of the steam

15 generator if it once got dumped'in out of that continuous
16 DEMIN(?) that you have.

17 MR. HARTLEY: Our steam generators I think' was

18 mentioned earlier in an earlier presentation have a substantici

19 blowdown system located at the tube sheet, and I think that

20 with the expanded volume of that system we would be quite|

l
1

21 capable of getting the resin out.

22 MR. SHEWMONr''rSo; you:' coQld'io downito cold and.. -
U

23 flush -it: on out or : keep flushing until you had it out beforey

Q you went --24

| 25 MR. HARTLEY: That is correct. In fact, I think

O

|
-

i

- - ~ - - - -, _ _ , . . . . , _ _ . _ _ _, _ , , , , _ _
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I that were we to get in, depending of course upon what

2 mode of operation you were in when you got it in there,,q
V 3 if you were cold then obviously the blowdown and>

# depressurizing, the blowdown is not as effective, and you

5 would have to drain and reflush a sw times to get it out.

6 I think we are probably better equipped to remove debris

7 or resin from the steam generators than any of the other

8 steam generators I am acquainted with.

' MR. SHEWMON: Thank you.

10 MR. BENDER: Other questions?

II MR. MATHIS: Yes, one other question. You mentioned
12 flushing and then system layup requirements. What is the

I3 condition of the system after you flush it?

I# MR. HARTLEY: Let us go to the next chart. Anyway

15 what we do, initially we qualify the water for flushing. >

16 We specify the kind of water to be used with the hdrazine

I7 concentrations, etc. We flush the systems, and if they are

| 18 not going to be continued in service, then we try to at

" least get them in dynamic layup condition which means a

O semi-operational status where the water is not allowed to

21 stagnate and so that we can maintain the chemistry content

22 in accordance with the specification. If we cannot do that,
u

23
? then we go into a dry layup situation where the systen,s are

24 dried until they are needed to go back into operation,

25 MR. EBERSOLE: Let me ask a question about flushing.

|

;

-. _. _ _ _ , _ . _ _ _ __ ..- - _ _ , _ . - - . - _ - _ ._ - -
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1 In the problem in flushing you will always have residuals

2 on the top of the tube sheet, and you have got to do all

3 sorts of things to try to get it off. If the old soot-blowing

system is an analogy, why don't you have lances down there4

5 that give you high-velocity fluids to flush it really where

6 you want to flush it?

7 MR. HARTLEY: You are discussing the steam

8 generators now?

9 MR. EBERSOLE: YEs.
i

10 MR. HARTLEY: The secondary site?

11 MR. EBERSOLE: I am, indeed.

12 hR. HARTLEY: Okay. The secondary site of the

13 steam generators will be maintained in wet layup conditions

14 with a nitrogen head.

15 MR. BERSOLE: No, I don't mean that. I mean in

16 operation. From time to time you are going to flush it.

17 You have blowdown.

! 18 MR. HARTLEY: Yes.
.

19 MR. EBERSOLE: What you want to get is the

20 residual off the bottom tube sheet. Right?

21 MR. HARTLEY: That is correct.
|

22 MR. EBERSOLE: It is hard to do when you have

23 low velocity, even when you are blowing down.'

g,

O !4 na "^artz': we neve a e is ce11ea =#9 era 1o -aica

25 is not low velocity in my estimation.

: O
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1 MR. EBERSOLE: I know, but is that better than

2 having pre-installed lances that go down there and really

3 flush the top of it.

4 MR. HARTLEY: I really don't know.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: I know you don't have it.

6 MR. HARTLEY: We do not have the lances, that is

7 true.

8 MR. BENDER: Maybe we should ask Combustion.

9 Do they have representatives bere?

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

11 MR. BENDER: Could somebody from Combustion give

12 us some kind of insight into why they recommend this particu-

13 lar blowdown scheme as oppoed to the suggestion Mr. Ebersole

14 has offered.

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: I will ask Mr. Ferguson to deal

16 with that question.

17 MR. FERGUSON: One of the ways to enhance the

18 removal of any deposit in the tube sheet is to increase the

19 velocity across the bottom of the tube sheet. In the system

20 80 design with the use of a distribution plate on the bottom

21 we have been able to increase the velocities to a higher

22 level than the past experience, and with an opening at the

f23 center around the center part of the generator, we feel with

f24 the high-capacity blowdown this certainly enhances the
,

25 removal of any solid material. So, that is the improvement

O

.- _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ - - - .
-
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1 the system 80 design does have.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Do you think that negates any
f3
V 3 advantage in having high velocity flows impinging through

4 lances on the top of the tube sheet?

5 MR. FERGUSON: I think considering the confirguraticn

6 and design and the number of tubes in the generator that
x

7 this system is probably the most amenable one i.o the design.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: I see. Thank you.

9 MR. HARTLEY: Beyond the pre-operational phase

10 we have the operational chemistry program which basically

11 is in accordance with the CE design chemistry program for

12 its plants as outlined in CENPD-28 and the chart shows the

13 principal features of that.

14 Are there any other questions on the chemistry

; 15 program?

| 16 MR, BEMDER: Are there other question? No further

17 questions on that.

| 18 MR. HARTLEY: I was given the task of discussing
!

19 the security measures at Palo Verde. First of all let me

20 just give you a little brief overview. The security plans

21 and the contingencies, plans, guard training and qualification

22 plans have been submitted to the NRC, and we believe that

y23 all issues have been resolved on those plans. Plans were
,

24 made in accordance with our Reg Guide, our new Reg 0220,

I'

a 25 and meet the conditions of 7355 and the new Reg 0674. So,

'

O
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1 from that standpoint I think our security plans and systems

2 and procedures have been well reviewed and are in place.

3 I think the Committee is aware that the security plans are

proprietary iniormation, and I would not wish to go into4

5 details of them here, unless the Committee would like to

6 close the session.

7 MR. BENDER: .I think it is not appropriate to

8 have that information discussed in a location like this,

9 and we havc access to the plans themselves and will try

10 to make some kind of review of them independently of any

11 presentation here. Have you looked at the Sandia reports?

12 MR. HARTLEY: We have, indeed, locked at. the

13 Sandia reports, and our plans were made accordingly
O

14 utilizing the information contained therein.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: You meant the classified version, .

16 didn't you?

17 MR. BENDER: Whatever versions are --

18 MR. HARTLEY: Yest we have viewed all versions

19 of the Sandia reports. I would like to just point out that

20 our security manager is present today. He is an ex-assistant

21 police ;hief of the City of Phoenix, was with the City of

22 Phoenix for 24 years and has a degree in public administratior ..

{23 So, he has put together an excellent security department
i
I 24 and we would be happy to discuss that at any time.(]}
I
4 25 MR. BENDERi: Is it your plan to have your own

.

i

O
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i security force or are you going to --

2 MR. HARTLEY: Yes, it is. The security guards

3 will be APS personnel.

4 MR. EBERS0LE: How do you monitor personnel who

5 may have worked a while but then go astray with full

o entrance authority who, in other words are insiders?

7 MR. HARTLEY: We have an evaluation program ror

8 our employees that is based on the normal security

9 requirements for doing that.

10 MR. BENDER: Is the staff satisfied with the

11 security plan?

12 MS. KLRRIGAN: Yes, sir. I think there were a
i

13 couple of very, very minor confirmatory items, but overall

14 the staff was satisfied.

15 MR. BENDER: All right, thank you, Mr. Hartley.

16 We have one more item we were going to try to cover

17 before lunch, Item L which was instrumentation following

18 the course of accident.

19 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir. We have asked Mr. Sterling

20 to cover this area.

21 MR. STERLING: My name is Ed Sterling, supervising
|

! 22 instrumentation controls engineer, and I will be speaking

f 23 on the instrumentation to follow the course of a serious

f 24 accident, including inadequate core cooling.

25 The instrumentation to follow course of an accident

O
|
L
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i is divided into three categories as shown on Figure 1. I

2 The first item is made up of the safety equipment status

U.m 3 system and the post-accident monitoring instrumentation

4 of cores. As we saw in the walk through this instrumentation

5 is located on the engineering and safety features panel.

6 SESS has two systems, each monitoring its trains equipment

7 status. Recorders are, also, located next to it on that

8 panel. Not all the recorders have been identified for

9 post-accident monitoring are mounted on the simulator at

10 this time.

11 For Item 2 on Figure 1 we will comply with the

12 requirements of Reg Guide 1.97 Rev 2. It is our intent to

13 utilize as much of the instrumentation the operator will

O
14 refer to in normal operation of plant as opposed to

15 accident monitoring. The modifications and additions to the

16 plant are being identified and will, to the fullest extent

17 possible be installed prior to fuel load. At any rate all

18 of the work will be completed by the SCR commitment date of
,

|

19 June 1983.'

20 MR. MATHIS: What is the hold up on that from the

21 s tandpoint of time?

'

[22
MR. STERtING: It is just procurement of equipment,

y23 lead times of manufacture.

) 24 MR. BENDER: Have you established everything you
/ gs

2 25 need?

O

|
!
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1 MR. STERLING: Yes. There are a few items that

2 are still under design review such as the flow instrumentation
,a
'v' 3 that goes with the radiation monitoring on plant vents, that

4 type of thing.

5 The inadequate core cooling monitoring system we

6 will use is the three-parameter system provided by Combustion

7 Engineering. These parameters as listed on Figure 3 will

8 be displayed on the QSPDS system, also, provided by

9 Combustion Engineering.

10 MR. VAN BRUUT: You had better define what that is,

11 Ed, QSPDS.

12 MR. STERLING: Oh, it is our quality safety

~ 13 parameter display system. It is the class runny (?) backup.

14 The human factor study that I mentioned earlier indicated

15 that these parameters are located on the reactor regulating

16 panel which is at the top of the horseshoe. The type of

17 indicators that we will use to display this instrumentation

18 are still under review at this time.

19 Any questions?

20 MR. BENDER: I wonder if you could take those

21 three elements up there and tell at how you plan to use

22 each one of them, at what stage of the accident, of an

f23 a ccident . I won' t say the accident. At what stage -- what

24 types of accidents are they intended to be used for?

25 Or are they being intended to be used for accidents?

g
v
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1 MR. STERLING: Are you talking about procedures,

2 use of? procedures? #

O -

2 MR. 8ENDzR: Procedures mieht be one wey of dee1ine

4 with it. I am not sure that I want to hang you with a

5 procedure per se. You may not have developed one, but there

6 are circumstances under which each of these would,be useful,

7 and I would like to hear what they are.

8 MR. STEP 1ING: Okay, do you have my slides?

9 We have participated in the CE owners group

10 program on following inadequate core cooling and how to deal

11 with that. We are receiving guidance. The situations would

12 approach knowing where you are and then recovery from

13 inadequate core cooling has been-developed in the CE ownersc.s

U
14 group program and follows the stages as listed on that slide.

15 If I could have the other slide?

16 The instrumentation, the three elements of the

17 instrumentation would be used to assess the different conditio ris

18 in the approach and recovery, and they are monitored according

19 to that chart.

20 MR. BENDER: We have not seen the chart before.

21 So, we have to see if we can --

22 MR. STERLING: Okay, at the first condition lA you

23 are losing subcooling, approaching saturation conditions.

p h24 The subcoolant monitor will be in a decreasing state with av
25 level in the reactor remaining full and the temperature of

O
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i coro exit temperatures remaining constant. The second stage

2 when you are decreasing your coolant inventory your margin

3 m onitor will remain constant. You will be losing level. So

4 your level indication will monitor that. Your temperature

5 would still be constant. Once the level is decreased below

6 the bottom of the top of the fuel the core exit thermocouple

7 temperatures will be increasing with a rate of uncovering.

8 MR. BENDER: Let us stop there for a minute.

9 Do you.have some points?

10 MR. CATTON: Yes, with the heated transit

11 thermocouple how much power do you have to supply to it?

12 If it is sticking in saturated water, the heat transfer

13 coefficient is pretty high, and if you are going to try to
O

14 distinguish don't you have to heat it dramatically?

15 MR. STERLING: I am not sure what the -- 24 watts

16 of poer is the figure.;

17 MR. BENDER: That is enough to make it work under

18 circumstances where it is seeing saturated water or seeing
1

19 what?

20 MR. STERLING: It may work under both circumstances

21 for seeing two-phase flow.

22 MR. BENDER: If we are having a condition where

f23 we are getting foaming, I think that might be one way of

f24 describing it, what might you expect to be the characteristic

25 of the heated thermocouple?

O
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MR. STERLING: The CE system has been designed to'

y

handle the foaming by, as I understand the system there is a
2

shield to collapse the water level below, get the true
3

water level. The foaming would be aro-nd the outside. The
4

mechanical mechanism then collapses that level to show the
5

actual level versus the foaming level.
6

MR. EBERSOLE: In essence it is a miniature level
7

gauge in its own right, is it?8

MR. S7,ERLING : Essentially, yes.
9

MR. EBERSOLE: Anyway wouldn't you expect
10

quiescent circumstances when you really needed it. There
ji

would not be much foaming?
12

MR. STERLING: I believe that there is quite a bit
13

O
ja of foaming.

MR. EBERSOLE: At the shutdown heat removal levels
15

when you have really lost water over a substantial period16

of time? Like the TMI case?17

MR. STERLING: Yes, the duration of the -- in the
18

long term there wouldn't be as much foaming. That is correct.19

This particular device on there is specifically to handle the20

21 f aming case. It doesn't effect the case when there is no

22 foaming.

v MR. BENDER: Is it sensitive to the amount of23
I

G f24 foaming?

u
MR. STERLING: Pardon me?25

!

O

- . - . .
_
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1 MR. BENDER: Is it sensitive in its behavior to the

2 amount of foaming?

(%() 3 MR. STERLING: No, it measures the collapsed water

4 level which is what you are interested in.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: At least the upper elements would be

6 out of reach of foaming, wouldn't they?

7 MR. STERLING: Yes.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: So you would have a qualified --

9 MR. STERLING: Yes,by exclusion.

10 MR. BENDER: But you are looking at the water

11 i nterface.

12 MR. STERLING: What you are trying to assess iis the

13 actual water level above the core.
*

14 MR. EBERSOLE: But if I missed it a foot on the

15 safe side I would not be too unhappy.

16 MR. BENDER: How about trending? You want to

17 see whether the level is dropping?

18 MR. STERLING: The capability for trending is

19 built into the QSPDS system, yes.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: On the table on the right wouldn't

21 the HJTC probe also measure super heat?

(22 MR. STERLING: Yes, it does measure the heat.

b
23 MR. BENDER: If you were to get a condition in theg

(} f24 primary coolant system like pump surging, how would the
;

25 heated junction thermocouple react to that?

O

- _ - __ ._ - - -. . - ._. ..
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O
I MR. STERLING: The owners group did a study to

2 show the effects'of the reactor coolant pumps on this system,

3 and it was shown to have a minimal effect on the measurement

# capability of the system.

5 MR. BENDER: What does minimal mean?
6 MR. STERLING: What I mean by minimal is I don't

7 have the figure.

8 (Laughter.)

' MR. VAN BRUNT: That is an honest answer.
10 MR.itBENDER : Your minimal applies to your maxiral .

II MR. STERLING: They did a. test on that to make

12 the design such that they would not have to compensate for
'3 that. So, it will read the true water level with the pumps.

I# MR. BENDER: Go ahead.

15 MR. CATTON: I have a number of questions. The

IO kind of heat transfer coefficient you are going to see from

I7 the thermocouples is going to range from 50 if there is no
18 flow up to several thousand if you happen to be saturated.
I9 How are you going to distinguish these things or do you
20 care?

I Another question is the --

22 MR. BENDER: Let us ask them one at a time.
23

? MR. STERLING: Yes, I am not sure I quite understood

O !'' your rirse oae-i

25 MR. CATTON: Your instrument has to be able to be

O'
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3 sensitive to heat transfer coefficients down as low as maybe

25, 30, if you had, -the system was essentially no flow. This2

O. -wou1d be natura1 conveceion. You, a1so, have as hieh es3

2000 possibly if it is boiling. Does this make any difference?4

Ok'y, the program that CE hasMR. STERLING: a5

6 put together has got an extensive testing program, two phases
of that program have been completed. The last two phases as7

I recall --8

MR. CATTON: I am aware of their program. I' am9

w ndering if --to

MR. STERLING: Well, they are going to be testing11

12 f r this type of thing, the ability of the system to respond
to the conditions.

MR. CATTON: So you don't know the answer to this3,

question as yet?15

MR. STERLING: Right off the top of my head no.16

MR. CATTON: If you have steam with a lot of37

jg droplets in it, you can get a heat transfer coefficient that

39 can be pretty large. So, there are circumstances where you

20 could be confused and not know whether you had steam with a

21 lot of droplets or whether it may be just water. You could

n t tell the difference between the two. Aside from that22

I

part of it, as I understand it one of the things you have23g

h24 to be able to do is to detect the, in an anticipatory way,

25 inadequate core cooling, and I believe the NRC requirements
.

O

a
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k-)' I are that you be able to detect voiding when there is high

2 flow. I think the regulation reads that way. Under those

O a circumstances you have a chance of 9111ne og 1oe of water

4 above the core support plate, and your reading might tell
~

5 you that you have a lot of water where you are essentially

6 voided below the core . support. plate. Is this kind of thing

7 being looked into anywhere?

8 By the way I asked Roth if they made the measurements

9 that would answer the question, and they do not.

10 Do you understand what I am saying?

11 MR. STERLING: The specific case that you are

12 addressing, I am not sure what the program is doing t? cover

13 that particular item.

O 14 MR. CATTON: That is separate from how well the

15 instrument works now.

16 MR. STERLING: The piling of water or your first

17 case withathe water droplets in the steam, the idea of this

18 collapsed water level, the shielding around the heated

19 junction probes is to determine the true water level. The

20 case for the flooding or having a void under forced flow,

21 the probes do extend to the top of the --
>

g22 MR. BENDER: You have a lot more cross sectional
o

23g area for flow above the core support plate than you do below

.E 24 it. So, the steam velocity is a lot lower above the core
)

25 support plate than it is below it. Low steam flow cannot

O
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I
~

; hold the water 1ike the high steam flow can and that can make

2 a difference in what you think. As a matter of fact it makes

.O 3 a difference in.the wrong way for your interpretation.

# Let us turn the coin over for just a minute and

3 accept the premise that we may not be able to absolutely know
,

6 the level. Is there any way you could get in trouble by

i 7 misinterpretation of the results of the indication?

8 Have you thought about that aspect of it?

' MR. STERLING: Yes, we are in a program that

10 part of :the owners group program is the training and the

II guidance and the outline and procedures and so forth to

I2 interpret these parameters and use them in the operation

13 of the plant to detect errant. conditions..

Id
: MR. BENDER: And you are still developing that?

15 MR. STERLING: That program is ongoing at this'

16 point, and it looks like there is a complete date of about
17 May of next year.

,

18 MR. BENDER: You probably thought about whether
i

you should use the differential pressure cell as opposedI9

to the heated junction thermocouple as a way of doing this| 20

21 measurement?i

22 MR. STERLING: Yes, we have.

u

{ 23 MR. BENDER: What led you to this as opposed to the

24 other setting ^ aside the fact that combustion is the nuclear
25 steam system supplier?

O

.
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I MR. STERLING: We did a detailed assessment in the

i )'2 first quarter of 1981 on the various system, and we assembled

O '

/

,

3 all the information that we could~get our hands on including
, i.

d
evaluation programs provided by the owners group, also, Oak [

'

~ ! _
5 Ridge NationaY-Lab put out a paper of Mr. Anderson comparing

0 the various lev'el methods. We had ita'cermined based on that -

o . .,
'

7 information and, also,eqn our vendor''s support as far as
/ '

8 getting this equipment liistalled' and operating on our plant

' a nd chose the method we did. ,
,

MR. BENDER: DP cell would''seem to be a simpler

II piece of hardware ifjI were just looking at it. I would not
- -

12
'

,

want to influence you one way or the other, but didn't

I3 simplicity enter into the considerations?

I# MR. STERLING: We actually as faI as simplicity

15 goes, we felt that the extra tubing, maintenance problems

16 trying to get it in calibrate and so forth really was more

37 of a problem than the~ electrical system connections for the

18 heated junction probes.

MR. BENDER: Jesse?

20 MR. EBERSOLE: I was going to say the DP cell also

21 has a failure mode which is undesirable which is the failure

22 of its own tubing.

{ 23 MR. STERLING: That is correct.
I
g 24 MR. BENDER: Do you have any other questions on this?

25 MR. CATTON: No.

O
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MR. EBERSOLE: I would like to comment. I think
3

the full Committee would be certainly, we don't like to hear'

; 2

this type of thing as an item on the --
3s

MR. BENDER: I suspect that we will think about
4

having this presentation again, and just as a personal
5

observation, I am pleased that you are trying to understand
,

well what you are getting. We have not come to a position
7

yet on what is best. I think I have not come to a complete
a

conclusion yet on how to use the darn thing and Mr. Ebersole
, ,

has onc 'aphlication in mind which I would not quibble about,
10

/ !
,but it may not be,the only one.

fji :
'MR . EB,ERSOLE : I guess I am an antique, and I' ''

12

believe in' level instrumentation. What I would like to
''O- have yo,u,do is look at the conditions in the context of4
3,

quiescentness, whether the water is quiescent or not or to
33

#what degree it is or not under the conditions of use. I have
16

charac,terized the conditions of use as probably being a slow
37 Y

,

SceM to Wagedy, and I Mnk dat is when h wm be
18 i /~ -

,

nee 3pd. It will 'not he needed when you are in full mode3,
~

peration. As a matter'of fact, I suppose the rocorders on it
20

will be turnedofj. Otherwise you will get miles of
21

/
'

straight lines over all these years, but is that an
22

automatically initiated recorder?u
3, g3

! O' !24
""- S'""''" ' '"" "* "di"' * ""*"'" ' ' '"*"

are in the QSPDS computer system. So, it does not necessarily
25

O .

.

.

9
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ij need to be printed out but is available later on for1

2 analysis.

() 3 MR. EBERSOLE: All right. lit is useless to print

4 a straight line for 40 years.

5 MR. STERLING: Yes.
'

EBE'R$0bb: So I think, in other words, I would6 MR.

just like to have you look at the degree of agitation7

8- or violence of a surface that you are going to contend with

9 and aspect of when you are going to use this.

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairnan, we will be prepared

to make a presentation full Committee on this whole general11

12 subject.

13 MR. BENDER: Before we get off the subject, just

14 to make the presentation complete, there is a third element

a third part of the instrumentation that you did not15 cn

16 mention anything about. That is the outlet thermocouple

17 that monitors the temperature. Do you want to say something

18 about that?

19 MR. STERLING: If I could put the -- the owners

group program is doing analysis on theuse of the core exit20

~21 thermocouples, also, and we have just received the reports,

and I really have not had a chance to go into them in detail,22

23 but there is a relationship between the increase in heat
p

0 with the various how far down into the core that you do24() ;

25 uncover as far as what those core exit thermocouples will

()'

.
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1 read and it.looks;like it would be a very usable output.

2 I don't have any specific numbers for you.

# 3 MR. BENDER: One of the things that the Committee

has suggested is if you have already got something that will4

5 do the job, putting something in that will do the job with

6 some degrca of ambiguity may not be very helpful, and so

7 de are interested in.seeing whether the existing

8 instrumentation would accomplish about the same purpose.

9 MR. EBERSOLE: In that respect, however, will you

10 consider when you do that the importance of anticipatory

11 information before you actually get to the point where you

12 are in trouble?

13 MR. STERLIN3: Yes.

14 MR. BENDER: When you make your presentation,

15 Mr. Van Brunt, could you keep those pc '..ts in mind?

16 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.
I

17 MR. BENDER: Thank you.

18 MR. VAN BRUNT: Absolutelyr

19 MR. BENDER: Are there other r. tatters to be discussec
under this topic?

20

My suggestion was we break for lunch for an hour
21

and come back and pick up the rest of the subject matter.
22

If the Committee has any matters to take up now, go ahead.
23

_p

MR. EBERSOLZ: I have one matter. It is of a
r 24

sort of generic character. Having TMI 2 now and looking
25

O

.
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s.J back on the theoretical releases that we have in thej ;

containment, the TID 14 844 releases which were spectacularly
2

1arge but were then effectively canceled by the high degree
3

of containment, leakage or prevention of leakage, I think it,

w uld be appropriate not merely 11: the public safety sense
5

but in protection of investment to consider a duplicate of
,

'

TMI 2 or perhaps of TID 14 844 release, this time, however,
7

conceding that you hav] additional leakage on a parametric
8

basis and determining at what point you will no longer be,

able to keep operato s in the control room and determiningjg

there whether you should improve the design to protect your
ij

. investment as well as public safety.
12

I know now that. your controlling is designed for
13

O the classical release under classical circumstances. The
j,

classical release is higher than it will ever be, but the
15

leakage is a variable which I don't think we properly
16

considered.
37

Is that clear?
18

MR. VAN BRUUT: Yes, I think.
j9

" "
20

- '

MR. EDERSOLE t We use that not allowing the failed
21

unit but the other units.
22

MR. BENDERr '~ - You could deal with the TID releaseu g
E

along the assumptions that the TID report suggests which
24

is intimate mixing and availability to release from the
25

O'

.- - .. .. . _. - .. .
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1 containment whatever is mised up there. There is the premise

2 h 9 that there is some decontamination effect. I think

O 3 we are really interested in the realistic case and not the

4 one which is arbitrarily dealt with.

5 MR. VAN BRUNT: Do I understand, sir, that you

6 would like us to deal with that at the full Committee meeting?

7 MR. BENDER: I don't know what Mr. Ebersole would

8 like to have. I will-let him decide.

9 MR. EBERSOLE: If you can do it briefly, tell what

10 your philosophy is to protecting the operators in the No. 3

11 control room from the No. 2 or whatever or how you argue

12 really that the control room shouldn't be in its o'wn right

13 a negative containment against any kind of postulated

14 external releases for the purpose of standing in there and

15 holding wherever you are.

16 MR. BENDER: I will offer a couple of postulates

17 to help you think and see if Jesse accepts them before we

18 get out of here.

19 MR. VAN BRUNT: I need all the help I can get.

20 MR. BENDER: TMI occurred with a very low pressure

21 kind of ca.rcumstance, and just judging by the likelihood

22 of events, most of these events will be the same kind. I

o
23g don't suggest that you work on the premise that you not only

24 had the release but pressure at the design pressure

25 containment but consider what it would be if you-had a

O

,
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1 pressure of a few pounds, literally a few pounds.

2 MR. VAN BRUNT: Right.

3 MR. BENDER: And how that might influence things.

4 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay.

5 MR. BENDER: Is that all right?

6 MR. EBERSOLE: That sounds fine to me. I am

7 looking forrealistic, I am looking really for realistic

8 leak rates which are actually existent which are not

9 ordinarily not fixed up before you do a test.

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay,

11 MR. BENDER: I suggest in connection with that

12 you just assume that one of the closure valves, the purge

13 valve, whatever it is to the stack is open, so you have got

O
14 something to work from. Is that a fair proposition?

15 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay.

16 MR. BENDER: That will give you sort of a --

17 MR. VAN BRUNT: We will take a look at that.

18 MR. BENDER: ANd we don't have to know the number

19 exactly. We are just trying to get a feeling for it.

20 Let us adjourn.

21 MR. CATTON: I just have one more thing on those

22 thermocouples. If when you are looking at them consider the

{23 case where the pressure is falling so that you have a boiling

24 process going on inside the shield.

2 25 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay.

O

.- . . .- - - _ - . - -- - _ - -
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1 MR. CATTON: And level falling and how accurate

2 are they going to be.

1 3 MR. BENDER: I will repeett again, let us adjourn

4 until 1:33.
.

5 (Thereupon, at 12:33 p.m. , a recess was taken
:

6 until 1:33 p.m., the same day.)
4

7

8

9

10
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' AFTERNOON SESSION '1:36 P.N'
.

MR. BENDER: Can we reconvene? As a matter of

O 2 convenience to the consultants that remain, I think

#
Mr. Catton was planning to leave at 2 o' clock, is that the

5
idea?

6 MR. CATTON: That is correct.

7 MR. BENDER: Maybe you want to-take five minutes

8 to tell us what thoughts you might have.

' MR. CATTON: Okay, I will-just go down through ,

10
this list. I think first the review board structure

'' that APS has, I think is one of the best that I have seen.

' The existence of SAC with inputs --

SPEAKER: I cannot hear.

MR. BENDER: You won't hear the compliments.

(Laughter . )
16 MR. BENDER: So you can say them again.

I MR. CATTON: Okay, I will repeat that. The review

8
board structure is one of the best I have seen. The

I' existence of SAC with inputs at a high level and outside

20 participation is very encuraging. I have a few that are

21
not quite the same. I think if one is going to have a

22 well-trained, responsive operating staff the ISEG and the

23 nuclear engineering group must be tied into the training

24
aspect in a meaningful way. At present I don't believe this

25
is the case. The control room human factors review was.to

O

. ____
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I cover operator preparedness, and this apparently was not done

2 because procedures were not yet written. APS has had a
O 3 simulator for some time, and even though not written,

# procedures exist. This appears to me to be an example of

5 isolat' ion of one type of function from another. Even

6 though APS seems to be participating in all of the relevant

7 industry-wide programs there seems to be a lack of awarness

8
of relevant work by NRC and EPRI, and here I am referring

' to studies of simulators and their use, as well as the human

10 factors work that is underway at EPRI. I think that

II
somehow the rigid, highly structured operations plan seems

12 to miss the point of TMI. I think finally another comment --

13 MR. SIESS: Is that good or bad?

I# MR. CATTON: I think it is bad.

15 MR. SIESS: You mean post-TMI.

16 MR. CATTON: The pre-TMI operations was somewhat

17 rigid.

18 MR. BENDER: I might interpret your statement as

39 something like this. There is a tendency for the operations

20 people to appear self-sufficient without the need for any

21 other assistance. Is that the way in which you are expressing

22 it?
v

{ 23 MR. CATTON: Yes. I might even put it a little

24 stronger than that. It is more very rigid training to do

25 something as contraxted with think about what they are doing.

'

O

-_ .- -
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i I don't know that this is a correct view, 7;ut it is the

2 one that came across.

) 3 Finally, I think that in light of some of the

4 discussion that Jesse was carrying on, I think APS should

5 be strongly encouraged to develop a method for adequate '

_

6 depressurization under the various accident circumstances,

7 and finally, the instrument to follow the course of an

8 ' accident, I think they should take a skeptical view of the

9 heated junction thermocouple in order to put things in the

10 proper perspective. I am not saying it is bad. I just3

11 don't think that the homework has been done yet to prove

12 it one way or another.

13 MR. BENDER: Any comments on Ivan's remarks?

O
14 We will not ask you to respond at the moment

15 although we would be privileged to have any thoughts if

16 you would like to make them now.

17 MR. VAN BRUNT: I think theonly comment I would

18 make is with regard to the EPRI reports. I know that as

19 far as the engineering side is concerned and I have

20 discussed that with Mr. Hartley since he was up there that

21 as far as he is concerned all of the documents that are

22 issued by EPRI APS gets as a normal course of events and

{23 are routed through our various organizations for input, and,

) f24 if we left the impression we don't pay any attention to

25 them or whatever, that is inappropriate.

'

(2)
,
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1 MR. BENDER: Let me make an observation I think

2 sort of would help clarify Dr. Catton's remark. EPRI
CNr

\d 3 takes a while to get the reports out, and this is a fairly

4 current kind of business we are working in. It may take a

5 year before you see the finished report from EPRI, but the

6 work may be going on during that time, and the important

7 information may have appeared in the first couple of months.

8 It doesn't seem to me, and I don't know whether it appears

9 that way to Dr. Catton that you should be constrained by the

10 fact that the report hasn't been issued yet.

11 Is that all right, Ivan?

12 MR. CATTON: I think that is fair.

13 MR. VAN BRUNT: I don't want to be argumentative

14 about it, but just for your information, I happen to be on

15 the Nuclear Division Committee of EPRI which is the

16 committee underneath the ResearchhAdvisory Committee that

17 directs all the programs, and I do, in fact, get those

18 reports in the draft stage before they come, and those

19 reports are issued, too. I did not mean to leave the

20 impression that we were waiting until the final document

21 comes out.

22 MR. BENDER: If you are getting them in a timely

f23 way that is fine.

O_ h24 MR. VAN BRUNT: I would say we are, sir.

25 MR. BENDER: That is the point that we are looking

O
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i for.

2 MR. CATTON: I asked specific questions aboutO
3

some of the work, and I don't recall who I asked, but they

#
weren't aware of it, and so maybe henhad just forgotten.

5 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, I don't choose to be

6 argumentative.

7 MR. CATTON: You might not have had%the right

8
people here. That happens lots of times. It is more a

9
matter of giving an impression, and that is what we are

10 trying.

''
MR. BENDER: Anything else, Ivan?

12
MR. CATTON: No.

13 MR. BENDER: In which case I think the next item

I#
on the agenda was the emergency support facilities and the

15 emergency planning business in general.

16 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir, Mr. Leon Brown who

'7 is a corporate health physicist will deal with this

18 particular situation.

I'
MR. BROWN: Thank you. My name is Leon Brown,

20 and I am the corporate health physicist and emergency

21 planner. I would like to point out that we have with us

22 today in addition to the APS staff, we have representatives

i here from the Arizona Division of Emergency Services, the

'
Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency and the Maricopa County

25
Department of Civil Defense and Emergency Services. These

Oi

;

_ - - , _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ . - - . _ . _ . _ . - _. _ . _ . _
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1 three agencies are the key agencies involved in off site

2 emergency response planning. I would like to first address

3 the emergency response facilities. As you saw on your tour

4 yesterday, we do have a technical support center and the

5 emergency operations facility under construction. They are

6 located on the map on the far screen.

7 I will~be talking briefly of some of the emergency

8 response activities that take place in the control room and

9 in addition to the standard facilities that are developed

10 at most other plants, we have a few that are unique to

11 Palo Verde. We have established a mini TCS, mini technical

12 support center, and the reason for this is that we have

13 under a construction a single technical support center, and

14 in order to provide the direct face-to-face contact with the

15 control room we have established an extension of this central

16 technical support center located in the control building.

17 In fact, it has a door entering into the control

18 room. We have, also, established an emergency news center.

19 That is located in the Palo Verde Inn in Tonopah. We have,

20 also, established a corporate emergency center which is

21 located in our corporate headquarters building at 411

22 North Central in Phoenix.

f 23 Under an emergeny if an alert or a site or a

| O !4 se=ere1 emerse=cy ere aec1erea our oorme1 etetio= oree izetio=

25 which Mr. Hartley has decribed reverst into a special

Ot
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I emergency organization which we have depicted on this slide.

2 This slide shows the major functional areas and

O 3 the personnel assigned to these areas, both as a primary

4 and an alternate for the various support facilities.

5 Next one?

6 How, speaking briefly of the control room, these

7 are the emergency functions that would be performed from the

8 control room, at least initially. On e the technical

9 Support center and emergency operations facility are staffed

10 and functional, then any escalation in emergency

11 classification would result in those calculations, protective

12 action recommmendations and so forth being made from the

13 EOF rather than the control room.

14 Our technical support center complies with all of

15 the associated emergency planning criteria. I have listed

to on the lefthand screen the various emergency functions

17 which would be performed from che technical support center.

18 On the righthand screen we have a floor plan of the

: 19 technical support center, and one thing I would like to point

20 out that is unique for Palo Verde in their technical

21 support center is that we have included a sleeping and dining

f22 lounge area.
u

{ 23 The intent of this is that we could then have

24 two complete shifts of technical support center personnel

25 in the facility, one on duty and one off duty, and the

O-
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I sleeping and lounge areas are habitable to the same degree

2
p as the rest of the technical support center.
G 3 As I mentioned we have established a mini TSC to

# provide us the direct face-to-face contact with the control

5 room personnel. The location of the mini TSC is shown on the

6 righthand screen where the conference room, also, doubles
7 as the mini TSC.

8 MR. BENDER: While you are on the subject, just

' because it will be in sequence, who belongs in the mini
.

O TSC as opposed to the central TSC? Do you want to say that
II now?

12 MR. BROWN: Okay, the major functions and the

13

[v] on-site emergency direction is performed from the central
I# TSC. We are still formulating exactly who will go to the

,

'

15 mini TSC, but initially during an emergency people like the

16 shift technical adviser and an operating supervisor would

'7 report there, and then as the central TSC is staffed, there
18 would be some engineering personnel and radiation protection
'9 personnel, also, report to the mini TSC.

20 MR. BENDER: Thank you.

21 MS. KERRIGAN: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, if we

22 could add something, I think that the staff has a different
u

3
? concept of the mini TSC. This is still an open item, and the

# staff has the concept of the mini TSC as being the command
25 and control center. I believe these items are under discussicin

O

__
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1 with APS. I just wanted to make sure that --1

2 MR. BENDER: We are having trouble picking you up.,

O. 3
, MS. KERRIGAN: I believe the staff has a different

d concept of the function of the mini TSC and who would be

5 there. I think our original perception was that the mini

6 TSC would be the command and control center. These items

7 are all under discussion with the staff, and I just wanted

8 to clarify the record as to the staff's position on that.

9 MR. SIESS: Is there any staff requirement for a

10 mini TSC?
II MS. KERRIGAN: No, siry

12 MR. SIESS : Then I guess I don't really understand

13 the staff's position.

I4 MS. KERRIGAN: The staff's position was that the<

15 TSC that had been originally provided did not satisfy the

16 staff's requirements that the TSC function was to have been

17 in direct contact with the control room operators and we

18 felt that the main tech support center did not satisfy the

19 staff requirements.

20 MR. SIESS: The central TSC is too far away?

21 MS. KERRIGAN: Yes, sir.

22 MR. SIESS: I see, and the mini TSC is an attempt,

u

{ 23 to meet your objection to the distance between the control

24 room and the central TSC?

h 25 MS. KERRIGAN: Yes, sir.

O
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1 MR. SIESS: Thank you.

2 MR. BROWN: Were there any other questions on the

O 3 mini TSC concept? Okay, then moving on we have established

4 a n operational support center. It will provide a manpower

5 pool to carry out the various functions that I have listed-

6 on this' slide.

7 T;.e operational support center is located in the

8 auxiliary building just down the hall and around the

9 corner from the control room.

10 Next slide?

11 On the le Ethand screen I have listed the various
12 functions that will be performed by the emergency operations

13 facility. Basically the emergency operations facility

14 looks outward and coordinates with local.and state
15 government.

16 On the righthand screen we have prepared a

17 diagram showing the various functions that take place in the

18 EOF, and I would like to point out that a member of the

19 Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency will report to the
;

l
i 20 emergency operations facility as will members of the NRC.
I

21 There will, also, be a representative from our news media

> 22 staff who will report to the EOF and coordinate news releases

| g with the emergency news center.23

24 This is the floor plan of the EOF, and I would

! 25 like to point out that once again we have provided sleeping

' O "

,

!
l

<
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1 quarters for the two-staff concept, and the entire area

2 that is shown on this floor plan is habitable to the same

3 criteria.

4 As I mentioned we have established an emergency

5 news center located at the Palo Verde Inn in Tonopah, and

6 these are the functions that we would expect to perform at the

7 emergency news center, and then finally we have established

8 a corporate emergency center which would provide support to

9 the emergency operations facility, and that is support on a

10 fairly large-scale effort, such as what is depicted on the

11 righthand screen.

12 We have shown there the various functional. areas
.

13 and the personnel that would be assigned both as primary

14 and alternate to fill these positions.

15 Okay, moving on to the off-site emergency'

16 response I have listed here the various agencies involved

17 i n off site, and as I mentioned, in Arizona the key state
r

18 agencies are the Arizona Division of Emergency Services and

19 the Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency. The key county

20 agency is Maricopa County Department of Civil Defense

21 and Emergency services. There are no incorporated towns or

22 villages within the 10- 8?e EPZ. So we have no level of
u

23g government below the Maricopa County level.

(} 24 MR. BENDER: You don't have listed up there those

25 people that are responsible for law and order control.

O

. ._ _
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I Where would they fit in that picture?

2m MR. BROWN: Right. I did not list them as a key-
bl 3 agency. They are included on the. county level under the

#
Maricopa County agencies, that is the Maricopa County

5 Sheriff's Department and, also, under the Arizona State

6 . agencies we have the Department of Public Safety, and I do

7 have a slide a little bit later that shows how they fit in.

8 MR. BENDER: Okay.

9 MR. BROWN: This is a slide showing the population

10 density of the crea.

I
MR. 3 ENDER: There are a 17t of cactus out there.

12 MR. BROWN: In all~ seriousness, that was supposed

13 to point out that there are two emegency planning zones.

I# One is an exposure emergency planning zone which is roughly

15 a 10-mile radius around the station, and an ingestion emergency

16 planning zone, roughly 50-mile radius around the station.

37 We actually have about 3300 people in the 10-mile exposure

18 emergency planning zone which is depicted on this slide.

We have here the description of the emergency

20 planning zone and we have a standard emergency planning

| 21 zone a little bit to the east to pick up some population

22 in that erea so that we don' t arbitrarily draw a line down

23 the middle of a street and say somebody on one side of the

h- h. 24L road has to respond, and somebody on the other side doesn't..

'S- We have, also, shown here the population distribution

/7
U

B
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I per square mile.

2 This is a map of the 50-mile ingestion emergency
f
$ 3 planning zone. I might point ut the 10-mile, the exposure

# emergency planning zone is all included in Maricopa County,

5 and once you go out to the 50-mile zone it picks up three

6 additional counties for ingestion control.

7 I would like to mention a little bit about the

8 history of our off-site emergency planning. It is a little

' bit unique to Arizona, and that is primarily because of the

10 involvement of Governor Babbitt in the Kemeny' Commission

II and as Chairman of the Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee.

12 In May 1979, he designated the Arizona Division

I3 of Emergency Services as the lead agency to develop a

I# coordinated off-site emergency response plan. By

15 coordinated, I mean that he had decided based on what he

16 saw during the TMI accident that we should have only one

17 plan that included actions by all levels of government

8 .;ithin Arizona.
.

I' A little later that year the Division of Emergency

20 Serivces formed a planning group to assist them in

21 developing this coordinated plan. It consisted of nine

22 state agencies, three county agencies, the Federal Emergency

23
F Management Agency and Arizona Public Service Company.

O l'' This resgoneib111tv wee 1ete= fo11 owed ug by

1 25 legislation which further defined and placed into law the

O
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I responsibilities, and then finally in January of this
2

(3 year a review draft of the combined blan was issued for
(/ 3 county and state agency review.

4 This is a little diagram that depicts the overall

5 functional organization for off-site emergency reponse.

O It depicts the actions by the two agencies of state
7 the Arizona Division of Emergency Services forgovernment,

8 an operational aspect and the Arizona Radiation Regulatory
9 Agency for a technical aspect and the Maricopa County

10 Civil Defense and Emergency Services for the County Agency,

11 and this slide shows how the various other state agencies

12 fit into this organization, and there was a previous question
I3

( ') on the law agencies.

14 The Maricopa County Sheriff's Department falls
15 under the County Operations Directorate and the Department
16 of Public Safety falls under the State Operations Directorate ,

17 If there is an emergency declared at Palo Verde
' we will make the initial notification via what we call a

'

19
notification alert network. This is a dedicated phone

'

20 system that ties in all three control rooms at Palo Verde,
'

21 the EOF and the TSC with the various state agencies you
,

i

22
see listed here.

l 23
? As a backup, we are using the national warning

O h24 system, NAWAS, also connected to these same agencies, and-

25 if it becomes necessary that we have to involve the residents

O

:
,
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1 around Palo Verde, we are supplying a siren system to

2 provide the initial notification. This system is depicted

3 on this map. It is a series of 36 sirens which covers the

4 entire, all the resident population within this ingestion,

5 with the exposure emergency planning zone.

6 MR. BENDER: Tell us fehat the relationship is of

7 people to Sirens? Is the ratio less than one?

8 (Laughter . )

9 SPEAKER: Ten to one, one to 10.

10 MR. BROWN: Just about.

11 MR. SIESS: What is the significance of some of

12 those circles having pieces chewed out of them?

13 MR. BROWN: The circles represent the 60 DB

O'

14 soundsound signal coverage. They are not an exact true

15 perfect circle because the study that we performed to design

16 this system was completed using a computer model which '

17 takes into account topography, terrain features and so

18 forth, and that would reflect something that would interfere|

19 with the signal.

'
20 MR. BENDER: Questions?

21 MR. BINFORD: In looking at the floor plans, both

22 of the technical support center and the emergency control

23 center, I don't see any facilities for personnelg

24 decontamination. Where do you handle that?Q
25 MR. BROWN: The intent is to perform decontaminatior t

O:

!
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1 in one of the existing facilities at one of the other

2 units.

O 3 MR. BINFORD: Okay, that is assuming you can get

4 there.

5 MR. BROWN: Correct, if not we have fallback

6 positions for that.

7 MR. BINFORD: What is the fallback position?

8 MR. BROWN: If the total site evacuation is
necessary and decontamination of someone would be necessary,9

10 the fallback location is'in the area of the Red Quail
11 general store which I think you probably went by yesterday.

12 MR. BINFORD: Let me ask one other question. I

m ay have missed this, but I don't recall hearing any13{}
14 mention of -- as I say I may have missed it, but any mention

of medical facilities and medical facilities for handling15

16 contaminated casualties. Are there any such in the area?

17 MR. BROWN: Right. I did not mention the

18 medical facilities. Each of the units does contain
; decontamination facilities, and if an injury would allow19

20 we would attempt to decontaminate the individual first.

If that was impossible then we would take the contaminated21

22 individual in an on-site ambulance which we will have
23 avr. lable there to the Maryville Samaritan Hospital which

p

24 is some 25 or 40 miles from Palo Verde. It is the closest()'

25 hospital, actually.

O

.-. _ _ .
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1 MR. BINFORD: Are they capable of handling

2 contaminated patients?

\-- 3 MR. BROWN: We are working with them currently

4 to ensure their capability.

5 MR. BINFORD:* I see.

6 MR. BROWN: They have a new hospital facility

7 there which is already pretty well equipped, very minor

8 modifications to fully equip it.

9 MR. BINFORD: Do you propose to have drills at some

10 time in the future which involve the handling of contaminated

11 personnel, contaminated casualties and that sort of thing?

12 MR. BROWN: Yes, we do.

13 MR. BINFORD: Involving the hospital and the local

14 law enforcement agencies?

15 MR. BROWN: Yes, these drills will be performed on an

16 annual basis.

17 MR. BENDER: Other questions?

18 There is an old proverb that says that too many

19 Cooks spoil the broth, and I looked at all that elaborate

'

20 arrangement there. I began to wonder whccher the number of

21 agencies and organizations involved doesn't almost overwhelm

22 the people that have to respond to the accident. What sort

{23 of thought has been given to that problem?

I f24 MR. BROWN: The problem has been tnat in other

25 situations a large number of agencies, such as we have

O
1 I
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1 depicted here -- could you throw that slide on that shows

2 all the agencies? They have been involved- but the problem

O 3 is they have been associated with various different

4 decision makers. What we have done in Arizona is involve

5 all the agencies that are linvolved in supporting other

6 nuclear plants, but we ha.e combined it under one level of

7 decision making. Therefore we are not having a village or

8 a county making decisions which are independent of each other.

9 Everything is associated under one decision maker. So

10 everyone is marching to the same drummer.

11 MR. BENDER: I think that part of it is good, but

12 there still seem to be an.. awful lot of agencies even when

13 that is taken care of.{}
14 I don't know the solution. It is just an observatiort.

15 MR. BROWN: State government is complicated.

16 MR. BENDER: And it makes the accidents complicated,

17 I had hoped that when Governor Babbitt took on the job of

18 making it better that he would find a way to build, to cut

19 through some of those lines, and narrow the whole business

20 down a little bit, but I guess you cannot do that to a very

21 great extent in state government.
t

22 Other questions on the emergency planning?
/v

23 MR. VAN BRUNT: There is only one remaining item,
g

() 24 Mr. Chairman.

25 MR. BENDER: The TMI issues, and then we are going

Ov

. _ - . .. . - _ . - . - . - _ _ _- . _ _ _.
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1 to get to the question on containment ultimate load.

2 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.'

'

3 MR. BENDER: And a little bit of disussion of

4 PRA.
,

5 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

6 I will have John Allen deal with the TMI.

7 MR. ALLEN: My name is John Allen.

8 The slide on the screen indicates the TMI items

9 that were submitted in the Palo Verde lessons learned
4

10 implemetnation report which was submitted to the NRC on

11 September 28, 1979, and since that time has been modified.

12 Those items there are the ones that have not been

13 previously covered in part of the various discussions we have

14 had over the past two days.

15 The purpose of showing this slide is just to

16 indicate briefly what they were and when we expect to

17 complete them.

18 I would like to indicate, also, that Arizona

|
Public Service has committed to meet new Reg 0737, and it19

20 is just a question of getting the data in and getting it

| 21 reviewed by the NRC. We are not doing any adversary
|

22 positions now. It is just a closing out of the items.
'

f23 MR. BENDER: Are there questions on this list?

| () h24 Where do you stand on the safety relief valve

|
25 business, the relief and safety valve business?.

()'

|

,
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fir. ALLEN: We are participating in the EPRI
y

valve test program. It is my understanding that our valve
2

O'

has passed.L' 3

That is correct.4

MR. BENDER: You have only one valve that is
5

in question?
6

MR. ALLEN: We use the dresser valves.
7

MR. BENDER: Okay, other questions?
8

Do you want to just pick up with the other two
9

items now?
10

MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir. Let me just ask onejy

question. You may recall at the meeting last week on
12

CESSAR that Dr. Shewmon had a question about the 16 by 16
13O fuel.3,

W uld you like us to make a brief presentation on
15

that as well? Mr. Sherer is here, and he is prepared to
16

handle that, if you so desire.
37

MR. BENDER: How long will it take, Ed? Less than
18

10 minutes?
39

MR. VAN BRUNT: It can be done in less than 10'
20

minutes.
21

MR. BENDER: Do it in less than 10 minutes.
22

u MR. VAN BRUNT: Do you want him to do it now?
23

?
MR. BENDER: Why don't you just do it now and get

24>

it out of the way.25

O

:
a
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I MR. VAN BRUNT: If nobody here asks questions

2 he can do it in 10 minutes.

O 3 MR. BENDER: What do you mean, just Paul Shewmon

4 is not here.

5 MR. SHERER: Good afternoon. My name is Ed Sherer.

6 I am the director of nuclear licensing at Combustion

7 Engineering. Very briefly Arkansas Nuclear 1, Unit 2 was
8 the first operational experience Combustion Engineering had

with its 16,by 16 fuel and as a result there was a question'

10 about its integrity and operational performance. At the most

11 recent outrage which was the end of the first cycle for ANO2
12 we undertook a more extensive than usual inspection program

13 at which we looked for the fuel rodgrowth, compared to our

Id predicted fuel rod bowing, compared to our prediced. There

'

15 was some indication to fuel barrier. So we did a complete

16 sipping and reconstitution of bundles that should have '

17 returned to the core but had indicated failed fuel and then
18 have already started on our fuel failure diagnostic
19 program which is continuing.
20 As to the fuel rod growth the data for ANO2 shows

21 that it compares favorable with our predicted curve and
22 compared well with ths anticipated fuel rod growth from our

v

g ther 14 by 14 fuel and right now is not of any concern to23
.

O !'' comeu eion zneineerine-
25 The fuel rod bowing is an area that we have been

,

O
.

T

/
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monitoring. Again, we compared it to our predicted fuel,

rod b'ow using our current models but using the extensions
7

O necessary for the 18 by 18 fue1, and aeain the dete for
3

ANO 2 compared favorably with our predictions.,

MR. BENDER: Which'ones are the data for AMO2?
5

'
MR. SHERER: These three.

MR. BENDER: Okay, that is the black boxes.
7

MR. SHERER: Right, the building boxes are the
8

ANO2 measurement.
9

MR. BENDER: You are out to what 15,000 megawatt,g

days per ton. So you have got about --
3,

MR. SHERER: This is the end of one cycle.
12 -

MR. BENDER: Okay, 60 percent of the expected life
13O about.
,,

MR. SHERER: Again, as you.know, we are obviously
15

trying to extend some of these cycles, but certainly theg

peak bundles were up to 14 to 15 thousand.g

As to the sippir.g results we had early indications
18

of iodine in the reactor coolant which was of some concern
39

to us since they occurrei early in the cycle. However, theg

situation ANO2 stabilized. When we discharged the fuel
i 21

we did sip all 177 fuel assemblies, seven of which were
22

d determined to have leaking rods.
23

j24 As you can see they were from each batch

and do not seem to be burn-up dependent. We looked at that
25,

O,

,
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I rather closely because of our concern with the early indica-

tions of' fail.ures.

3 MR. BENDER: How.does that statistic compare with

#
your previous history?

5 MR. SHERER: When we discharged the fuel the

6 statistics appeared right on.

7 'We looked at one particular bundle. You could

8 look at some of the others, and you would find about the

' same thing. These were bundles that when we discharged the
s

to fuel it appeared that some of the perforations were caused
,.

II by foreign material. It could be something like thermocouple

12
f wire or some material left in the bottom of the fuel bundle.

I3(] It was between the fuel rod and the bottom grid, retention

I# grid and appears to be a threading type of failure.

I5 We reconstituted the fuel assemblies so that when

16 we removed the leaking rods we were able to return the

37 fuel bundle to the core. This is a summary of the five

18 assemblies which we returned to cycle 2 after removing the

# 1eaking fuel rods and replacing them with rods from other

20 bundles.

21 In summary, the eno of cycle 1 we predicted before

22 shutting down that our leading rods indicated something

23 in the range of 15 to 20. This was extrapolated from the

O I2' iodine recu1rs. The actue1 number wee 12, which we were

25' pleased at because it seemed to justify our correlations

0-
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'
I right down into cycle 2. We seemed to have a very good

2 history. We are running around 7 to 10 or it might be

3 7 to 10 failures. Of course, we don't know the actual number

4 and won't until the end of the cycle.

5 MR. BENDER: I have a couple of questions. First,

6 you indicated the peak burn-up was about 15,000 megawatt

7 days per ton right now?

8 MR. SHERER:- I have a Sheet in here.

9 MR. BENDER: What is the averagefor the first?

] 10 MR. SHEREh: Average for the first was 12,450.

11 'Ihe lead assembly burn-up was 14,700, lead pin about 16,000.

12 MR. BENDER: Okay and what is your target?

13 MR. SHERER: For this cycle?

14 MR. BENDER: No, for U.te ultimate capability of the

15 fuel.

16 MR. SHERER: Ithink it is somewhere around 30,000

17 or a little bit less for the ANO2 fuel at this time. We,

18 obviously, as you are aware, on our 14 by 14 plants and for

19 16 we are looking at the extended cycle, and we are justifying

20 the higher numbers as we go along. The staff has set an

21 administrative limit I think in the low thirties. I cannot

22 remember the exact number. I can get it for you, beyond

23 which we will have to justify extended fuel cycle.g

O I24 "a 88"oza: 3u== a- =a tte r o r '= - >ta=a1=9

25 the significance of how far you have gone it would be useful

oV
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1 to know it.

2 Other questions on fuel?

- (O_/ 3 That was within 10 minutes, I think. Let.us move

4 on.

5 MR. VAN BRUNT: dkay, let me take up the matter
'

o of the containment ultimate pressura capacity. We have
.

7 previously received a question from the staff on this.
.

8 MR. SIESS: Maybe it would help if I asked the

9 question.
t

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

11 MR. SIESS: I would rather you did not spend too

12 much time answering the question.

13 MR. VAN BRUNT: I am not going to in any case.

O
14 MR. SIESS: I have a very simple question which is

15 not to say there is a simple answer, but one of the licanse

16 conditions daat the staff has imposed is to provide an

17 ultimate capacity analysis for the containment due to-

18 rapidly increasing internal pressure. Has the staff defined

19 for you what they mean by ultimate capacity?

20 MR. VAN BRUNT: No, sir.. We are defining that

21 ourselves.

22 MR. SIESS: They have not defined it for me either.

23 So, could you tell me how you are defining ultimateg

f24 capacity?

25 MR. VAN BRUNT: I think --

(:).

.
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1 MR. SIESS: If ytc 1. don't have the people here

2 you could just put something in writing and give it to us
3 next time.

4 liR. VAN BRUNT: Let me ask Mr. Bingham who is the

5 project engineering manager for Bechtel to just give you
6 very briefly where we are at on this particular situation.
7 When I understood your question I was coming at it from a

8 little different direction.

9 MR. BINGHAM: Thank you, Ed. What we are looking

10 at on all of the containments, and I wanted to make a point,

11 I guess, that Ed was about to do, and that is that a Palo
12 Verde containment is quite similar to the San Onofre

13 containment and even the Trojan containment. There is

14 nothing unique or different except just the particular

15 design and the environment it is in, but we were looking
16 at the ultimate capacity of the structure itself, that is

17 the stresses being at 90 percent or thereabouts, and so the

18 ultimate capacity that you would give would be related to

19 the internal pressure only.

20 MR. SIESS: Why are you interested in the ultimate

21 capacity?

22 MR. BINGHAM: Why am I interested?
v

23 11R . SIESS: Or why do you think the staff is?g

O | 24
*a. 8Inonia: de11 eve enee ene staff is intereseea

2 25 in the hydrogen burn and what pressures the containment
'

Ot
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1 might ultimately take over the design pressure 60 psi.

2 MR. SIESS: It seems to me i.com the studies

(~
\ 3 or the conversations I have had that what we should be

4 interested in is the leakage of the containment when

5 subjected to these high pressures. Are you concerned at

6 all about leakage or are you just concerned about when

7 the thing fails structurally?

8 MR. BINGHAM: For this particular case we have been

9 looking at when it fails structurally.

10 MR. SIESS: I dcn't really understand why anybody

11 would be concerned with that. The function of the containment

12 is to contain the radioactive material inside and would.

13 you say that it failed structurally when it leaked at a73
V

14 rate of 100 percent per day? Would you call that a

15 structural failure?

16 MR. BINGEAM: I don't think I am prepared to answer

17 that.

18 MR. SIESS: Maybe we should get the staff

19 because the function of the containment is to contain the

20 radioactivity dhat is inside and if it leaks out at some

21 rate, it seems to me we need to know that. I don't myself

(22 know how to relate a leak rate to the structural performance.
5

23 Obviously if it ruptures into two pieces or more

() 24 it is going to leak a lot. I think it is equally obvious

25 that it may leak a lot long begore it ruptures into two or

O
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1 more pieces. When you say it is the same as San Onofre and ,

2 Trojan, does that similarity extend to the various locks,

O'

3 and the material hatch, equipment hatch, the man locks,

4 the penetrations, purge valves, etc., openings?

5 MR. BINGHAM: In general there is one difference

6 that Palo Verde has and that is that the main equipment

7 hatch that you saw is slightly larger than the other two

a plants, and that is to permit removal of the evaporator

9 section of the steam generator, should that ever be required.

10 MR. SIESS: It seems to me that if I were looking

11 for leakage, I would start looking around holes first and

12 not out in that free field pre-stressed concrete steel

13 liner area. You might think about it.

14 As I say, the staff has not really told us what

15 they mean, and if theyhhave not told you what they mean,

16 I would hate to see you go very far down the line-with the

17 very elaborate structural capacity calculations when they

18 are really interested in leak rates.

19 MR. VAN BRUNT: I guess what I was going to say

20 was we had not really gotten very far.

21 MR. SIESS: You could go pretty far down the long

22 path on things like that.

23 MR. VAN BRUNT: I understand that.

24 MR. BENDER: There may be a range of viewpoints

25 in connection with this leak rate business, an: with the

O
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i ultimate capacity of the containments, and I think Dr. Siess

2 has rightfully pointed out one of the considerations and
/"3O 3 p erhaps the most important one, that you be able to show

4 for certain kinds of accidents that the containment capability

5 would not be impaired. Even if the staff decides that leak
e

6 rate is a criterion or leakage is a criterion, the leak

7 rate is a pertinent question. We don't know what is in the

8 containment at this stage nor what its form is, and so you

9 might want to think ebout how the leakage might be related

10 to the contents, if that turns out to be the criterion.

11 If it is all steam and it leaks nobody is going to care very

12 much. If it is already on nuclides then that is quite a

13 different matter, and so you ought to keep that in mind when

14 you are looking at the whole picture.

15 Other people have computed the pressure containing

16 capability of these containments based on 90 percent yield.

17 MR. BINGHAM: That is correct.

18 MR. BENDER: Have you done that?

19 MR. BINGHAM: We have for other containments,

20 and preliminarily we have looked at this one and find .c to

21 be in the same range. ~ </ * : '

22 - MR.'?BENDERr-Which,means what, something like

f23 three times design pressure?

24 MR. BINGHAM: Something like 90 psi compared to

25 a 60 psi design pressure.

O

.
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1 MR. SIESS: But people are tossing around numbers

2 of two times design pressure, not you necessarily, but I am
O 3 seeming them. That is 90 percent of what yield?

4 MR. BINGHAM: 90 percent of ultimate.

5 MR SIESS: 90 percent of ultima e on the rebar

6 or the prestressing tendons?

7 MR. BINGHAM: Generally it is on the tendona, but

8 it could vary if you are looking at particular penetraticis.

9 MR. SIESS: 90 percent of ultimate would be what,

10 about an additional 1 percent strain?

11 MR. BINGHAM: It is in that neighborhood, yes.

12 MR. SIESS: That is a fair amount of distortion

13 on a 20-foot equipment hatch. Would the seals be intact?

14 MR. BINGHAM: That is the kind of questions I

15 think people ought to be looking at.

16 MR. BENDER: What position are you taking on

17 hydrogen combustion, Mr. Van Brunt?

18 MR. VAN BRUNT: Pardon me, sir, I am sorry, I

19 was writing?

20 MR. BENDER: What position are you taking concerning

21 hydrogen combustion for Palo Verde?

22 MR. VAN BRUNT: As far as the open item we have

23g with the staff, we have addressed hydrogen accumulation

O I 24 to their setisfection in e11 erees exceve in the reector
25 drain tank room where we can get some hydrogen accumulation.

O
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''() i
1 We are discussing that with the staff at the present time,

i
2 but we hmie not taken a position as far as the hydrogen

A
k- 3 burn question that has been developed.> ,

T

4 MR. BENDER: What does the staff expect with

5 respect to the hydrogen burn question? How are they;

6 dealing with it.

7 MS. KERRIGAN: Are you talking more like degraded

8 core numbers?

9 MR. BENDER: Yes.

10 MS. KERRIGAN: It is under consideration now.

11 I don't think the staff has taken a firm position yet as

12 to what --

13 MR. BENDER: I suppose what I am asking for is

14 what is the snapshot like? It is under consideration for

15 every reactor that I know of right now. Where do we stand

16 right now.

17 MS. KERRIGAN: I think we will be able to give you

18 a, I am sure we will be able to give you a status report

19 at the full Committee meeting.

20 MR. BENDER: We will look forward to it. What

21 does the applicant think the position is?

22 MR. VAN BRUNT: Based on what I have heard, sir,

23 I am not sure we know.
7

() 24 MR. BENDER: That is a little troublesome, even

25 though I know it is an open issue. I really think you oughtg

(:)
'
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I to try to work with the staff and get a cu2. rent event

report that says, "Here is what we think it ought to bem
[v) 3 based on what we know today." I am sure the Committee will

# w ant to know what your position is, and it may be that the

5 containment pressure capability is a part of that matter,

6 and if so, you ought to be prepared to say what kind of

7 approach you want to take.

8 MR. MATHIS: Presently there is no consideration

' for hydrogen igniters?

10 MR. VAN BRUNT: We have hydrogen recombiners, yes,

'I
sir.

12 MR. MATHIS: Recombiners, but not igniteers.

13
(Oq MR. VAN BRUNG: That is correct.

I# MR. BENDER: So you are going to rely, if the

15 staff imposes a requirement on you to show that you can

16 tolerate so much of the fuel being oxidized b7 the metal

I7 water reaction, that you can handle it by overpressure

18 in the containment?

I9 MR. VAN BRUNT: That is basically the principal

20 that has been coming out of this thing.

21 MR. BENDER: How about PP.A?

22 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, with regard to PRA, there
v

23
i has been quite a bit of interest in PRA developing over the

| C,m
'j\

24 last year or so, and we have been wate hing that development.

25 We have, within the engineering department taken on a

-

%
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I commitment to develop capabilities to manage and to do some

2 limited amount of PRA analysis ourselves. We, as was
O

3 indicated very briefly in the auxiliary feedwater presenta-

# tion, we did use the PRA concept in evaluation of the

5 -auxiliary feedwater system for Palo Verde. We have been
6 working with various utility groups and other organizations

7 to evaluate PRA methods and applications, and we have

8 assigned one engineer who is following all this. His name

' is Jim Rowland. He is the senior engineer in the INC

10 organization, and I will ask Jim if he would get up and kind

II of tell you exactly wherc we are at at this time.

12 MR. ROWLAND: My name is Jim Rowland, and I am

13
pJ an INC engineer. I work for John Allen. As Ed indicated

Id we are trying to become up to speed on PRA and becoming.

15 trained and getting some experience with using some of the

16 tools that are available in PRA, also, becoming involved

37 with some of the people who are doing PRA and some of the

18 other utilities that are performing PRA's.

I' We presently have at APS some PRA codes that we are

20 gaining some experience with, the codes WHAMBAM and WHAMCUT

21 are available for our use now, and if the- need arises we

22 plan to use those codes to do so ne PRA work..

u
23

? Our intent with PRA right now is to allow us to

24 evaluate backfits and any modifications to evaluate

25 reliability of that, and based on the, just basically use

O -

.
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i those as an engineering tool to help us with modifications

2 and backfits.

O 3 One application that we have used PRA with was

4 in conjunction with Bechtel in reviewing our aux feedwater

5 systems, and are performing some improvements in our aux<

6 feedwater system as a result of that study. That was not

7 done by APS, but we were involved with the evaluation of that.

8 If there are questions, I will try to answer.

9 MR. BENDER: I will make a couple of observations,

'

10 rather than ask questions. Since the only one that you can

11 site at the moment is one which the staff has required you

12 to do , it is not at all clear to me that there is much
.

f - 13 initiative here yet. I don't see anything wrong with that.
\ '

14 You are some ways from the operation of this plant, but

15 there is time to find some . improvements, and it would seem

16 to me that it is a lot better to do fixes that you want to

17 do before there is any nuclear power generation and while

18 everybody wants to get things done on a specific schedule,

19 I would think that you would find it useful to start not
.

'

20 doing a massive PRA study which many people have proposed

21 because that tends to overwhelm you but to look for some

27 selected areas where it would be worthwhile to just look to

{23 see what the options might be and whether there are any

({) f 24 opportunities to improve some operational features that might
,

25 turn out to be more reliable, reduce the shutdown likelihood

O
.
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' i

and things of that sort that PRA can be very useful for, and

2
i rather than ask for more d8 etations on why.you aren't
i

3
doing more, I think we would rather encourage you to think -

#'

along those lines.

Are there other ' comments on PRA's?,
7

'
! Other questions that need to be raised?

7
Chet, do you have anything?

I 8
Frank, questions on PRA or other things right now?

9
MR. BINFORD: I would make one remark on PRA

'U
i in retrospect, I guess. How much do you believe it? In

'
j other words, when you do your PRA, and I am not throwing

12
down on PRA, it is a very fine technique, - but the fact of

13
the matter is it has to be used with good judgment, and i-

O
!' 14

one wonders how much engineering judgment is put into the
I 15
: interpretation of your results. Would you care to comment

on that?

MR. VAN BRUNT: I think that is kind of where we

are at right now. We are trying, first off we realize that'

,

this is a concept that is usable, and we are trying to
! 20

position that and the tools that we have available to us to5

!
21'

do various kinds of things as the Chairman has indicated,

and we are in the process of evaluating how we plan to usej

" 23i

I it and where and this kind of thing. I cannot be more>

h24() explicit than that at this time.-

25
MR. BINFORD: You are still feeling your way?

:

!
;

i
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1 MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, 33 r. That is correct.

2 That is exactly what I intended to indicate.

3 !!R. BINFORD: Mike, I have got a few comments in

4 general.

5 MR. BENDER: Let me come back to that.

6 Do you have anything further?

7 Then let us get back to Frank and let him be the

8 last of the consultants.

9 MR. BINFORD: I have not got too much and
i

10 certainly not much that is derogatory. I think probably

11 the most important impression I got is that Arizona Public

12 Services got a relatively strong technical support group,

13 at least on paper, it appears to me. This would include the

14 Nuclear Operations Support Group under the Vice President

15 for Electrical Operations and the Nuclear Engineering

16 Groups under the Nucle.ar Projects Vice President, plusy

17 some of the people you have in the control room.

18 I don't know the depth of the expertise available

ir in this groups. I have no way of knowing how expert they

20 are, but it appears to me that if appropriate enginecring

21 expertise is available, those groups should be used somehow

22 in a continuing effort to understand the response of the

23 plant to various stimuli, to anticipate abnormal situations,

O ! '4 to aevise metnoa= or ooei=9 with them e=a to ero'viae
~

25 assistance to the operators, both in developing engineering

O>

;
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1 or operating procedures and emergency procedures and dealing

2 with upset plant conditions if they are called up. In other

3 words, I think you have got a real strong group here that

4 if you can manage to use them in that capacity in addition

5 to whatever else they are doing, that you are going to be

6 taking advantage of a resource that you really should take

7 advantage of.

8 Second, I think, and I know that these plants are

9 supposed to be stand-alone plants, but each one has the

10 same complement of equipment, and I do think that some

it planning should be done for emargency situations in which

12 it might be expedient to use the facilities at one plant

13 to relieve a situation at another. I think this, and again

O
14 I emphasize if this were done certainly without impairing

15 the independence of the emergency equipment at one plant

16 in order to make it available at another, but I think this

17 bears looking into. You have got a chance here to take

18 advantage of some things that are already in existence.

19 Finally, Mike, I guess I am reasonably impressed

20 with the experience that the management has. You seem to

21 have, it seems to me that they have a pretty good depth of

22 experience, better than a number I have seen.

23 I don't know what the situation is down at the'

f24 lower levels too well, although it sceg [tp have started out

25 pretty well with, what, 600 years of nbdie r experience.

O '
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1 I am a little bit concerned about the training staff as to

2 while they have had the nuclear experience it does not appear

-

3 to me that they have had too much experience in teaching

4 or in training, and I suppose that there isn't too much that

5 can be done about that, other than having Mempha State (?)

6 or some of the other organizations that specialize in this

7 help out, but I guess that is about all I have got to say.

8 MR. BENDER: Charlie?

9 MR. NATHIS: A couple of comments. One, throughout

to the presentation we have heard that there are many, many

11 programs under consideration. PRA was just a good example.

12 I am left wi*h the impression that you have got a lot of

13 things in the mill, but time is running out, and you are going

14 to be ready here in a little over a year to load some fuel,

15 and I think some of these things maybe need to be

16 accelerated. Now, this is just an impression.

17 The other thing along with what Frank said, it

18 seems to me you have a strong organization. You have

19 apparently a lot of help in the technical area. I think

20 you have got a lot of good operating experience. Again, as

21 Frank emphasfzed, I would hope that you would emphasize
|

. 22 more the commercial plant kind of experience. The full

{23 Committee, I am sure is going to be very interested in that

() 24 particular aspect.

25 A third comment is that I raised a question,

O
1
|

L __
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1 yesterday on the interface between the project group and
2 the operating group. I think it is important that you

O 3 present a good team approach, if you will, and I would hope
4 that that is real and comes through stronger.

5 I guess that is all I have got.

6 MR. BENDER: Chet, do you have some things to add

7 at this stage?

8 MR. SIESS: Nothing else.

9 MR. BENDER: I suppose I am stuck with the job of
to trying to fill in the gaps.

II MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Antognini would

12 like to make a comment.

13 ME. BENDER: Sure, go ahead.
)

Id MR. ANTOGNINI: It is very clear from the comments

15 made that there is a lack of understanding and a comfortable

16 feeling about the relationship between the plant and the
37 support organizations, and it appears to me that we need to
18 explain our position to you',better so you will get a
19 comfortable feeling.

20 I don't want you to leave the room thinking that

the plant is going to be 50 miles from Phoenix and try to21

22 operate totally independent. That is not our intention.
23 Our intention is to staff the plant to meet the day-to-day

O !4 neede end to deve1og the eggrogriete interfeces to grovide

25 the technical support necessary to operate that facility,

O
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1 and we will look into that, and we will provide you with

2 the interfaces that we intend to operate with.
7,

l -
3 MR. BENDER: I hope youndill not accept these

questions though sharply worded sometimes with the intent4

5 of their being more than an attempt to constructively probe

6 the way in which you plan to operate. I guess I, myself,

7 concur with the consultants that as an organization you

have probably got a larger fraction of commercial experience8

9 and other kinds of experience than most organizations that

10 w e have been reviewing recently have.

11 I think the unique way in which you have

12 organized can have great merit, but we do recognize that

13 Mr. Van Brunt is bearing the brunt of the construction of
( })

14 the plant, as well as trying to plan for his operations, and
that may be interfering a little bit with the ability to15

16 think about how these support organizations can function

17 along with the operating organization and I would think some

attempt to at least have Ed find somebody that can help him18

19 with the thinking processes might turr out t ease your

20 problems for the next year or so.

21 In the end, of course, I don' t think it will make

22 much difference after you have got all the plants built,

{23 but right now in the planning stage it might be. useful,
p }

| () J 24 In connection with he comntent that Frank Binford

25 made about the skills within the organization, it is hard to

/D
\
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1 tell what they are beyond seeing that there are a lot of

2 people that are pretty well trained, but it seems to me it

3 would be useful if,you could think about what skills you

4 need to have in terms of what knowledge of materials, what

5 knowledge of controls, what knowledge of operating transients,
,

| 6 thermal hydraulics, even neutronics if that is the kind of

7 thing needed within that organization and to be able to

8 designate people who you can say are our experts in these

9 explicit areas.

10 It is not our intent to make you decide or to say

i 11 that some skill is needed. Until you do that you cannot

12 tell what the supporting capabilities are that might be

13 needed from the outside. All utilities require supporting
,

14 capability, so there is nothing unique about 'your using

15 outside contractors, but there is a marriage involved, and

16 it ought to be done with some thought, and we have been
4

17 giving a lot of attention to that with other utilities, and

; 18 I see no reason why we should exempt you from that thinking
;

19 process.

20 I don't have much else to add in a general way.
i

| 21 We need to plan for the full Committee meeting, but let me

22 ask first if you would like to respond to the comments

" 23 that were made7,
s

() f24 MR. VAN BRUNT. I think that I would like to say,;

25 Mr. Chairman, that we appreciate your comments, and we take

C).

|

|
.

t
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1 them as useful, and we are going to deal with them, and

2 many of them are not unbeknownst to us, and we have been

3 dealing with them for some time, and we intend to continue

4 to deal with them and to improve our situation.

5 We have come a long way, and we plan to go a lot

6 further than we have already.

7 MR. BENDER: I am going to try to propose a

8 tentative plan for presentation at the full Committee meeting,

9 and we may have to alter it later on, but the way in which

to the meeting is now structured -we plan to allow about three

11 hours for the CESSAR part of the presentation which

12 Combustion would be the lead organization, and then three

13 hours for Palo Verde to present its plan. We have often-

)
14 found it difficult to get one of these plants reviewed in

15 four hours, and I am hopeful that by the right distribution

16 of the presentations we can come out all right.

17 MR. VAN BRUNT: Do you have a date for that, sir?

18 MR. BENDER: December 10.

19 MR. QUITTSCHREIBER: CESSAR is first on the agenda.

20 MR. VAN BRUNT: I understood that was it, but I

21 just wanted to confirm it.

22 MR. BENDER: Let me suggest that you plan to start

23 by presenting the corporate organization. If tir. Woods isg

() k 24 going to be there after a brief introduction I think it!

25 wouldn't hurt so that he really has a place in the act if

(): ,

r
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1 you could invite him to describe who the companies are that

2 make up the Palo Verde combine and to give a little bit of
/~j'(> 3 the management philosophy associated with this coming to the

4 point of saying, and we have two vice. presidents designated

5 to do certain kinds of things, and then he can turn it over

6 to one or the other ofyou to make the presentation from

7 then on.

8 From our standpoint in order to understand the

9 organization, we need to see some organization charts,but

10 you almost overwhelmed us with them. If you could boil them

11 down to perhaps about three, that would probably enable you

12 to show to a reasonable level what the distribution of talent

13 is and I doubt if we need to know it --
O

14 MR. SIESS: But bring the others along in case

15 scznebody asks for them

16 MR. BEND"R: Good point.

17 MR. VAN BRUMT: No question that we will have them

18 with us.

19 MR. BENDER: There are a few things that were sort

20 of gaps on the charts that probably ought to be focused on.

21 The quality assurance business as you probably observed

22 from our conversation was not well understood by us, and

j 23 that probably had to do with the fact that your charts did

f') h24 not show it well. If you do it right, there won't be much
-

25 confusion. We know there has to be independence, and this

O
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1 discrimination between QC and QA is still an important one.

2 We need to hear something about how you are using your
n

3 supporting contractors through the operating stage, Bechtel,

4 CE and others, if you have others. It is not clear to me that

5 you have any others, but there may be some in the startup

6 organization that we have not heard of. If there are, I

7 think you ought to say how you are using them.

8 MR. VAN BRUNT: There are a number of others, by

9 the way.

10 MR. BENDER: We did not try to explore it, but we

have learned that it is p' etty hard to get one of these11 r

12 plants started without them, with just the guys that are

13 going to run it at the end of the game and that is why we

14 have not worried very much about it.

15 I think it would be useful if you could put

16 together a summary of the capabilities of your organization

17 and consolidate it in some way and not necessarily with the

18 intent of showing it in great detail. You have got an

19 operating group, and you have got a supporting group ,and

20 if you could show the number of management people and their

21 average level of expertise in the several categories we

22 talked about, commercial nuclear, other nuclear and other

j23 kinds of experience and something that indicates the

8O 24 c demic strngth along with that, it would give us ant

25 overall impression. We are not trying to look at individuals

O
|
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I in detail, and we will not look at them in detail, and the

2 Committee just does not have time to do that. So just giving

3 us a picture is fine. If you want to make the tabulation

4 and give us a written summary of it so you won't have to

5 waste much time on it, that would net be a bad idea.

6 We recognize that you might be planning to grow.

7 It would be useful if you would tell us something about

9 where you stand on operational staff,how much of it you have

9 got now and where you plan to go in the future.

10 I think probably that will be a pretty good picture

11 of the organization, and I would like to suggest that you,

12 if you can, try to work out a way to say that in about half

13 an hour. That means talking fast. It will mean you are1

14 going to have to think some about what you are going to say.

15 The Committee may want to quiz you occasionally,

16 but I think if you can hcid your presentation without

17 Committee help to half an hour, we can live with it.

18 There are some technical subjects we would like

19 to hear. We would like to hear a little bit about your

20 simulator. You have one one of the simulators functioning

21 and we have worked on you a little bit about how it is

I 22 to be used. I don't think we care to hear a description
i
f23 of the simulator. I k I would encourage you to look

h24 at the transcript of tais meeting and try to give some

25 cverall impression of how you plan to use the simulator,

O
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1 taking into account some of the kinds of questions that are
2 being raised. You don't have to do everything we say.Od 3 We give you a lot of free advice, but it would be interesting

4 for us to see how you responded.

5 The Committee is very much interested in these

6 several Committees that are set up on an advisory basis and

7 a review basis and the reintionship between them is a

8 subject which we would'like to hear. I think about a

9 five-minute discussion of that Comtr.ittee organization

10 presented as a whole picture, instead of telling us about

11 the. one and then going off somewhere and telling us about

12 the next one would make it easier for us to understand it.

f 13 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairman, could you give us a

1d suggested time limit on the simulator?

15 MR. BENDER: Five minutes is enough.

16 We would like to hear about a five-minute

17 discussion of the shif t technical adviser use and capabilities .

18 You might want to put that on the end or intersperse it into

19 that discussion of the organization. I forgot about it, but

20 if it needs another five minutes on the 30, then put it in

21 there.

f22 We have become very conscious of the fact that the
v

23y shift technical adviser';s role is still a little muddy, not

O !2d suet in your ceee. in e11 cesee, end so we ere ervine to

25 sharpen it up some.

O
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1 We need to hear a snapshot of where the hydrogen

2 combustion business stands, and it is clear you are still
A
V 3 thinking about it. You ought to try to get your position

4 thought out somewhat.

5 We would like to hear a little bit more about what

6 you might do with PRA recognizing that you have not done much

7 right now, but you have got a week or two to think about it,

8 and you may as well start thinking.

9 We would like to hear something on this primary

to system depressurization capability which you are putting in as

11 a part of your venting system. I think some of us were

12 attracted by the idea that if you are going to put in a

13 vent it doesn't necessarily have to have a PORV on it, but

14 it would be nice to depressurize the system. So, we wctuld

15 like to hear a little bit about what the logic might be for

16 something live this.

17 You don't have to have the last answer. Tell us

18 what the considerations are.

19 We would like to hear something about this remote

20 shutdown capability that you are now engineering into the

21 plant and how much it is isolated from other functions, and

22 as you might imagine Mr. Ebersole was interested in the

23 matter of whether anything else besides the shutdown panel
g

Q h24 might get that kind of treatment. You might want to think

25 about that, and he might ask some questions about it.

O
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i I don't necessarily recommend that you make a

2 Presentation. If you would like to, fine, but be prepared

O
3 to respond to questions if he asks.

4 I think we woul.d like to hear something about your

5 Mining program, and let us not plan to go through the whole

6 listing of all the program. We have heard it here, and

7 what you are describing is not greatly different from what

k a we have heard from other places. If your training manager

9 could make his presentation and tell us a little bit about

to the philosophy of training as it exists now or may exist

11 later, based on thinking derived from this meeting or others,

12 I think we would like to see how he perceives his role.

13 The operatics manager has a viewpoint of it.

14 The Committee has come around to a view that training is an

15 important function and it needs to be quite visible, and wo

16 need to be sure that the people that are respor.sible for

17 training are more than just people who present things that

18 other people tell them about. We believe they ought to be

19 thinking about what they need to train people in and how .

20 it is to be absorbed and so on.

21 I suggest you plan about 15 minutes for that

22 presentation. Let me see if I missed anything here.

23 MR. SIESS: How about energency procedures?

24 MR. BENDER: Yes, we need a discussion of the

25 emergency procedure development program. Do you have any

O

__
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I of then: written yet? You don't have any mergency

2 procedures written yet, do you or do you? Do you have any

b 3 exemplary ones?

4
MR. SIESS: What does your Combustion Engineering

5
have in the way of emergency procedures input to you?' At the

6 1 ast review we made Dr. Okrent asked the NSSS vendor or
7 asked the staff if he could --

8 MR. ANDOGNINI: CE provides the guidelines. '

' We prepare our own procedures.

10 MR. SIESS: And we get a copy of CE guidelines?
II Okrent has it? Oh, that is good.

2 MR. AMDOGNINI: I will bring you a sample of a

13 couple of procedures.

" MR. BENDER: And aomething to say about how you

15 are using the guidelines to develop your own procedur'es.

16 The fact that you are planning to take advantage of the
' I7 San Onofre experience was encouraging to me. .I think-

18 San Onofre has gotten farther along than most that I have

" heard, and I hahe heard a few, and so startiing from that
20 point you are goi'ng to be further along maybe than if you

21 started from scratch, but to see a couple of examples would

22 be nice. '

u
23

? MR. SEISS: I thought their discussion of how they

O !'' had the emergency grocedures invetvine hoth event ecenerio

25 oriented procedures and symptom oriented procedures, as I

O
.
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1 understood it. I thought that was interesting, and I don't

'2 know whether we have heard exactly that story.

O 2 MR. eENDER: we heve noe heard CESSAR gresent
/

4 that story yet. Where would that story fit into your

presentation?5

6 f MR. SHERER: Ed Sherer from combustion

7 Ingineering2 Right now we supply emergency operating

8 ' guidel'ines through our owners group to our operating plants

9 and but plants under construction. It is not now part of the

10 CESSAR discussion.

11 MR. BENDER: I think I agree with Dr. Siess
|

12 that it would be nice to hear a little bit of that story.
1

13 Could we have about 10 minutes of it?

O3
14 MR. VAN BRUNT: I think, sir, that we would,

15- and what I had interpreted out of it before you raised tha
t

to point was that you would like to see a present>ation similar

17 to what we did today with Mr. Callahan or whoever the

18 CE representative vould be indicating how the guidelines

19 were developed and then our representative indicating

20 how we took those guidelines and put them together into

21 procedures.

22 MR. BENDER: I have not tried to count up

f23 everything , but I was just about to say that I thought that

24 wts about an hour an one-half, and I did not know how

25 accurate I was, but Stu Beal told me that was about and hour

O
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L and 6ne-half.

2 Some of the presentations here were exceptionally
O 3 good. One of them on the electrical distribution system ~

4 was really helpful, but we heard so much of it that I don't

5 think we need to hear it again, and so we will not bother,

x6 but if you have'somebody that will come to the meeting and

7 be prepared to respond if asked, it would be helpful,

8 and I, also, thought the presentation on the instrumentation

9 to fcllow the course of an accident was an interesting kind -

10 of presentation anci> showed a lot more understanding of the,

Il problem than most organizations that we have heard presented,
12 and even though I have used an hour and 30 minutes,,1f I

13 could get 10 minutes on that subject of about the caliber

14 that we heard this af ternoon --

15 MR. SEISS: Take the best 10 minutes out of the
,

16 hour.

17 MR. BENDER: Yes, I think the Committee would be

18 very receptive to ,that story. We may get lots of probing

19 questions.

20 MR. VAN BRUNT: We will have Mr. Sterling available

21 to mcke that presentation. We will have either Mr. Barrow

22 in reserve or Mr. Allen to deal with the systems.

23
? MR. BENDER: Is there anything else you can think

24 og7

25 MR. SIESS: No,
__

' O

1
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1 MR. BENDER: Gary, do you have anything?

2 MR. QUITTSCHREIBER: There were several things

O
3 that came up during the meeting.

4 MR. BENDER: Frank, do you see anything that

5 would enlighten the Committee beyond what we have talked

'

6 d>out?

7 MR. BINFORD: No, I don ' t think so .

8 MR. BENDER: Stu, have you got any thoughts?

9 MR. BEAL: No.

10 MR. SEISS: We usually have something on emergency

11 plann, but in view of this site, I don't think the full

12 Committee needs that.

13 (Laughter.)

14 MR.SEISS: We have heard plenty. We have seen it,

15 and I think we can pass the word on. I would suggest we

16 not --

17 MR. BENDER: I am not going to propose that we do.

,

Hopefully somebody will be there to respond to questions18
I

19 if they come up.

20 MR. VAN BRUNT: We will be able to handle that

21 if it should come up.

22 MR. BENDER: And I don't plan to have any security

$23 presentation, and at this stage I don't recommend that you
a

() $24 bring anybody beyond your management staff to respond to

25 questions if they come up.

O

- . . . -- . . . .
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O
1 You probably won't get any questions. I think

2 this has been a very constructive meeting, and we were

i 3 pleased to have the opportunity to come down here and see

4 the plant which is very impressive and to have an interchange

5 with you, and I am hopeful that the full Committee meeting

6 will turn out to be similarly successful.

7 MR. VAN BRUNT: Mr. Chairman, I have a couple of

8 items, if I could raise them?

9 MR. BENDER: Yes.

10 MR. VAN BRUNT. One, just as a clarification

11 with regard to the orgazizational presentation we recognize

12 that in our presentation we made we real.ly di(I not deal with

13 the quality assurance program as adequately as we might have.q
L/

14 Is it our understanding that you woulu like us to present

15 the operational QA program or do you want a composite of our

16 construction and operational program?

17 MR. BENDER: I think it is really operatjor.al

18 QA we are inte::ested in, and we don't need a presentation.

19 I think it just was not visible.

20 MR. VAN BRUNT: I understand.

21 MR. BENDER: In terms of the way in which it

22 related to the rest of the program, and it seemed a little

23 confusing.

24 MR. VAN BRUNT: We concur 100 percent.

25 MR. BENDER: And we would like to be able '.o see

O
'

. .- ._. .. .
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i that it is independent, that it has the avenues of reporting

2 that are now considered to be the right mode for these

O lP ants.3

4 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay. Additionally during the

5 two days of presentations and interchange there were a number

6 o f questions that were raised that we put off, and I have

7 got answers here to them or I have somebody to answer them
s

a if you would like to deal with those now.

9 MR. BENDER: Yes, it will be' in the record

to somewhere. So, it would be a good idea to see what you can

11 do with them.

12 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, let me ask Mr. Rogers to go

N 13 up.
{~s,

14 The first question that was raised, and I believe

15 this was on the tour, had to do with why do we spray the

16 support columns with a fire retardant spray.

17 MR. ROGERS: Carter Rogers, Nuclear Engineering

18 Manager. That was answered, Ed, in my presentation yesterday

19 evening. I don'n know whether there were further questions

20 relating to that. During the presentation I stated that

21 the reason for the protection on the beams is that they

22 are nupporting beams for the control building and that ue

{23 had come up with the criterion to spray them through working

O !.24 with NEtr ^ or ^Nz.

25 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, secondly, I believe

O

. _
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1 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, secondly, I believe

2 Dr. Shewmon asked if we had any of the information

(~l% 3 relative to the pot boiler tests that we did with the samples'

4 of the effluent that we planned to use, and Mr. Rogers does
,

5 have that information.

6 We can make it available to you or mail it to you

7 or whatever you would like.

8 MR. BENDER: If you have a copy, you could it to

9 Mr. Quittschreiber.

10 MR. ROGERS: I can do that.

11 MR. BENDER: Or if not, you can mail it to him.

12 MR. ROGERS: I can give it to you.

13 MR. BENDER: Why don't you?

14 MR. ROGERS: All right. I will do it af ter the

15 meeting.

16 MR. BENDER: Turn it over to Mr. Quittschreiber,

17 and he will see that Dr. Shewmon gets it.

18 MR. VAN BRUNT: Additionally, I think Dr. Shewmon

19 asked Mr. Rogers about the yield strength of the bolts,

20 the NF question.

21 MR. ROGERS: His question, as I recall it was

22 whether we had any bolting that had a yield greater than
u

7
150,000 psi. The answer is we have no bolts that have23

(') 24 yield strengths greater than that. All ours are less than

25 that.

O

4
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I MR. BENDER: I think he did not quite phrase

2
fm. his question the.way he wanted to. We are interested in .

i

Q) 3 high strength bolts that may not have very much yield
# capacity, and I think he concluded that those bolts

5 generally were bolts that had a strength greater than

6 150,000 psi. Can I interpret your statement as we don't

7 have any of these types of bolting where you might be

a concerned about failure due to some stress corrosion
' phenomenon or something like that because the chemistry is

I0 the right kind?

' MR. ROGERS: I would not state it exactly that

12 way, sir. I would state that we are concerned with

C) !3 corrosion of bolting. The question though I think is

" addressed in the FSAR, page 3.8-87 which does list bolting
15 that we have and, also, lists the stre:igths associated with

I0 that bolting.

I7 MR. BENDER: And that takes care of all the

18 hold-down?

MR. ROGERS: That takes care of the nuclear grade

20 bolting, yes, sir.

21 MR. BENDER: Would a steam generator support

have nuclear grade bolting?
U

23
? MR. ROGERS: Yes, sir. That is an ASME code,

O g 24m

: Section 3, NF, and that is what he specifically referred

1 25
to.

O
U
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1 MR. BENDER: Yes, fine.

2 MR. VAN BRUNT: Okay, another one, just for the

3 record being cleared up, I believe that someone on the

4 Subcommittee asked for our. training manager's resume and

5 Mr. Hartley, I believe, gave that to you thi.9 morning.

6 In addition, I think Mr. Andognini gave either you or

7 Mr. Quittschreiber a copy of Mr. Hartley's resume?

8 MR. BENDER: Yes, thank you.

9 MR. VAN BRUNT: And finally there was a question

10 I believe raised to Mr. Hartley which is kind of what I

11 touched on before about our interrelationships with EPRI,

12 and I think he would like to say a couple of words on that.

13 MR. HARTLEY: The only point that I wanted to make

%.)
14 in dealing with the specific question, we have a lot of the

15 EPRI material; all of it, in fact, comes into our

16 organization. The identification of a particular topic

17 or report might escape me, but my organization certainly

18 would incorporate all of that mate::ial into its planning.

19 So, I did not want to leave that impression that we don't

20 receive the EPRI information. We certainly do.

21 MR. BENDER: T think Dr. Catton raised this

22 question. He was particularly concerned about the fact

f23 that EPRI is actively looking at human response and at

24 simulator capabilities and because you are at the operating

25 stage where that is a particularly important area of

O
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interest that it might be worthwhile for you to seek out'

j

people in EPRI that are working in that area ~and be sure you
2

() have got access to the latest.'

3 _

MR. HARTLEY: 'Right. We do havo plans to do that,.
4

if we have not already done it.
5

i
! There was one other point that I wanted to clarify

6

! on;.the STA interface with the training that was brought up
7

this morning on the relationship of training STA's in
8

relationship to the shift people, and in talking with our
9

4

training department, -our simulator training for the STA's'

10
| last two weeks is in conjunction with training of the shift
| 33

12 personnel. So, they will be trained together in that point.
i

MR. BENDER: That is fine. I think that was the - .

13

( thrust of what we were getting at.
<

| 34
i

MR. VAN BRUNT: I have one last minor-question.
15

! Do you see any of the information that we have presented
16

today requiring any changes be made in the general5 j7

i instructions that you gave to CE for the CESSAR presentation?
[ 18

! Or can that stand as was agreed last week?
19

:

MR. BEN 7ER: I did not see anything that needed
20

d

any gross changes. We anticipate that CE will update the
! 21
I Committee on how the nuclear steam supply system has been
! 22

f23
engineered, and they can rely on you to do that,and we don't

,

(]) h24 intend to repeat it at the Palo Verde meeting. We are
j

going to concentrate on operational aspects of Palo Verde25

i (:)
;

:

i
.

>
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O 1 in connection with the Palo Verde part of the meeting',

2 and CE will tell us why it is time to get a FTA.

3 MR. SIESS: Could I bring up a question at this

#
time?

5 I may have missed this so:r.ewhere, but let me ask,

6 and if I am wrong correct me. You had an outside consultant

7 on your control room human factors engineering?

MR. VAN BRUNT: Yes, sir.

' MR. SIESS: Dc you have anybody on your staff,

30 either staff with human factors engineering background

I'
or: experience?

MR. VAN B' RUNT: I guess the answer is yes and no,

I3
Dr. Siess. We don't have anybody who has worked in that

O ,,
field per se. However, in preparation to do the study where

15 we had the assistance from a consultant, we did have some of

16 the people who were going to be involved in the study go to

I7 eme seminars in that area and this kind of thing, and

'8
certainly they have gained experience through working with

19
the consultant in that study.

!!R . SIESS: It seems to me that you are looking
1

21
at operating experience and looking at LER's in your

22
independent safety evaluation group and in connection with

23
your training program, that this idea of human factors

O I'' e#9 =eeri=9 #eeas to de ore or i= the fro =* or = eboa '-1 v
' 25'

mind as they are looking at that. Do you have any plans for
i

| O

;

.
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1 these people who now have some background to be involved ;

2 in those ongoing operations so that they are constantly
OO

3 thinking about it?

4 MR. VAN BRUNT: As far as the, you mean ongoing

5 frcm this point, yes, sir, absolutely.

6 AR. SIESS: During operations. ;

7 MR. ANTOGNINI: The Safety Audit Committee has

8 specific plans to include that expertise either on their

9 Committee or to consult with that Committee.

10 MR. SIESS: That is getting a little high up, but

11 I am glad to see it up at that level, too. I think that

12 people look at LER's and recognize now that there is a

13 carryover from that one to my plant because it did involve

14 something, and maybe I ought to go look at the control

15 room to see 'if we could do the same thing.

16 MR. BENDER: Let me ask the staff, will 30 minutes

17 be adequate for you to tell your story?

18 MS. KERRIGAN: Yes, definitely.

19 MR. BEMDER: We don't require it be 30 minutes.

20 Make it as brief as you can.

21 MS. KERRIGAN: Yes..

22 MR. BENDER: We left a few loose ends for you

{23 to clean up. You don't have to necessarily make those

O I24 ee ore 1 greeenteeton. 1f you wene to eive them ec ue in

25 some other way, we would be just as happy to get them in any

O

~
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1 forn, just so we can have them.

2 MS. KERRIGAN: Yes, sir.
O
V 3 MR. BENDER: Chris, do you have any things that

4 are open concerning CESSAR 80 that we need to take up here?

5 MR. GRIMES: Not at this time. As I think I

6 indicated before, before the full Committee we will hopefully

7 be able to define the p,licy aspects of where we are going

8 so that we will be able to address what we are doing.

9 MR. BENDER: I am sure the lawyers will promptly

10 straighten out the matter, and we will know in great detail

11 what they want to do one of these days.

12 I was being a little sarcastic.

13 Let me see, Gary, are you going to be the contact

14 for the ACRS or is Stu going to be it?

15 MR. QUITTSCHREIBER: Stu is.

16 MR. BEBE:R:?I think we have a fairly good understanding of

17 what is going is supposted to be covered. Mr. Beal, our

18 fellow who has been helping a great deal in the organization

19 of this meeting will be available, and if you want to talki

20 about alterations in the agenda or the organization of it

21 or redistribution of time, please get in touch with him,

22 and by the same token, if we remember some things we have

{23 f orgotten, you will hear from him.'

O I4 an v^" anuar ox r-
25 MR. BENDER: If there are no other matters, why

O
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I don't we adjourn this meeting?i

2- MR. VAN BRUNT: Thank you.

O
: 3 (Thereupon, at 3:17 p.m., the meeting was

#
i' concluded.)
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